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Summary 
Analysing the environmental and evolutionary histories of species provides an 

empirical framework for testing biogeographic hypotheses and understanding factors 

underlying past, current and future demographic responses. Expanding these 

analyses to a comparative framework also allows for assessing the role of species-

specific traits on biogeographic patterns, identifying whether species responses 

might be shared or not. The temperate zone of Australia is divided into two 

contrasting regions in the southeast and southwest corner of the mainland, with 

substantial spatial and temporal environmental variability in the southeast but with 

pronounced topographic and climatic stability since the Pliocene in the southwest. 

Several biological groups, such as pygmy perches, are common to both 

biogeographic regions, and present suitable systems to evaluate and compare the 

interaction of environmental and evolutionary histories. Additionally, all pygmy perch 

species are of conservation concern, and understanding the contribution of 

evolutionary history to their adaptive potential is important for guiding management 

strategies.  

This work aims to investigate the phylogeographic histories of several pygmy perch 

lineages across the two temperate bioregions and to identify environmental factors 

underlying patterns of divergence and persistence. To achieve those aims, I first 

generated genome-wide (based on ddRAD1) data to assess phylogenetic, 

demographic and population genetic patterns in pygmy perches from southeastern 

and southwestern Australia. These results were then integrated with environmental 

1 ddRAD is a reduced representation sequencing method that stands for “double digest restriction-site 
associated DNA”. 
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modelling for the two temperate regions to provide a more comprehensive 

assessment of their evolutionary histories. Complex coalescent modelling using 

7,958 ddRAD loci containing 7,780 putatively unlinked SNPs2 revealed the spatial 

complexity of Plio-Pleistocene environmental changes on the evolutionary patterns 

of the southern pygmy perch (Nannoperca australis), a lineage from southeast 

Australia. The findings indicate that aridification played a stronger role in isolating 

inland populations compared to sea level changes in coastal populations.  

The Nannoperca australis patterns were compared with those inferred for the Yarra 

pygmy perch (Nannoperca obscura) across their co-distributed range. This analysis 

used 21,051 ddRAD loci and 17,389 SNPs for N. australis and 19,428 ddRAD loci 

and 15,715 SNPs for N. obscura. It revealed concordant demographic histories 

across a shared habitat refugium, but significant species-wide discordance in 

distribution patterns and connectivity. This disparity likely reflects differences in long-

term standing genetic variation between species and may be a contributing factor to 

the variable success of recent conservation efforts for these threatened lineages.  

Remarkably contrasting results were obtained for lineages endemic to the southwest 

Australia biodiversity hotspot in Western Australia. Here, populations belonging to 

the western pygmy perch species complex (Nannoperca vittata and Nannoperca 

pygmaea) were analysed using 19,426 ddRAD loci and 18,177 SNPs. The analyses 

revealed a number of anciently isolated lineages, including cryptic species, and 

reduced environmental fluctuations in this biodiversity hotspot, which allowed the 

2 SNP is a genomic marker that stands for “single nucleotide polymorphism” 
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accumulation and maintenance of pygmy perch diversity. A novel functional 

enrichment approach using fixed SNP differences was developed, which 

demonstrated potential mechanisms for reproductive isolation between cryptic 

species based on intracellular differences associated with chromosome 

arrangement.  

Overall, these results illustrate the contrasting interplay between species 

evolutionary histories and environmental dynamics, with climatic stability allowing 

divergent lineages to persist but climatic variability creating more complex and 

fluctuating patterns of connectivity and persistence. Species responses to shared 

environmental change were not fully concordant and highlighted the role of intrinsic 

factors, such as genetic diversity, in allowing species to adapt to changing habitats. 

Altogether, environmental and species trait variation intersect to create an intricate 

network defining past species responses, adding to the complex nature of predicting 

adaptive resilience to environmental and climatic change. These findings provide 

important implications for the management of freshwater biota more widely, as well 

as specific to the pygmy perches, urging for protection of habitat for the newly 

identified lineages and informing ex situ and in situ conservation efforts.  
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Chapter 1: General Introduction 
Climate Change and Species Persistence 
Anthropogenic climate change is placing unprecedented selective pressures on 

species globally, leading to unprecedented extinction rates (Le Roux et al. 2019). 

Whether species will be able to track suitable climates as they shift (Bridle & Vines 

2007), or persist in new environments through genetic adaptation (Bradshaw & 

Holzapfel 2006; Healy et al. 2018) or phenotypic plasticity (Murren et al. 2015; 

Sandoval-Castillo et al. 2020) will largely depend on their intrinsic characteristics 

(Aitken et al. 2008; Waldvogel et al. 2020), including genetic (Fordham et al. 2014), 

demographic (Pearson et al. 2014; Williams et al. 2008) and ecological traits 

(Somero 2010; Travis et al. 2013). For example, species with low dispersal capacity 

are unlikely to be able to sufficiently track their ecological niche under rapid climate 

change (Hoffmann & Sgro 2011; Travis et al. 2013), and species with low genetic 

diversity may not possess the adaptive potential to respond to local environmental 

changes (Williams et al. 2008). Understanding the interaction of intrinsic species 

traits and extrinsic environmental conditions is key to determining how, which, or if 

species will be able to adapt to ongoing climate change (Harrisson et al. 2014). 

Phylogeography – From Genetics to Genomics 
The relationship between the historical environment and the genealogy of species is 

often used as a proxy for species responses to future climatic changes (Dawson et 

al. 2011; Fenderson et al. 2020; MacDonald et al. 2008). This approach falls within 

the domain of phylogeography, which often seeks to combine population genetic, 

phylogenetic and environmental analyses to provide a multifaceted overview of 

species’ evolutionary histories (Cutter 2013; Edwards et al. 2016; Rissler 2016). 

Particularly, phylogeographic studies often focus on determining the relative role and 
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impact of past Earth history events on the evolution and diversification of species 

(Beheregaray 2008; Riddle 2016; Waters et al. 2020). The usage of historical 

environmental changes as a proxy for modern climate change is supported by 

analogous prehistoric climatic patterns, with ongoing contemporary climate change 

now analogous to patterns last observed in the Pliocene (Burke et al. 2018). 

Phylogeographic investigations of diversification span the population-speciation 

continuum (Coates et al. 2018), ranging from the delineation of intraspecific genetic 

units (Moritz 1994) to delimiting species (Beheregaray & Caccone 2007; Carstens et 

al. 2013; De Queiroz 2007). This framework has helped to identify ‘cryptic species’, 

which lack the typical morphological, ecological or behavioural divergence that may 

ordinarily define species but entail highly genetically divergent lineages that may be 

reproductively isolated (Coates et al. 2018). Cryptic species represent an important 

component of biodiversity and provide insights into the mechanisms and patterns of 

speciation (Fišer et al. 2018; Seehausen et al. 2014; Struck et al. 2018). Thus, 

phylogeography provides an avenue to evaluate a breadth of factors underlying both 

micro- and macroevolutionary patterns (Avise et al. 2016; Papadopoulou & Knowles 

2017). 

Extending phylogeographic analyses from taxon-specific studies to a comparative 

framework provides an approach to determine whether species responses are 

shared (Potter et al. 2018). This enables addressing underlying mechanisms driving 

species responses to environmental change, such as particular ecological traits 

(Avise et al. 2016; Riddle 2016). Typically, comparative phylogeography has 
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operated based on a dichotomy of shared (concordant) or individual (discordant) 

evolutionary histories across species (Papadopoulou & Knowles 2016). 

Concordance is typically associated with either the ubiquity of an historical 

environmental change (Avise et al. 2016; Barrow et al. 2018; Zamudio et al. 2016) or 

the role of shared ecological traits driving species responses (Paz et al. 2015; 

Rincon-Sandoval et al. 2019). Contrastingly, discordance has been attributed to 

variation in species traits (Bell et al. 2017; Massatti & Knowles 2014; Zamudio et al. 

2016) or an artefact of demographic stochasticity within lineages (Papadopoulou & 

Knowles 2016). Thus, a comparative phylogeographic framework allows for the 

investigation of the role of specific traits in their response to shared environmental 

change, an important factor in determining future adaptive potential (Healy et al. 

2018; Pearson et al. 2014; Williams et al. 2008). 

Phylogeography has traditionally relied upon organellar markers (mitochondrial or 

chloroplast DNA) to infer demographic and phylogenetic patterns (Brumfield et al. 

2003; Fahey et al. 2014; Riddle et al. 2008), owing to their relatively rapid mutation 

rates, lack of recombination, and broad orthology across taxa (Brito & Edwards 

2009; Wang 2010). However, genome-wide heterogeneity in evolutionary patterns 

(Cutter 2013; Degnan & Rosenberg 2009), due to processes such as incomplete 

lineage sorting (Maddison 1997; Nakhleh 2013) or horizontal transfer (Edwards et al. 

2016), may create significant discordance across markers and between genetic 

lineages and the underlying population history (Bravo et al. 2019). This gene tree 

discordance might not be detected when using a single locus or a few loci (Brito & 

Edwards 2009), potentially biasing phylogeographic studies based on these markers. 
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Recent advancements in analytical approaches and data collection may overcome 

these limitations, and have significantly improved the ability of phylogeographic 

studies to explore the relationship between the historical environment and species 

evolution (Beheregaray 2008; Carstens et al. 2013; McCormack et al. 2013). The 

development of next-generation sequencing technologies over the last decade have 

made the collection of thousands of genome-wide markers feasible, even for non-

model species (Carstens et al. 2012; Rissler 2016). For example, reduced 

representation approaches such restriction-associated DNA sequencing (RADseq) 

provide a cost-effective method for obtaining multi-locus data suitable for addressing 

complex phylogeographic questions (McCormack et al. 2013; Nunziata & Weisrock 

2018). In tandem, recent advancements in coalescent modelling, informed by 

detailed geological and ecological history, have improved the ability to provide more 

nuanced inferences of phylogeographic patterns (Cutter 2013; Hickerson et al. 

2010). For example, coalescent modelling approaches have been extended to 

incorporate gene flow (Hey 2010), large numbers of populations (Excoffier et al. 

2013) or detect selection within lineages (Hickerson et al. 2010). Similarly, the 

development of the multispecies coalescent as a statistical approach to species 

delimitation has improved the robustness of using genetic data to delimit species 

(Degnan & Rosenberg 2009; Edwards et al. 2016). Together, these developments 

have reinvigorated the field of phylogeography, providing an avenue to test more 

complex questions about the interaction of environmental variation and species 

evolution. 
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Temperate Australia 
Temperate regions across the globe demonstrate a history of variable environmental 

and climatic changes, driving complex patterns of evolutionary history (Smith et al. 

2017; Sommer & Zachos 2009). Similarly, anthropogenic climate change is expected 

to significantly impact many temperate regions across the planet through increasing 

temperatures and more variable precipitation patterns (Bonada et al. 2007). 

Phylogeographic studies in temperate regions are thus important to understand both 

the role of environmental variation in the evolutionary histories of species, as well as 

inform future projections in these bioregions. Within mainland Australia, the 

temperate zone forms two anciently isolated and contrasting bioregions at similar 

latitudes within the southwest and southeast corner (Figure 1.1). These disparate 

temperate regions are separated by a vast, arid expanse known as the Nullarbor 

Plain, which originated ~15 million years ago following major marine transgressions 

and a tectonic uplift event (Benbow 1990). The lack of connected drainages across 

the plain is a major barrier to the connectivity of water-dependent species (Byrne et 

al. 2011; Cook et al. 2015; Crisp & Cook 2007; Rix et al. 2015), and the Nullarbor 

Plain’s formation represents a key vicariance event in Australia’s environmental 

history. Despite their broadly similar climatic profiles, the two temperate regions 

demonstrate contrasting environmental histories, making them ideal for testing 

various hypotheses about the role of environmental history on the evolution, 

diversification, and persistence of temperate species. 
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Figure 1.1: The Australian temperate ecosystems, and regions studied in this thesis. Solid black lines 

indicate major drainage basin divides. Temperate regions are defined by the shaded area, derived 

from a recent global re-evaluation of Köppen-Geiger climatic profiles at 1km resolution (Beck et al. 

2018). Boxes indicate study regions for each chapter (numbered by chapter) of this thesis. 

The Variable Southeast 
The southeast temperate zone spans from the centre of Australia’s southern coast 

towards the northeast, eventually developing into more tropical habitat as it shifts 

northward. The region is spatially variable, with heterogeneous topography (Figure 

1.2A), multiple major drainage basins (Dickinson et al. 2002) and a strong 

hydroclimatic gradient (Figure 1.2B; Brauer et al. 2016). Much of the region is 

dominated by sclerophyllous woodlands and open vegetation, progressing to 

shrubland and desert further inland (Byrne et al. 2008; Chapple et al. 2005).  The 
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region also shows strong temporal variability, and has significantly changed since 

the Pliocene including intense aridification in inland regions (Byrne et al. 2011), sea 

level changes with associated cyclic island connections (Porter-Smith et al. 2012), 

and tectonic shifts (Unmack 2001). Together, these events have driven large-scale 

alterations to the ecosystem, including the formation and demise of a 90,000 km2 

lake (McLaren et al. 2011) and cyclic emergence and submergence of similarly-sized 

land bridge (Blom & Alsop 1988; Porter-Smith et al. 2012). Additionally, warmer and 

wetter conditions in the Miocene sustained historical subtropical rainforest along the 

continental coastline (Byrne et al. 2011; Byrne et al. 2008), highlighting the 

transformative effect of climatic changes on the ecosystem. These significant 

alterations have made the region a prime study area for investigating the impact of 

past environmental changes on the phylogeography of terrestrial (e.g. Ansari et al. 

2019; Cooper et al. 2000; Dubey & Shine 2010; Joseph et al. 2008; Kawakami et al. 

2009; Kreger et al. 2019; Neal et al. 2019; Norgate et al. 2009), freshwater (e.g. 

Adams et al. 2014; Coleman et al. 2010; Hammer et al. 2019; Hodges et al. 2015; 

Murphy & Austin 2004; Schultz et al. 2008; Unmack et al. 2012; Unmack et al. 2013; 

Waters et al. 2019) and marine (e.g. Colgan 2016; Overeem et al. 2008; Shaddick et 

al. 2011; Waters 2008; York et al. 2008) organisms. Thus, the temperate southeast 

of Australia remains a suitable location to investigate the relative role of various past 

environmental changes on phylogeographic patterns. 

The Stable Southwest 
The characteristics in the southeast contrast with the temperate southwest of 

Australia, which has experienced significantly less environmental variation over 

similar time scales. The region features a relatively simplistic landscape with limited 
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topographic variation (Figure 1.2C; Funnekotter et al. 2019; Wheeler & Byrne 2006), 

no major river drainage divides, stable geology (Hopper & Gioia 2004) and little 

climatic variation since the Pliocene (Spooner et al. 2011). A simple bioclimatic 

gradient defines the region (Figure 1.2D), with increasing aridification and 

temperatures further inland, with the temperate region primarily constricted to areas 

with >300mm annual rainfall (Hopper & Gioia 2004). Despite the lack of topographic 

or environmental variation that might typically support high biodiversity through 

narrow-range endemics (Cowling & Lombard 2002; Hickerson et al. 2010), the 

region is one of only two global biodiversity hotspots declared for Australia, 

commonly referred to as the Southwest Western Australia (SWWA) hotspot (Hopper 

& Gioia 2004; Myers et al. 2000). This status is based on the region’s high floristic 

diversity and endemism, with >8,000 species of plants of which approximately half 

are endemic (Gioia & Hopper 2017), and extensive habitat loss, with ~70% of native 

land vegetation cleared primarily for agricultural purposes (Habel et al. 2019; Monks 

et al. 2019). These aspects make the SWWA a region of high conservation concern 

and targeted by studies that investigated the underlying evolutionary mechanisms 

and the future of biodiversity within the hotspot (reviewed in Byrne et al. 2011; Crisp 

& Cook 2007; Hopper & Gioia 2004; Rix et al. 2015). 
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Figure 1.2: Comparison of spatial environmental heterogeneity between southeast (A – B) and 

southwest (C – D) Australia. A, C: Elevation, derived from the Etopo1 Global Relief Model (Amante & 

Eakins 2009). B, D: Annual precipitation, derived from the WorldClim database (Hijmans et al. 2005). 

Colours and break points are shared across both bioregions, with higher maximum values in 

southeast Australia.  

Freshwater Species as Phylogeographic Models 
Investigating the effect of environmental changes on evolutionary history and 

diversification requires a suitable model taxon. To this end, freshwater-dependent 

species are important indicators of historical environmental changes (Beheregaray et 

al. 2002; Burridge et al. 2007; Murphy & Austin 2004) given their reliance on limited 

habitat and often reduced capacity for dispersal (Davis et al. 2018; Inoue et al. 2014; 
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Thomaz et al. 2017). Even minor alterations to hydrology or topology can have 

strong impacts on the evolution of freshwater species (Inoue et al. 2014; Thomaz et 

al. 2017; Wallis et al. 2017): for example, riverine rearrangements can facilitate 

dispersal and shifting distributional patterns of aquatic species (Murphy & Austin 

2004; Waters et al. 2020). Additionally, freshwater species show a high propensity for 

cryptic speciation (Avise 2000; Gouws et al. 2006; Murphy & Austin 2004), providing 

the ability to investigate the interaction of Earth history, biotic traits, and 

diversification more thoroughly (Burridge & Waters 2020). These same 

characteristics also make freshwater species highly susceptible to extinction under 

contemporary climate change, causing them to be some of the most globally 

threatened taxa (Collen et al. 2014; Darwall et al. 2011). Understanding how past 

environmental changes have impacted the evolution of freshwater species thus 

provides a template for predicting how ongoing and future climate change might 

similarly impact their persistence. 

Pygmy Perches 
The pygmy perches (Percichthyidae), consisting of the genus Nannoperca (six 

named species) and Nannatherina balstoni, embody these traits. These small 

obligate freshwater fishes (max size ≈ 10cm) are habitat specialists (Wedderburn et 

al. 2012), preferring ephemeral and slow-moving streams or floodplains over major 

river systems (Hammer et al. 2013) and showing limited dispersal capacity (Saddlier 

et al. 2013). Pygmy perches are relatively short-lived (maximum age of 3 – 6 years) 

and reach sexual maturity after a single year (Attard et al. 2016a; Humphries 1995). 

Their ancient origins and poor dispersal ability suggest that their long-term 

persistence has been influenced by local adaptation to environmental instability, a 
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pattern supported by hydroclimatic adaptation in southern pygmy perch (Brauer et al. 

2016; Brauer et al. 2017; Morrongiello et al. 2010; Morrongiello et al. 2012). 

Figure 1.3: Distribution of pygmy perch species in southeast and southwest Australia, adapted from 

Buckley et al. (2018). Shaded regions denote the combined pygmy perch distribution for the region, 

excluding N. oxleyana which occupies a small distribution further north. The weight of the arrows 

between each species and the map indicates the relative extent of their distribution, with thicker 

arrows indicating more widespread species. Images of each species have been removed due to 

copyright restrictions. Distribution map reproduced with permission for open access articles by Royal 

Society Publishing.

As a group, pygmy perch are endemic to both temperate bioregions (Figure 1.3), 

with multiple divergent lineages within each region originating as early as the 

Miocene – Oligocene boundary (Figure 1.4). Despite the contemporary isolation of 

southwest and southeast temperate Australia, pygmy perches demonstrate a 

complex history involving multiple migrations across continental Australia (Buckley et 

al. 2018). Although species-specific phylogeographic patterns have been studied for 

some species, these have either used previous generation markers (Hammer et al. 
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2010; Unmack et al. 2013) or have not been representative of the full species 

distribution (Cole et al. 2016). These studies have identified several divergent 

intraspecific lineages within their respective study species, including evolutionarily 

significant units (ESUs), reflecting historical structure within species. 

Figure 1.4: Phylogenomic tree of all described pygmy perch species based on 13,991 ddRAD loci, 

adapted from Buckley et al. 2018. Nodes are labelled with bootstrap support (asterisks represent 

100% bootstrap support) and divergence times (indicated by letters and insert table) based on a 

biogeographic calibration point (D*). Clades are labelled by species (or ‘superclades’ for N. vittata 

[A] and [B]) and their relative distribution within Australia. Reproduced with permission for open 

access articles by Royal Society Publishing.

The taxonomy of the pygmy perch lineage is not fully resolved: in 2013, a 

morphologically and genetically divergent species (Nannoperca pygmaea) was 

described for southwest Australia (Morgan et al. 2013). Additionally, several cryptic 

species have recently been identified within the group, with the latest suggestion of 
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at least ten species of pygmy perch based on the delineation of N. ‘flindersi’ from N. 

australis, and a complex of three unnamed cryptic species within N. vittata  (Buckley 

et al. 2018; Unmack et al. 2011). However, these studies used geographically sparse 

data within lineages, may not have detected additional cryptic species and could not 

accurately infer geographic boundaries between putative species. 

 

All species of pygmy perch are of conservation concern and listed in state and 

national legislation as well as within the International Union for Conservation of 

Nature’s (IUCN) Red List (Table 1.1). Common threats across species include 

predation by invasive fish species (Beatty & Morgan 2013; Saddlier et al. 2013), a 

major drought event at the start of the millennium (Hammer et al. 2013; Wedderburn 

et al. 2012) and habitat fragmentation from anthropogenic modification of 

hydrological systems (Allen et al. 2020; Brauer et al. 2016; Cole et al. 2016). Several 

pygmy perch species show patterns indicative of a significantly more widespread 

and connected distribution prior to European settlement in Australia ~200 years ago 

(Cole et al. 2016; Hammer et al. 2010). 

 

In response to these growing threats, several ongoing conservation programs have 

been enacted to protect pygmy perches. Many of these have focused on 

southeastern species such as Nannoperca australis and N. obscura, which have 

been the subject of long-term monitoring (Hammer et al. 2013; Wedderburn et al. 

2012) and extensive genetic-based captive breeding programs (Attard et al. 2016a; 

Attard et al. 2016b; Beheregaray et al. in press). Reintroductions following multiple 

generations of captive breeding have had variable success, with some indication of 
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recovery in N. australis but not in N. obscura, which has recently gone locally extinct 

within part of its range (Beheregaray et al. in press). While less attention has been 

given to southwestern species, ongoing monitoring and conservation efforts for N. 

pygmaea aim to protect this narrowly distributed species (Allen et al. 2020). 

Phylogeographic studies of pygmy perch species can offer critical information for 

their conservation management by providing a historical reference regarding 

population connectivity, climatic responses, and accurate delineations of species. 

Table 1.1: International, national and state conservation status of all described pygmy perch species. 

All statuses are as listed in the relevant Act or documentation as of 13/08/2020. National status is 

based on species classification under the Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation 

Act, 1999. States: SA = South Australia; VIC = Victoria; NSW = New South Wales; QLD = 

Queensland; WA = Western Australia. Status: UL = Unlisted; NT = Near Threatened; VU = 

Vulnerable; TR = Threatened; EN = Endangered; CR = Critically Endangered. Relevant state 

legislation is noted by symbol and footnote. 

Genus Species Common name State 
State 
status 

National 
status 

IUCN 
Red List 

Nannatherina balstoni Balston’s pygmy perch WA* VU VU EN 

Nannoperca 

australis Southern pygmy perch 

SA† EN 

UL NT VIC‡ VU 

NSW§ EN 

obscura Yarra pygmy perch 
SA† CR 

VU EN 
VIC‡ TR 

oxleyana Oxleyanan pygmy perch 
NSW§ EN 

EN EN 
QLD# VU 

vittata Western pygmy perch WA* UL UL VU 

pygmaea Little pygmy perch WA* EN EN EN 

variegata Variegated pygmy perch 
SA† CR 

VU EN 
VIC‡ TR 

*Biodiversity Conservation Act, 2016 
†Action Plan for South Australian Freshwater Fishes, 2009; Fisheries Management Act, 2007 
‡Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act, 1988 
§Fisheries Management Act, 1994 
#Nature Conservation Act, 1992; Fisheries Act, 1994 
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Significance and Justification 
Predicting how species may respond to anthropogenic climate change is 

complicated by spatial heterogeneity in resultant environmental change and its 

interaction with species-specific traits. For threatened and dispersal-limited taxa, 

such as freshwater fishes, this poses a significant challenge for determining risk in 

the near future and appropriate conservation management. Using phylogeographic 

analyses to infer historical species responses to past environmental changes 

provides an empirical basis for determining potential responses to contemporary 

climate change. The development of genomic technologies and complex coalescent 

methods has positioned the field of phylogeography to investigate nuance in these 

interactions. 

 

This thesis aims to evaluate the role of biogeographic history on species evolution in 

a comparative framework that spans ecologically similar species and disparate 

biogeographic regions. For Australian freshwater fishes, it entails some of the first 

phylogeographic research using genomics, and arguably the first to use genomics 

within a comparative phylogeography framework.  Here, phylogeographic histories of 

pygmy perch species in southeast and southwest Australia are explored in detail 

using a complementary suite of genomic, modelling and environmental approaches. 

Inferred patterns are contrasted between disparate bioregions and co-distributed 

species to highlight the complex nature of evolutionary responses to past 

environmental change. The findings of this thesis represent an original contribution 

to biogeography and evolutionary theory, and inform on direct practical suggestions 

for the ongoing conservation of threatened freshwater fishes and potentially other 

similar taxa. 
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This thesis ties into several wider programs of biogeographic and conservation 

research within the Molecular Ecology Lab at Flinders University. Specifically, this 

thesis has connections to an Australian Research Council Linkage project 

(LP100200409: “Restoration genetics of five endangered fish species from the 

Murray-Darling Basin”) and a Future Fellowship project (FT130101068: “Evolution, 

adaptation and resilience of Australian freshwater fishes”). Although these projects 

have reached their funding completion, this thesis extends their legacy and utilises 

some of the data previously collected as part of these projects.  

 

Within this thesis, genomic sequences for 90 individuals were generated across all 

the study species using tissue samples acquired from the South Australian Museum. 

These samples were collected over the last decade by collaborators as part of other 

related projects, and there is an established database which connects all sequences 

generated herein with specimens lodged in the South Australian Museum. Accession 

numbers for these samples are provided in the relevant section of each data chapter. 

 

A portion of the work within this thesis builds upon my prior Honours research on the 

phylogenomic and biogeographic patterns of all pygmy perches (Buckley et al. 

2018). Some aspects of that research – e.g. additional ancestral area estimation, 

phylogenetic analyses, drafting of the manuscript, submission and revisions – were 

done within the duration of this PhD candidature. This paper has been provided in 

Appendix 1 for further reference. 
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Thesis Outline 
This thesis contains a general introduction, three data chapters and a concluding 

chapter. This first chapter provides a brief introduction to the relevant topics of the 

thesis, including general information about the study regions and species as well as 

the broader significance of the work. Each of the three data chapters are intended as 

stand-alone manuscripts for publication and contain detailed background relevant to 

the chapter within their own introduction sections. The final concluding chapter 

synthesises the results across the data chapters to broadly summarise the work and 

outline the ongoing and future research arising from the thesis. 

 

Chapter 2: The roles of aridification and sea level changes in the diversification and 

persistence of freshwater fish lineages3.  

A combination of phylogenetic and coalescent approaches with environmental 

modelling are used to determine the relative role of various Earth history events on 

the diversification of N. australis and N. ‘flindersi’ across their full distributions and 

spanning back to the Pliocene. Strong hierarchical phylogenetic structure was 

observed, demonstrating divergences spanning species, intraspecific lineages, and 

historical population structure. For inland populations, these divergences were 

largely driven by ancient aridification events, whilst phylogeographic patterns for 

coastal population were mostly influenced by sea level changes during the 

Pleistocene. 

 

 
3 Chapter publication status: submitted to Molecular Ecology (MEC-20-0685), with major changes 
required after initial round of revision. Revised manuscript to be sent back to Molecular Ecology in late 
September. 
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Chapter 3: Variation in intraspecific demographic history drives localised 

concordance but species-wide discordance in responses to Plio-Pleistocene climatic 

change4. 

A suite of population genetics, historical demographic modelling and environmental 

approaches are used to compare the phylogeographic histories of N. australis and N. 

obscura across their co-distributed range. Despite showing concordant demographic 

histories within a shared long-term climatic refugium, the two species show highly 

discordant changes in distribution, with N. australis demonstrating a large range 

expansion during glacial maxima. The lack of expansion in N. obscura is likely 

attributed to a lack of standing genetic variation, which might underlie the variable 

success in their conservation management. 

 

Chapter 4: Long-term climatic stability drives accumulation of divergent lineages in a 

temperate biodiversity hotspot5. 

Phylogenetic analyses, species delimitation, species distribution modelling and a 

novel enrichment method of fixed differences are used to investigate the 

phylogeographic history of N. vittata and N. pygmaea within the SWWA biodiversity 

hotspot. Lineages showed ancient divergences dating to the Miocene/Pliocene, 

including the formation of two cryptic species within N. vittata which show evidence 

for reproductive isolation through enrichment of genes putatively linked to 

 
4 Chapter publication status: this work will be submitted to Proceedings of the Royal Society B: 
Biological Sciences. 
5 Chapter publication status: this manuscript will be prepared for submission to a journal later this 
year, possibly Global Ecology and Biogeography. 
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reinforcement. Long-term climatic stability is reflected in stable species distributions 

over time, allowing divergent lineages to accumulate within a biodiversity hotspot. 

 

Chapter 5: Phylogeographic history and evolutionary diversification of pygmy 

perches (Teleostei: Percichthyidae) 

This concluding chapter briefly summarises the major findings of the previous data 

chapters to provide an overview of biogeographic history across temperate Australia. 

Some comparisons between the two disparate bioregions, as well as across co-

distributed taxa, are made to infer broader inferences of the results. The implications 

of this work are summarised within the concluding remarks, both in terms of 

understanding evolutionary responses to environmental change as well as the 

inferences for the conservation management of pygmy perches. This chapter is only 

intended to succinctly summarise the work of the thesis, and does not contain a 

lengthy discussion of the literature. 
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Chapter 2: The roles of aridification and sea level changes 
in the diversification of freshwater fish lineages 
 

Sean J Buckley1, Chris Brauer1, Peter Unmack2, Michael Hammer3, Luciano B. 

Beheregaray1* 

 

1Molecular Ecology Laboratory, College of Science and Engineering, Flinders 

University, Adelaide, SA 5001, Australia 
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This chapter has been submitted to Molecular Ecology and is reproduced with 

permission. I am the primary author, with Dr. Chris Brauer, Dr. Peter Unmack, Dr. 
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for approximately half the data collection, all analyses and drafting the manuscript. 
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Abstract 
While the influence of Pleistocene climatic changes on divergence and speciation 

has been well-documented across the globe, complex spatial interactions between 

hydrology and eustatics over longer timeframes may also determine species 

evolutionary trajectories. Across mainland Australia, glacial cycles were not 

associated with changes in ice cover and instead largely resulted in fluctuations from 

moist to arid conditions across the landscape. Here, we investigate the role of 

hydrological and coastal topographic changes brought about by Plio-Pleistocene 

climatic changes on the biogeographic history of a small Australian freshwater fish, 

the southern pygmy perch Nannoperca australis. Using 7,958 ddRAD-seq loci and 

45,104 filtered SNPs, we combined phylogenetic, coalescent and species distribution 

analyses to investigate the various roles of aridification, sea level and tectonics and 

associated biogeographic changes across southeast Australia. A hierarchy of 

divergence events were apparent across the clade, ranging from the initial formation 

and maintenance of a cryptic species (N. ‘flindersi’) in the Miocene to population 

fragmentation during the Holocene. Environmental factors driving divergences varied 

spatially, with sea-level changes since the Pliocene impacting coastal populations 

and the reduction or disappearance of large waterbodies throughout the Pleistocene 

driving divergence in inland populations. Isolated climatic refugia and fragmentation 

due to lack of connected waterways maintained the identity and divergence of inter- 

and intraspecific lineages. Our historical conclusions suggest that the impacts of 

environmental change across species distributions are spatially heterogeneous, a 

findings with implications for large-scale predictions of species responses to climate 

change. Conservation approaches should consider this spatial variation when 
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developing management plans, especially regarding how aridification and eustatic 

changes may act heterogeneously across species distributions. 
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Introduction 
Dramatic changes in climate, hydrology and topography have long been recognised 

to have lasting impacts on the diversity, distribution and divergence of species and 

populations (Pelletier et al. 2015). Understanding the relationship between the 

historical environment and the genealogy of species remains critical for interpreting 

how contemporary climate change may impact on species currently and in the near 

future. Most notably, increasing aridification and rising sea-levels predicted by 

climate change projections call into question the adaptive capacity and resilience of 

organisms, especially those with poor dispersal potential and narrow ranges (Davis 

et al. 2013; Falkenmark 2013; Grummer et al. 2019). However, applying broad-scale 

inferences about environmental changes to understand biodiversity resilience in the 

future is further complicated by spatial variation in environmental factors that might 

impact on how within-species responses vary across their ranges (Razgour et al. 

2019). For example, historical eustatic changes likely had a larger influence on 

coastal or marine ecosystems while aridification played a stronger role further inland 

(Beheregaray et al. 2002; Pinceel et al. 2013). Thus, understanding the relative role 

of different environmental changes between regions is important in more accurately 

predicting species’ responses. 

Complex impacts of climatic change are particularly exacerbated in freshwater 

ecosystems, as increasing temperature and aridity alters the stability and structure of 

hydrological systems (Blöschl et al. 2019; Middelkoop et al. 2001; Nijssen et al. 

2001; Pinceel et al. 2013). With limited dispersal capability and reliance on available 

freshwater for survival, aquatic-dependent species often demonstrate strong 

evolutionary associations with hydrological changes. Even minor alterations to 
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hydrologic structure can have profound impacts on the evolution of a diverse array of 

freshwater taxa (Inoue et al. 2014; Thomaz et al. 2017; Wallis et al. 2017). For 

example, tectonic activity can reshape waterways, leading to river capture across 

new areas and shifting distributional patterns of water-dependent species (Murphy & 

Austin 2004; Waters et al. 2001). Thus, freshwater biodiversity functions as an 

important indicator of the impact of historical environmental changes. 

Inferences of phylogeographic responses to past environmental change relies upon 

a combination of genetic, spatial and modelling approaches. Determining the relative 

role of past climatic events is difficult when resolution is low due to few genetic 

markers or limited model capability (Carstens et al. 2012; Cutter 2013; Nakhleh 

2013). To this end, the collection of thousands of genetic markers enables  better 

capture of the diverse array of demographic processes influenced by Earth history 

(Carstens et al. 2012; Edwards et al. 2016). In tandem, recent advancements in 

coalescent modelling, informed by detailed information of geological and ecological 

history, have improved the ability to provide more nuanced inferences (Cutter 2013; 

Excoffier et al. 2013). This combination of greater data and sophisticated modelling 

techniques provides the analytical framework to address questions about the spatial 

variance of species responses to climate change. 

A suitable biogeographic setting to test hypotheses of spatial and temporal variation 

of Earth history on evolution is one including both inland and coastal regions. In this 

regard, the temperate southeast of Australia is well-suited given it has been 

influenced by aridification across the continent, as well as by shifts in landmass 

attributed to eustatic changes (Chapple et al. 2011; Faulks et al. 2010; McLaren & 
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Wallace 2010). This region is characterised by complex geography and geology, 

affected by a history of uplift, subsidence and volcanism (Unmack 2001). The region 

is subdivided by the Great Dividing Range, which runs parallel to the coastline from 

northern Australia to the southern coast. This range acts as a barrier that separates 

the inland Murray-Darling Basin (MDB) from coastal areas and is a key 

biogeographic feature of the region (Figure 2.1b; Chapple et al. 2011; Unmack 

2001). 

 

Within the MDB, major hydrological changes in the past were mostly associated with 

aridification and tectonics, such as the formation and decline of the paleo megalake 

Bungunnia during the Plio-Pleistocene (from 3 Mya until ~700 Kya), which spanned 

90,000 km2 across the lower section of the MDB at its largest size (McLaren et al. 

2011; McLaren et al. 2012). Lake Bungunnia has been suggested to have acted as a 

barrier for some terrestrial species (Ansari et al. 2019; Cooper et al. 2000; Joseph et 

al. 2008; Kawakami et al. 2009; Neal et al. 2019), and inversely may have acted as a 

conduit for aquatic species (Waters et al. 2019). Contrastingly, environmental 

changes across the coastal habitats south of the MDB were more associated with 

eustatic changes. Particularly, the formation and submergence of the Bassian 

Isthmus, which connected the island of Tasmania to the mainland during glacial 

maxima (Blom & Alsop 1988; Porter-Smith et al. 2012), is a well-documented driver 

of biogeographic patterns for a variety of terrestrial, marine and freshwater taxa 

(Schultz et al. 2008; Waters 2008). This combination of relevant Earth history factors 

across southeast Australia, and their potentially interactive nature, provides a 

scenario to investigate the relative role of different past environmental changes on 

phylogeographic patterns. 
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An ideal system for studying biogeographic changes in southeast Australia is the 

southern pygmy perch, Nannoperca australis (Percichthyidae). This small-bodied 

(<80mm), habitat-specialist fish prefers slow flowing and vegetated ephemeral 

streams (Hammer et al. 2013; Wedderburn et al. 2012). It is distributed throughout 

the temperate southeast Australia region, occupying the MDB, coastal Victoria and 

northern Tasmanian rivers. Previous phylogenetic work indicated that southern 

pygmy perch from eastern Victoria, Flinders Island and north-eastern Tasmania 

belong to a genetically distinct cryptic species referred to as Nannoperca 'flindersi' 

(Buckley et al. 2018; Unmack et al. 2013). Estimates of divergence time using a 

biogeographic calibration point suggest this split occurred ~6 Mya (Figure 1.4), but 

the biogeographic forces driving this speciation remain unknown. Being an ancient 

lineage, N. australis has likely responded to a variety of environmental changes 

across inland and coastal habitats since the Miocene. For instance, landscape 

genomics (Brauer et al. 2016) and ecological transcriptomic studies (Brauer et al. 

2017) have shown that the strong contemporary east-west hydroclimatic gradient of 

the MDB has led to the evolution of several adaptively divergent populations in N. 

australis. Furthermore, N. australis is threatened, particularly within the MDB, due to 

extreme pressure from anthropogenic changes to water flow, introduced predators 

and contemporary climate change (Balcombe et al. 2011; Brauer et al. 2016). The 

low dispersal capability, small population sizes and high genetic structure of the 

species makes their survivability of great concern (Brauer et al. 2016; Brauer et al. 

2017; Cole et al. 2016). In fact, the species has been the target of multiple genetic-

based captive-breeding and reintroduction programs in the MDB (Attard et al. 2016a; 

Beheregaray et al. in press). Here we used genome-wide data to assess the relative 
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roles of hydrological and coastal topographic changes as drivers of evolutionary 

diversification and lineage persistence. We hypothesised that demographic changes 

and lineage diversification linked to aridification would be older (Miocene – Pliocene) 

and stronger for populations from inland basins, whereas changes linked to eustatic 

variation would be comparatively younger (Pleistocene) and common for populations 

from coastal or island habitats. We tested the impact of these factors using a 

hierarchical framework that incorporates complex, hypothesis-driven coalescent 

modelling, model-free demographic analyses and spatial (species distribution) 

modelling. 

Materials & Methods 
Sample Collection and Genomic Library Preparation 
A total of 109 samples across 21 known populations of N. australis and three 

populations of N. ‘flindersi’ (n = 4 – 5 individuals per population) were used (Table 

2.1). This sample spans the full geographic range of the species and includes at 

least one population from each management unit identified in previous population 

genetic and genomic studies (Figure 2.1a; Cole et al. 2016; Unmack et al. 2013). 

The sister species N. obscura (Figure 1.4) was included as the outgroup for 

phylogenetic analyses (n = 5). Specimens were collected using a combination of 

electrofishing, dip-, fyke- or seine-netting. Specimens (either caudal fin or entire 

specimen) were stored dry at −80°C at the South Australian Museum, or in 99% 

ethanol at Flinders University. 
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Table 2.1: Locality data for samples used in this study. Abbreviations described in the table were 

those used for further analyses, while n refers to the number of individuals sequenced per population. 

Nannoperca obscura samples were only included as an outgroup in the phylogenetic analysis. 

  

Species Population Abbreviation Field code n 

N. australis Angas R., Strathalbyn NauANG F-FISH84 5 
Lake Alexandrina NauALE SPPBrA* 4 
Middle Ck, Warrenmang, Avoca NauAVO F-FISH75: PU99-33SPP 5 

Jew Harp Ck, Sidonia NauJHA F-FISH78: PU00-01SPP 3 
Tributary to Seven Creeks NauSEV PU13-65SPP 4 

Merton Ck, Goulburn Rvr. NauMER F-FISHY6: PU09-01SPP 5 
Broken R., Lima South NauBRO F-FISHY6: PU09-02SPP 5 

King R., Cheshunt, Ovens Rvr. NauKIN F-FISHY6: PU09-06SPP 4 
Spring Ck, Mitta Mitta NauSPR F-FISHY6: PU09-13SPP 5 

Gap Ck, Kergunyah, Kiewa NauGAP F-FISHY6: PU09-12SPP 
F-FISH77: PU99-81SPP 

5 

Murray R. lagoon, Albury NauALB F-FISH53: IW94-47 4 

Coppabella Ck, Coppabella NauCOP F-FISH75: PU99-82SPP 5 
Blakney Ck, Lachlan Rvr. NauLRT F-FISH98: LPP-* 5 

Glenelg R., Glenisla NauGRG F-FISH78: PU0014-SPP 5 
Merri R., Grassmere NauMRG F-FISH78: PU00-22SPP 5 

Curdies R., Curdie NauCRC F-FISH78: PU00-24SPP 4 
Gellibrand R. floodplain NauGRF F-FISH97: PU02-92SPP 5 

Barongarook Ck, Colac NauBAR SPP08-13 4 
Mundy Gully NauMG F-FISHY8: PU08-11SPP 4 

Gnarkeet Ck, Hamilton NauGCH F-FISHY2: PU00-27SPP 4 
Wilsons Promontory NauWP F-FISH97: PU02-70SPP 5 

N. ‘flindersi’ Snowy R. lagoon, Orbost NflSRLO F-FISH77: PU99-85SPP 5 
Flinders Island NflFI F-FISH84: FI-* 4 
Anson R. tributary NflANS F-FISH82: HT-2* 5 

N. obscura Lake Alexandrina Outgroup YPBR* 5 

Total  24  109 
(114) 
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Figure 2.1: a) Distribution and sampling map for southern pygmy perch. Inset depicts extent of 

distribution within Australia. The shaded area denotes the putative distribution of the species, 

spanning multiple major basins (black lines). Locality abbreviations are detailed in Table 2.1. Colours 

denote major clades explored within coalescent models (refer to Results) whilst shapes denote 

‘species’ (circles = N. australis; squares = N. ‘flindersi’). The extent of the continental shelf (-121m), 

which was exposed during glacial periods, is indicated by the dotted line. b) Topographic map 

(including bathymetry) of southeast Australia, highlighting topographic heterogeneity and major 

biogeographic regions across the area. Solid black lines indicate major basin boundaries whilst the 

red dashed line indicates the drainage divide across the Bassian Isthmus. The maximum extent of 

Lake Bungunnia (at 1.2 Mya) is also indicated with a narrow dashed line. 

 

DNA was extracted from muscle tissue or fin clips using a modified salting-out 

method (Sunnucks & Hales 1996) or a Qiagen DNeasy kit (Qiagen Inc., Valencia, 

CA, USA). Genomic DNA quality was assessed using a spectrophotometer 

(NanoDrop, Thermo Scientific), 2% agarose gels, and a fluorometer (Qubit, Life 

Technologies). All ddRAD genomic libraries were prepared in-house following 

(Peterson et al. 2012), with modifications as described in Brauer et al. 2016. Of the 

109 samples, 73 were previously paired-end sequenced as part of a landscape 
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genomics study (Brauer et al. 2016) using an Illumina HiSeq 2000 at Genome 

Quebec (Montreal, Canada). The additional 36 samples were single-end sequenced 

on an Illumina HiSeq 2500 at the South Australia Health and Medical Research 

Institute. 

 

Bioinformatics 
The resultant reads (forward reads only for paired-end samples) were filtered and 

demultiplexed using the ‘process_radtags’ module of Stacks 1.29 (Catchen et al. 

2013), allowing ≤ 2 mismatches in barcodes. Barcodes were removed and reads 

trimmed to 80 bp to remove low- quality bases from the ends. Cut reads were then 

aligned using PyRAD 3.0.6 (Eaton 2014), and further filtered by removing reads that 

had > 5 bp with a Phred score of < 20. Loci were retained at a minimum sequencing 

depth of 5 and occurring in at least ~90% of samples (103). The final alignment 

contained 7,958 ddRAD loci and 45,104 SNPs. Although tree-based analyses 

predominantly used a concatenation of this alignment, coalescent-based analyses 

that formed the basis of more thorough investigations of demography and 

divergence were based upon unlinked SNPs (see Brauer et al. 2016 for details). 

 

Phylogenetic Analysis 
To determine evolutionary relationships as a basis for phylogeographic modelling, a 

maximum likelihood (ML) phylogeny was estimated using RAxML 8.2.11 (Stamatakis 

2014) and the 7,958 concatenated ddRAD loci dataset. This was done using rapid 

hill-climbing and 1,000 resampling estimated log-likelihood (Pante et al. 2015) 

bootstraps under a GTR+Γ substitution model. Additionally, we estimated a ML tree 

in RAxML by partitioning the alignment by ddRAD locus, as well as inferring gene 

trees separately per ddRAD locus, using the same parameters. Concordance 
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between individual gene trees from the latter approach and the concatenated tree 

were summarized using site concordance factors (Minh et al. 2020a) in IQ-TREE2 

(Minh et al. 2020b). These approaches were done to better account for the potential 

role of genome-wide rate heterogeneity and incomplete lineage sorting (Liu et al. 

2015). The resultant phylogenetic trees were visualised using MEGA 7 (Kumar et al. 

2016) and rooted with N. obscura as the outgroup. 

 

To determine if dendritic river hierarchy alone could explain phylogenetic patterns 

across the MDB lineage, and to clarify coalescent models (see Results), linear 

correlations between genetic and riverine distance were estimated using StreamTree 

(Kalinowski et al. 2008). StreamTree models genetic divergence across a dendritic 

river system and assigns a cost to each riverine segment, comparing this modelled 

distance with the empirical data. While StreamTree is often used with pairwise FST 

values (e.g. Brauer et al. 2018) to assess contemporary spatial patterns, we used 

uncorrected genetic distances (p-distance) as this more likely contains signal of 

historic patterns of divergence (Nei 2001). Pairwise p-distances between individuals 

were estimated using PAUP* 4 (Swofford 2002) and averaged per population for all 

13 MDB populations. 

 

Divergence Time Estimation 
We estimated divergence times using r8s 1.81 (Sanderson 2003). Given the lack of 

suitable fossils for pygmy perches, we calibrated the node between N. australis and 

N. ‘flindersi’ at 5.9 – 6.1 Mya based on a previous estimate that includes all pygmy 

perch species (Figure 1.4). We applied a broader range around the calibrated node 

to accommodate potential variation in dating not captured by the methods in 
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(Buckley et al. 2018). Divergence times for each node were estimated using a 

penalized-likelihood model under a truncated Newton algorithm (Nash 2000), which 

uses a parametric branch substitution rate model with a nonparametric roughness 

penalty (Sanderson 2003). Cross-validation was used to determine the best value of 

the smoothing parameter for the roughness penalty between log10 0 and log10 100. 

The optimum smoothing parameter of log1041 (1.613), with a chi-square error of -

12836.285, was used to estimate divergence times between populations and higher 

order clades across the lineage. 

 

Ancestral Range Estimation 
We used a phylogenetic tree-based method to estimate ancestral ranges across the 

ML tree with the R package BioGeoBEARS (Matzke 2013). The ML tree was 

collapsed down to individual populations using the R package ape (Paradis et al. 

2004). Given the paraphyletic nature of the Albury population (NauALB) within the 

phylogenetic tree (Figure 2.3), this population was pruned from the tree. The tree 

was then converted to ultrametric format using the divergence time estimates from 

r8s. 

 

Tips were assigned to one of six main geographic regions based on current 

hydrogeology (McLaren et al. 2011) and biogeographic regions of interest. These 

were the MDB, coastal (western) Victoria, Wilson’s Promontory, Snowy River (i.e. 

eastern coastal Victoria), Flinders Island and northern Tasmania. Individual N. 

‘flindersi’ populations were assigned to unique geographic states given their current 

isolation and to allow for the explicit testing of vicariance vs. dispersal scenarios 

across the Bassian Isthmus. Ranges spanning multiple states were filtered to only 
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those composed of neighbouring ranges (total number of possible ranges = 21). 

Furthermore, given the historical marine inundation of the MDB which would have 

precluded the presence of southern pygmy perch, time-stratification was used to 

exclude ‘MDB’ as a geographic state prior to 5 Mya or 3 Mya. Although freshwater 

drainages may have existed further inland, the limited range and connectivity of 

these habitats would be unlikely to sustain southern pygmy perch populations over 

long-term. These times reflect a conservative estimate of marine inundation (the 

most recent time at which marine sediments have been accurately identified within 

paleolake Bungunnia; McLaren et al. 2011) and a more relaxed estimate that is 

possibly the most recent time marine water could have been present within the 

basin. Ancestral ranges were estimated under all six available models (DEC, DIVA-

LIKE and BAYAREA-LIKE, with and without founder-event speciation, +J). All 

models were run under both time- stratification scenarios and compared using the 

Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) within each set. 

 

Biogeographic Hypothesis Testing Using Coalescent Modelling 
We expanded upon our tree-based approaches using a suite of population-level 

SNP-based analyses to more thoroughly investigate historical patterns of 

demography and divergence. These analyses provided a more robust analytical 

framework for testing specific hypotheses of the impact of Earth history on the 

evolution of southern pygmy perches. Specific hypotheses based on biogeographic 

events were tested using a coalescent framework within FastSimCoal 2.6 (Excoffier 

et al. 2013). These hypotheses expand on the broad interpretations based on 

phylogenetic analyses. These models were focused around particular divergence 
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events across the lineage, with hypotheses built around the separation of major 

clades within the phylogeny (Figure 2.2).  

 

 

Figure 2.2: Representation of coalescent hypotheses. Left: Maps depicting the biogeographic scale 

and patterns of each set of models, with dashed lines indicating vicariance-based models (and their 

associated breaks), grey arrows indicating dispersal-based models, and red arrows indicating 

hybridisation-based models (with associated models labelled in letters). Insets depict a representative 

model (Model ‘A’) for each model set, which are described in greater detail in the Appendices. Right: 

table listing the specific hypotheses per model, and whether these relate to eustatic changes (blue), 

aridification (red), both eustatic changes and aridification (purple) or other biogeographic mechanisms 

such as tectonics (yellow). Models with post-divergence gene flow are indicated a “+” in the right 

column. 

 

For each major divergence event, we estimated coalescent models considering 

various competing hypotheses that may have driven the divergence (Figure 2.2). 

These models primarily varied in the order of population coalescence (akin to 

topology), the timing of divergence events and other demographic parameters such 

as the presence of bottlenecks and bidirectional gene flow, based on the expected 
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impact of biogeographic patterns previously identified within the literature (Appendix 

2) and information from both prior and current phylogenetic and coalescent analyses 

(Buckley et al. 2018). For models around species divergence, we tested whether 

vicariance or dispersal (through the absence or presence of a bottleneck) was 

associated with the initial divergence of N. ‘flindersi’ and whether post-isolation gene 

flow had occurred or not (Appendix 3). Although bottlenecks may occur under either 

vicariance or dispersal scenarios, the absence of a strong bottleneck is unlikely to 

occur under dispersal. For the divergence of the NauWP population, we tested 

various hypotheses of biogeographic causes of lineage isolation by varying the 

timing of divergence in association with known environmental changes (Appendix 4; 

Model 2A – B). We also tested whether this lineage originated as a hybrid of N. 

australis and N. ‘flindersi’ or as an isolated N. australis population (Appendix 4; 

Models 2C – E). For the separation of the MDB and coastal Victoria lineages, we 

tested colonization pathways from a coastal ancestor by altering the topology of the 

MDB populations in the model following the expected migratory pathways (Appendix 

5; Models 3A – C), including a scenario of more than one colonization (Model 3D) 

and one following the inferred topology of the phylogenetic tree (Model 3E). Within 

the coastal lineage, we tested whether populations were isolated as a result of 

marine inundation during Pleistocene sea level rise, the shrinking of Lake 

Corangamite, or a combination of these factors (Appendix 6). Within the MDB 

lineage, we tested whether pre-European settlement (>200 years ago) isolation was 

evident between either putatively ‘upper’ and ‘lower’ populations, or between the 

most divergent set of populations (NauGAP, NauALB and NauSPR) and the rest of 

the MDB populations (Appendix 7). Within N. ‘flindersi’, we tested whether isolation 

of populations was associated with early Pleistocene marine inundation of the 
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Bassian Isthmus or as a result of isolated dispersal events, including testing for post-

isolation gene flow (Appendix 8). Specific biogeographic hypotheses for each 

divergence event, and their predictive impacts on the evolution and demography of 

southern pygmy perch, are described in the Appendices. 

 

Estimating Effective Population Size Changes 
As a model-free and exploratory approach to clarify demographic history, changes in 

effective population size (Ne) over time were estimated using the site frequency 

spectrum (SFS) and coalescent modelling in a stairway plot (Liu & Fu 2015). Given 

the strong population genomic structure reported for southern pygmy perch (e.g. FST 

= 0 – 0.798; Brauer et al. 2016) including for populations sampled in this study, and 

to account for the biasing effect of population structure on the SFS (Stadler et al. 

2009; Xue & Hickerson 2015), loci were re-aligned for each population 

independently. As missing data can bias the distribution of the SFS (Shafer et al. 

2017), only loci present in all samples for each population were retained. Unlinked 

biallelic SNPs from each independent alignment were then used to generate the 

single-population SFS. Stairway plots were estimated assuming a mutation rate of 

10-8 – 10-9 per site per generation based on genome-wide estimates of SNP mutation 

rates (Brumfield et al. 2003), which have been applied to other fishes (Stobie et al. 

2018), and a generation time of one year based on the annual breeding of southern 

pygmy perches and the observation that most individuals do not live beyond one to 

two years in the wild (i.e. a single breeding season; Attard et al. 2016a; Humphries 

1995). 
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Species and Lineage Distribution Modelling 
The distribution of the species was modelled using MaxEnt 3.4 (Phillips et al. 2017) 

and 19 BioClim variables from WorldClim v1.4 (Hijmans et al. 2005), summarising 

precipitation and temperature – two groups of climatic variables known to impact on 

local adaptation and distribution of southern pygmy perches (Brauer et al. 2016). To 

account for non-climatic environmental aspects that may limit the distribution of the 

species (Paz et al. 2015), elevation (extracted from the Etopo1 combined bathymetry 

and topography dataset; (Amante & Eakins 2009) and topographic wetness index 

(extracted from the ENVIREM database; Title & Bemmels 2018) were also included. 

Species occurrence data was collected from the Atlas of Living Australia 

(http://www.ala.org.au), with low geographic resolution (>30km) occurrences and 

geographic outliers removed (6,106 occurrences) based on expert knowledge (P. 

Unmack, pers. comm). However, this dataset did not include the Murrumbidgee 

River and mid-Murray River where N. australis previously occurred but has recently 

been extirpated due to post-European settlement habitat modification across the 

MDB (Cole et al. 2016). Duplicates from the same coordinate point were removed to 

minimise the biasing effect of uneven sampling effort (Elith et al. 2011), reducing the 

dataset to 2,528 unique occurrences. Additional tests of spatial autocorrelation were 

performed for the 19 BioClim variables using a Pearson’s pairwise correlation test in 

SDMToolbox (Appendix 9; Brown et al. 2017). Highly correlated (|r| > 0.8) variables 

were removed to avoid overfitting of the model (Dormann et al. 2013), reducing the 

environmental data down to 9 bioclimatic variables and the two topographic 

variables. A subset of 25% of occurrence sites were used to train the model. 

 

Climatic data from the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM; 22 Kya) were extrapolated from 

the WorldClim 1.4 database (Hijmans et al. 2005) to project the historic distribution of 
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the species. To evaluate environmental conditions more reflective of the divergence 

between the two species, the species distribution model (SDM) was also projected 

back to the mid-Pliocene (~3.2 Mya) using a subset of 6 of the previous 9 BioClim 

variables (excluding variables bio2, bio3 and bio6) from the PaleoClim database 

(Brown et al. 2018). The fit of each SDM was determined using the area under the 

receiver operating curve (AUC). 

 

A lineage-specific distribution model (LDM) method described in Rosauer et al. 2015 

was used to determine the relative distributions of each lineage over time; this was 

done with two ‘intraspecific’ lineages of N. australis and N. ‘flindersi’. A total of 72 

site localities (n = 61 for N. australis; n = 11 for N. ‘flindersi’) were used based on 

genetic assignment to a ‘species’ within this study, as well as based on mitochondrial 

DNA results (Unmack et al. 2013). We estimated the LDMs for both species across 

all three time periods (current, LGM, and Pliocene). Although the location of 

intraspecific lineages is unlikely to remain constant in time, this method allows the 

inference of probable relative distributions of each ‘species’ under past climatic 

conditions. 

 

Results 
Bioinformatics 
A total of 340,950,849 reads resulted in a dataset of 7,958 ddRAD loci with 45,104 

variable sites (SNPs), 30,485 parsimony-informative sites and an average of 2.34% 

(±3.31% SD) missing data per individual. For coalescent analyses, SNPs were 

reduced to a single SNP per ddRAD locus, resulting in 7,780 biallelic SNPs in the 

joint SFS. 
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Phylogenetic Analysis 

 

Figure 2.3: ML phylogeny of N. australis and N. ‘flindersi’ using 7,958 concatenated ddRAD loci 

containing 45,104 SNPs. As all samples within a population formed monophyletic clades (excluding 

NauALB, shown in dashed lines), the phylogeny was collapsed to individual populations. Branch 

colours denote major clades explored within coalescent models (refer to Results). Nodes with 100% 

bootstrap support are indicated by asterisks. The tree was rooted using N. obscura as the outgroup. 

The full phylogenetic tree with all 119 samples is shown in Appendix 10. 

  

Partitioning the alignment per RAD locus had negligible impact on the topology and 

branch lengths across the phylogeny, but improved bootstrap support for several of 

the more conflicted nodes in the tree (Appendix 11). Site concordance factors 
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demonstrated more variable support across gene trees but broadly supported the 

same major delineations. For simplicity, we focus here on the phylogeny of the 

concatenated alignment. The ML phylogeny (Figure 2.3) separated N. ‘flindersi’ from 

the rest of N. australis, corroborating previous phylogenetic results (Buckley et al. 

2018; Unmack et al. 2013). Within N. australis, three major lineages were delineated; 

one of the Wilson’s Promontory population (NauWP), one of coastal Victoria 

populations and another of populations within the MDB. The coastal Victorian 

lineage showed relatively stronger phylogenetic structure than the MDB lineage, with 

its easternmost populations diverging more recently compared to westernmost 

coastal Victorian populations. The MDB clade, however, generally featured shorter 

branches and lower bootstrap support. Despite being geographically apart, lower 

MDB populations (Lake Alexandrina and Angas) shared a MRCA with upper Murray 

populations (Lachlan River and Coppabella Creek, respectively). The earliest 

branching clade of the MDB lineage contained populations from the upper Murray 

River (Spring Creek, Gap Creek, and Albury). Within this group, the Albury 

population was paraphyletic with the other two; this is expected based on previously 

described levels of admixture across the populations (Brauer et al. 2016). The 

breadth of the phylogenetic tree was well supported, with the majority of population-

level and above divergences with bootstrap support of >80%. 

 

The StreamTree results did not suggest that contemporary riverine hierarchy alone 

could explain patterns of historical phylogeographic divergence across the MDB 

(Figure 2.4; R2 = 0.464). Assessing the fit of the StreamTree model by comparing the 

observed and expected genetic distance for each population individually 

demonstrated that this was likely driven by several outlier populations (NauANG, 
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NauALE, NauALB and NauCOP) with notably higher modelled genetic distance 

(Appendix 12). Removal of these four populations from the StreamTree model led to 

much higher correlation (R2 = 0.982) with similar genetic distance penalties for river 

segments common to both sets of populations (Appendix 13). 

 

 

Figure 2.4: Dendritic riverine network of the MDB, with streams colour-coded according to the 

StreamTree model that determines the contribution (as a penalty) of each segment in driving genetic 

divergence across the basin. Segments coloured in yellow confer little penalty (i.e. genetic divergence 

between populations at either end of the segment is low) whereas red segments confer higher genetic 

differentiation. 
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Ancestral Range Estimation 
Comparison of ancestral range estimations from BioGeoBEARS identified the DIVA-

LIKE model as the best supported under both time-stratification scenarios (AIC = 

24.16 and 59.1 for models excluding presence in the MDB until 5 Mya and 2 Mya, 

respectively). This model represents a likelihood approximation of the model 

implemented in DIVA (Ronquist, 1997) which broadly considers the relative role of 

dispersal and vicariance (but not sympatric mechanisms) in driving biogeographic 

patterns (Matzke 2013). Although patterns were similar across both time-stratification 

criteria (Appendix 14), we choose to focus on the more conservative (5 Mya 

constraint) results given the lack of precision in determining the end of marine 

inundation into the MDB (McLaren et al. 2011). This DIVA-LIKE model demonstrated 

strong patterns of vicariance, with weak contributions of dispersal (d = 1.46 x 10-2) 

and extinction (e = 1 x 10-12) and all major geographic changes associated with 

vicariance events (Figure 2.5). Including a parameter for founder event (+J) 

estimated very weak contributions of founding events and contributed to negligible 

change in log likelihood across either time-stratification scenario (Appendix 14). 

Ancestral states for major nodes were well resolved across the phylogeny. 
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Figure 2.5: Most likely ancestral ranges under the best supported model (DIVA-LIKE), with presence 

in the MDB excluded until 5 Mya (indicated by the dashed line). A biogeographic timeline of major 

alterations to the MDB is included for reference. Colours denote one of six contemporary areas, or 

ranges combining more than one area, as described by the legend. Pie charts demonstrate the 

probability of the most likely range for each node in black. 

 

Biogeographic Hypothesis Testing 
Comparison of biogeographic hypotheses under coalescent models clearly 

supported one model over others for each focal divergence event (Figure 2.6): these 

results are detailed in the Appendix 15. In general, most models including post-

isolation gene flow were better supported than those without, and models based on 
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vicariance due to hydrological changes were better supported than those invoking 

tectonic or dispersal mechanisms. 

 

Figure 2.6: Representative diagrams of the best supported coalescent models under each model set. 

The full set of tested models and the biogeographic hypotheses underpinning them are described 

within the Appendices (Appendix 2 – 8). Red arrows denote divergence time parameters whilst blue 

arrows denote migration rate parameters. Population sizes are reported as the number of diploid 

individuals (N/2). Gene flow parameters are reported in terms of proportion of alleles moving in the 

direction of the arrow forward in time. ∆Likelihoods = difference between estimated (simulated) model 

likelihoods and observed (empirical) likelihoods. 

 

Divergence of species. — Coalescent models including gene flow between the two 

species after divergence was better supported than models without, suggesting that 

secondary contact occurred at some point after their initial divergence (Figure 2.6; 
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Model 1B). Models including bottlenecks did not have substantially higher support 

than those without, and inferred bottlenecks were small in magnitude. 

 

Divergence of Wilson’s Promontory population. — Coalescent models of the 

Wilson’s Promontory population and the two species separately also suggested likely 

gene flow across adjacent lineages, with divergence of the Wilson’s Promontory 

population occurring ~3 Mya (Figure 2.6; Model 2B). However, this gene flow was 

not indicative of a hybridisation event and models simulating the Wilson’s 

Promontory population as resulting from gene flow from either population coalesced 

nearly all alleles into the N. australis ancestral population. Thus, this population 

represents an anciently diverged population of N. australis that was isolated through 

vicariance. 

 

Divergence of major N. australis lineages. — Testing migration pathways from the 

ancestral coastal population into the MDB suggested that colonisation most likely 

occurred through the lower sections of the MDB and upstream into the upper 

reaches (Figure 2.6; Model 3A). The timing of this dispersal event would pre-date 

~600 Kya, the estimated time of divergence between the coastal and MDB 

populations within the best supported model. However, this model had only 

marginally better likelihood than one estimating the divergence time of the coast and 

MDB populations at ~1.2 Mya, suggesting that this estimate might not be overly 

precise. 

 

Divergence within coastal Victoria lineage. — The coalescent model accounting for 

the effects of both sea-level changes leading to isolation of rivers and the shrinking 
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of Lake Corangamite isolating eastern lineages was better supported than models 

without these factors, or models only considering one (Figure 2.6; Model 4E). 

 

Divergence within MDB lineage. — Coalescent modelling of the MDB lineage 

suggested that some phylogeographic structure pre-dated European settlement, with 

the divergence of the most basal lineage (containing the Spring Creek, Gap Creek 

and Albury populations) estimated to have occurred ~2 Kya, albeit with low levels of 

gene flow since divergence (Figure 2.6; Model 5C). Models partitioning putatively 

upper and lower populations into single demes did not converge, likely reflecting 

their paraphyletic nature. 

 

Divergence within N. ‘flindersi’. — Coalescent models including dispersal between 

adjacent populations gave much greater likelihood estimations than models without 

gene flow (Figure 2.6; Model 6B). Including bottlenecks indicative of a dispersal 

event did not improve likelihoods, supporting a range expansion and vicariance 

scenario. The central population of Flinders Island had a much smaller population 

size than either of the other two populations. Divergence time estimates for between 

populations suggest a relatively ancient split, with the Snowy River population 

separating from the other two lineages ~1.5 Mya and the secondary split between 

Flinders Island and Tasmania at ~1.3 Mya. 

 

Historical Demography Reconstruction 
One-dimensional site-frequency spectra estimated from single-population SNPs 

used a mean of 3,527 (1,045 – 7,389) SNPs (Appendix 16). Stairway plots indicated 

considerable declines in many populations of southern pygmy perch over the last 1 
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Myr (Figure 2.7). For many of these populations, gradual and concordant bottlenecks 

were apparent within clades. Non-declining populations were typically relatively 

stable, with none demonstrating an increase in Ne over this time. Almost all 

populations across both putative species demonstrated population growth deep in 

the past (~ 1 Mya), although this may reflect fewer ancient coalescent events within 

the data. Within N. ‘flindersi’, the mainland population of NflSRLO demonstrated a 

strong decline in Ne starting at ~10 Kya which contrasted with the more stable 

demographic histories of the island populations. This decline resulted in much lower 

estimates of recent Ne than the island counterparts, with the Tasmanian population 

NflART showing the highest consistent Ne of all N. ‘flindersi’ populations. 

 

 

Figure 2.7: Stairway plot reconstructions of demographic history for individual populations. Both axes 

are reported in log10 scale. Dark blue lines indicate medians with 95% confidence intervals shaded. 
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Top two rows = MDB and Wilson’s Promontory (NauWP) populations; third row = coastal Victoria 

populations; bottom row = N. ‘flindersi’ populations. 

 

Demographic histories were variable across populations of N. australis. Within the 

coastal lineage, most populations demonstrated relatively stable demographic 

histories, with three showing weak declines in Ne. This contrasted with populations 

across the MDB, where notable population declines at ~100 Kya were observed in 

the majority of populations. Nevertheless, a few populations also demonstrated 

stable or weakly declining Ne over time, with NauJHA an outlier showing dramatic 

growth at ~ 100 Kya followed by stable Ne. However, this is likely driven by the lower 

sample size (n = 3) within this population compared to others across the MDB, 

resulting in few inferred coalescent events across the tree and a biased SFS. The 

highly divergent Wilson’s Promontory population showed a sharp population 

increase at ~100 Kya followed by relatively stable and high Ne over time. Although 

all population stairway plots inferred no changes in Ne <5 Kya, this likely reflects a 

lack of very recent coalescent events within each population owing to small sample 

size. 

 

Species and Lineage Distribution Modelling 
The SDMs for southern pygmy perch based on the nine uncorrelated BioClim and 2 

topographic variables effectively predicted the contemporary distribution for the 

species, showing highest habitat suitability along the Victorian coast, southern MDB 

and in northern Tasmania (including King and Flinders Island; Figure 2.8a). 

However, this SDM likely underestimates presence of N. australis within the 

connective center of the MDB, where downstream migration would have facilitated a 
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mosaic of intermediate populations prior to extensive flow abstraction and regulation 

over the last 200 years (Cole et al. 2016). 

 

Figure 2.8: SDMs for all lineages and lineage-specific distribution models for each putative species 

based on 9 bioclimatic and 2 topographic variables. a-c) Distributions under contemporary climate 

conditions. d-f) Distributions under the LGM (22 Kya) climate conditions. g-i) Distributions under mid 

Pliocene (3.2 Mya) climate conditions. 

 

Historic projections of the SDM for both species together highlighted two glacial 

refugia, one along the western coast of the distribution and another small and 

isolated refugium closer to the southeast corner of the mainland. Together, these 

results indicate an expansion in suitable habitat following the LGM (Figure 2.8d). The 

AUC of the model was estimated at 0.908, indicating a good model fit. 
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The LDMs under each time period demonstrated the disjunct spatial nature of the 

two species. Under contemporary conditions, the LDMs showed a geographic break 

near Wilson’s Promontory, albeit with overlap at intermediate localities (Figure 2.8b-

c). Additionally, the northern Tasmanian coastal habitat was delimited into two 

equally sized sections, with one per species. During the LGM, the disjunct LDMs of 

the two species in the east and west portion of the range supported their long-term 

isolation and provided evidence for an environmental barrier preventing contact 

between the species (Figure 2.8e-f). The Pliocene projection also showed refugial 

habitat along the Victorian coast and within the upper MDB (Figure 2.8g). Similarly to 

contemporary conditions, the LDMs showed a narrow division between species in 

northern Tasmania and central Victoria (Figure 2.8h-i). The subset data used for the 

Pliocene projection had marginally weaker support, with an AUC of 0.887. 

 

Discussion 
Establishing how aquatic-dependent lineages responded to past hydroclimatic 

changes contributes to our understanding about their contemporary ecological 

requirements and to predicting demographic responses under ongoing climate 

change. This study demonstrates the overarching impacts of varying hydrology due 

to Plio-Pleistocene climatic change (e.g. reduction of lake systems and 

rearrangement of river networks) on the evolution and diversification of a temperate 

freshwater-dependent fish clade. However, coalescent analyses and SDMs show 

that the evolutionary consequences of major shifts in sea level and hydroclimatic 

conditions varied substantially between coastal and inland environments. 

Aridification altered the demography of populations from inland river systems, whilst 
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eustatic changes and marine inundation were major evolutionary drivers of 

populations from coastal freshwater landscapes. 

 

Aridification Drives Phylogeographic Structure of Inland Basins 
Aridification of the Australian continent has dramatically altered the identity and 

stability of its ecosystems (Hawlitschek et al. 2012). For freshwater species, 

increasing aridification since the Pliocene may be responsible for a number of 

divergent clades, with water availability and river networks being critical for the long- 

term survival and evolution of freshwater lineages (Beheregaray et al. 2017; Faulks 

et al. 2010). Aridification and tectonics through the formation and demise of paleo- 

megalake Bungunnia was a major event impacting the evolutionary history of inland 

lineages of N. australis. Lake Bungunnia initially formed ~3 Mya when tectonics 

shifts along the Padthaway High resulted in major uplift across the region, damming 

the ancestral Murray River which approximately aligned with the current Glenelg 

River (McLaren et al. 2011; Waters et al. 2019). For many freshwater taxa across the 

southeast of the continent, isolation of lineages between the MDB and the southwest 

Victoria drainages has been associated with this tectonic shift in the Pliocene 

(Murphy & Austin 2004; Waters et al. 2019). Similar interpretations of tectonic 

changes influencing river capture have been proposed for movement across other 

sections of the Great Dividing Range into the MDB (Cook et al. 2006; Faulks et al. 

2010; McGlashan 2001; Murphy & Austin 2004). The isolating effect of the tectonic 

changes between the two drainages is likely reflected in the strong differentiation 

between clades and the ancient nature of the phylogenetic-based divergence time of 

3.03 Mya. 
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Contrasting to the phylogenetic-based divergence estimates, coalescent modelling 

instead points to more recent divergence (603 Kya), suggesting that the edges of 

Lake Bungunnia at its largest extent could have acted as suitable habitat for 

southern pygmy perch and potentially facilitated further dispersal into the inland 

basin. Given that the volume and extent of the lake fluctuated in accordance with 

glacial cycles and regional aridity (McLaren et al. 2011), connectivity was potentially 

only possible during its more expansive phases. With the eventual demise of the 

lake ~700 Kya (McLaren et al. 2011), this secondary bout of isolation disconnected 

the two basins fully, probably accounting for the results of coalescent models. Similar 

patterns of initial isolation by vicariance during the Pliocene, followed by Pleistocene 

secondary contact across the Great Dividing Range and into the MDB were 

observed within mountain galaxias (Galaxias oliros and Galaxias olidus), which 

share comparable ecological constraints to southern pygmy perch (Waters et al. 

2019). Similar to Lake Bungunnia, the reduction of Lake Corangamite to one seventh 

of its original size over the course of the Holocene (White 2000) isolated several 

eastern coastal Victoria N. australis populations. The reduced size (~160 km2) and 

hypersalinity (>50 g/L) of Lake Corangamite likely prevents connectivity between 

these populations under contemporary conditions (White 2000; Williams 1995). 

 

Within the MDB clade there was weak evidence for historic phylogeographic 

structure, with coalescent models suggesting divergences dating as ~2 Kya. 

Correlating contemporary river structure and genetic distance per se did not predict 

genetic divergence between populations across the MDB. A combination of 

extensive flow and habitat modification since European settlement and naturally 

complex metapopulation dynamics (Brauer et al. 2016) are probably better proxies 
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for contemporary patterns observed within the MDB. This was reflected in the 

stairway plots, which showed a number of populations declining over the last 1 Myr 

but with variance in demographic histories across the basin. The most likely 

demographic scenarios include multiple waves of dispersal and colonisation, 

possibly in response to local extinction or during rare environmental events such as 

flooding, which altered patterns of genetic divergence. 

 

Eustatic Changes Drive Phylogeography and Speciation Along Coastal 
Habitats 
Sea level changes associated with interglacial periods and more arid climates played 

a critical role in the divergence of coastal lineages. Marine inundation across the 

East Gippsland region during the Mio-Pliocene (~6 Mya), prior to the climatic cycles 

of the Pleistocene, likely drove the initial divergence and speciation of N. ‘flindersi’. 

Marine sediments and low elevation of the region indicates that this marine 

inundation was substantial (Gallagher et al. 2001; Holdgate et al. 2003), and was 

correlated with the onset of major aridification in the continent (Faulks et al. 2010; 

Garrick et al. 2004; McLaren & Wallace 2010). Ancient marine inundation of East 

Gippsland has been proposed to influence vicariant speciation in various terrestrial 

species (Chapple et al. 2005; Norgate et al. 2009). This low-lying region 

approximately forms the interface between the distribution of the two putative study 

species (Figure 2.1b) and the timing of this inundation corresponds well with the 

estimated molecular clock-based divergence time. This period of sea level rise is 

also associated with inundation of the lower parts of the MDB which ostensibly 

precluded the presence of pygmy perch (McLaren et al. 2011). 
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Previous hypotheses of the mechanisms driving the initial divergence of N. ‘flindersi’ 

and N. australis have suggested that the separation of drainages by tectonic shifts 

across the region (Dickinson et al. 2002; Gallagher et al. 2003) isolated populations 

following a dispersal event facilitated by river capture or flooding (Unmack et al. 

2013). Regardless of the mechanism, divergence between Tasmanian and mainland 

lineages prior to the Pleistocene has been reported for birds (Lamb et al. 2019), 

lizards (Chapple et al. 2011; Dubey & Shine 2010; Kreger et al. 2019), butterflies 

(Norgate et al. 2009) and other freshwater fish (Coleman et al. 2010), suggesting 

that climatic oscillations during the LGM alone did not drive the speciation of N. 

‘flindersi’. 

 

More recent sea-level changes also likely impacted within-basin phylogeographic 

patterns. Within N. ‘flindersi’, relatively ancient estimates of divergence times 

between populations (1.5 – 2 Mya) suggested that early glacial cycles of the Plio-

Pleistocene resulted in strong differentiation. However, coalescent models 

suggested that gene flow across these disparate populations was possible during 

glacial maxima. At lowered sea levels, river systems occupied by N. ‘flindersi’ all 

drained eastward towards the continental shelf (Unmack et al. 2013), with shorter 

overland distances between river mouths than today (Figure 2.1b). Given the 

presence of a small glacial refugia in the far eastern extreme of the distribution, gene 

flow may have resulted from contraction into a singular locale followed by expansion 

back across the Bassian Isthmus during more favourable environmental conditions 

(Lambeck & Chappell 2001). 
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Within the coastal N. australis lineage, isolation of river catchments during 

aridification in the Pleistocene led to the strong structure observed within the 

phylogenetic tree. During glacial maxima, lowered sea levels substantially increased 

the extent of the mainland Australian coastline, particularly across the southeast 

corner (Williams et al. 2018). Although it does not appear that the current rivers of 

coastal Victoria coalesced before meeting the shoreline (Unmack et al. 2013), 

climatic modelling suggests that the low topographic relief and evaporation across 

this region would have allowed overland networks to form through small lakes and 

floodplains (Joyce et al. 2003; Williams et al. 2018). This environment is supported 

by the presence of historical cool temperate rainforest across the region (MacKenzie 

& Kershaw, 2000). This inferred glacial connectivity is further supported by limited 

divergence in mitochondrial haplotypes or allozymes across the region, in 

conjunction with multiple genetic exchanges across current drainage divides 

(Unmack et al. 2013). Sea-level rise and aridification during the Pleistocene 

inundated much of this habitat and reduced the extent of Lake Corangamite, 

subsequently isolating river systems from one another. Thus, along coastal Victoria 

aridification and eustatic changes demonstrated interactive effects on 

phylogeographic patterns. The more historic nature of divergences within the coastal 

lineage compared to the MDB lineage was corroborated by the well-resolved 

phylogenetic structure and relative stability of population sizes over time across the 

clade (as relatively recent divergences would be associated with detectable 

bottlenecks within the stairway plots). 
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Identity and Maintenance of Cryptic Species, N. ‘flindersi’ 
Although the initial divergence between N. australis and N. ‘flindersi’ was associated 

with older biogeographic events during the Miocene, our results indicated weak post-

divergence gene flow between the two species. Distribution modelling indicated a 

likely overlap in suitable habitat under contemporaneous conditions across the 

Victorian and Tasmanian coastlines, with little divergence in environmental ranges 

between the two species (Appendix 17). However, environmental changes during 

glacial maxima likely caused the two species to retract to isolated refugia. These 

factors together suggest a history of alternating periods of isolation and connectivity 

during glacial cycles, with isolated glacial refugia and weak interspecific interglacial 

gene flow limited to a narrow contact zone. Other studies of terrestrial species 

diversification across recurrently connected islands suggest patterns of gene flow in 

accordance with lower sea levels (Jordan & Snell 2008; Papadopoulou & Knowles 

2017; Parent et al. 2008; Paulay & Meyer 2002). In this case, gene flow with N. 

australis does not appear to have impeded divergence and our results support the 

previous denotation of N. ‘flindersi’ as an independent species (Buckley et al. 2018; 

Unmack 2001; Unmack et al. 2013). 

 

Implications for Conservation Management 
Southern pygmy perch are currently listed as Near Threatened on the IUCN Red List 

and Vulnerable or Endangered within state government management lists (Hammer 

et al. 2013). Ongoing conservation management has sought to recover their 

numbers, particularly across the MDB (Attard et al. 2016a; Brauer et al. 2016; Cole 

et al. 2016). Across the species range, a number of clades have been identified and 

used as the basis for management practices (Cole et al. 2016; Unmack et al. 2013). 

Traditionally, conservation managers have adopted a ‘local is best’ paradigm, 
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maintaining independence of populations within captive breeding and translocation 

programs to prevent outbreeding depression (Frankham et al. 2011; Love Stowell et 

al. 2017). However, the complex nature of the southern pygmy perch populations 

across the MDB indicates a history likely dictated by metapopulation dynamics with 

natural patterns of local extinction, recolonization and sporadic gene flow (Cole et al. 

2016). A growing body of literature suggests that the propensity and magnitude of 

outbreeding depression has been overestimated (Frankham et al. 2011). Given the 

low levels of genetic diversity and high imperilment of MDB populations (Brauer et al. 

2016), as well as the recent pattern of within-basin divergence detected here, we 

argue that in situ and ex situ conservation efforts should use a basin-wide context 

when selecting populations as source for demographic and genetic rescue (e.g. 

captive breeding and translocations). 

 

Implications Under Climate Change 
Historic climatic fluctuations have often been used to predict future responses to 

anthropogenic climate change (Dawson et al. 2011; MacDonald et al. 2008). Many 

bioregions across the world are expected to increase in aridity with ongoing climate 

change (Christensen et al. 2007), impacting on the stability and structure of 

freshwater ecosystems globally (Middelkoop et al. 2001; Nijssen et al. 2001), 

including for the MDB (Cai & Cowan 2008; Pittock & Finlayson 2011). Our results 

demonstrate the strong isolating effect of aridification, particularly in the reduction or 

loss of major connecting waterbodies. For coastal and island regions, marine 

inundation similarly isolated local populations and resulted in large-scale reductions 

in available habitat.  
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Projections of sea level rise associated with melting glacial ice predict major 

inundation of coastal habitats globally (Rotzoll & Fletcher 2012). Although sea level 

rises of 1 – 2m under contemporary climate change are unlikely to impact many of 

the coastal N. australis populations, associated increases in the frequency and size 

of storm surges may amplify this threat (McInnes et al. 2011). Increased sea levels 

are likely to also have other secondary environmental impacts, such as salinisation 

of freshwater habitats, which may further impact upstream populations (Herbert et al. 

2015). Indeed, terrestrial species extinctions have already been directly linked to 

inundation of island habitats (Waller et al. 2017). Together, these findings 

demonstrate the interactive effects of hydrological changes resulting from climate 

change on threatened freshwater ecosystems (Pittock et al. 2008). However, the 

precise impacts of climatic change on the availability and reliability of water 

resources are uncertain (Middelkoop et al. 2001), as it is also the case on the 

influence of hydrological change on the evolution and persistence of species. 

 

Conclusions 
Our study highlights how spatial variation in the role and extent of environmental 

changes may result in variable impacts on the demography, distribution and 

divergence of populations. Particularly, we show how aridification of inland 

waterbodies and sea level rise leading to marine inundation impacted different 

regions across the distribution of a freshwater fish, operating on different timescales 

and to different extents. These environmental changes caused strong divergence 

across the clade, resulting in a hierarchy of lineages spanning from a cryptic species 

to intraspecific clades. While further increases in temperature will directly impact on 

the long-term survival of many species broadly, additional impacts on hydrological 
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systems through aridification will have compounding effects on freshwater species. 

These findings indicate that ongoing impacts from anthropogenic climate change 

may be complex in nature and vary across biogeographic regions depending on the 

role and identity of environmental forces that operate locally. We suggest that future 

management scenarios should consider this spatial variation in prediction of 

responses to climate change, particularly in how aridification or eustatic changes 

may act heterogeneously across species distributions. For example, aridification of 

inland aquatic systems may further fragment populations and reduce connectivity, 

highlighting the need for environmental watering and rehabilitation of river reaches. 

Concordantly, marine inundation of coastal regions may significantly reduce 

available habitat for terrestrial and freshwater species, making translocations 

necessary in the immediate future. The combination of these factors should be 

considered within management frameworks, particularly for species that may be 

impacted by both simultaneously. 
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Abstract 
Understanding how species biology may facilitate resilience to contemporary climate 

change remains a critical factor in detecting and protecting species at risk of 

extinction. Many studies have focused on the role of particular ecological traits in 

driving species responses, but less so on demographic history and levels of standing 

genetic diversity. Here, we used environmental and genomic datasets to reconstruct 

the phylogeographic histories of two ecologically similar and largely co-distributed 

freshwater fishes (southern pygmy perch, Nannoperca australis, and Yarra pygmy 

perch, Nannoperca obscura) to assess the degree of concordance in their responses 

to Plio-Pleistocene climatic changes across southeast Australia. Although several 

co-occurring populations demonstrated concordant post-glacial bottlenecks, 

idiosyncratic population size changes were found at the range edges of the more 

spatially restricted species. However, N. australis demonstrated a significant 

historical expansion in range during the last glacial maximum whilst the N. obscura 

distribution remained constant throughout the Plio-Pleistocene. These discordant 

responses to climatic changes between species were associated with low levels of 

standing genetic variation in peripheral populations of N. obscura which might have 

hindered their adaptive potential. Our results highlight both the role of spatial scale in 

the degree of concordance in species responses to climate change, and the 

importance of standing genetic variation in facilitating range shifts under climate 

change.  Even when ecological traits are similar between species, long-term genetic 

diversity and historical population demography may lead to discordant responses to 

ongoing and future climate change. 
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Introduction 
Anthropogenic climate change is one of the greatest threats to global biodiversity. 

Understanding how or whether species may be able to adapt to current and future climatic 

changes is critical for conservation management of threatened taxa (Waldvogel et al. 2020). 

However, given that the majority of taxa across the globe are understudied, predicting the 

susceptibility and extent of species loss due to climate change remains a challenge. To this 

end, many studies have instead sought to determine ecological traits that may confer 

resilience or susceptibility to climate change across various taxa (Healy et al. 2018). 

Ecological and physiological traits such as thermal tolerance and dispersal capacity have 

been shown to be critical in driving adaptation to climatic changes (Somero 2010; Travis et 

al. 2013). Additionally, demographic and genetic traits such as population size, stability and 

standing genetic diversity are also important in facilitating adaptation to new environmental 

stressors (Pearson et al. 2014), and likely play a major role in species responses to climate 

change (Williams et al. 2008).  

 

From a genetic perspective, adaptation to novel climatic conditions more often relies upon 

standing genetic variation (SGV) than de novo mutations (Hermisson & Pennings 2005; Lai 

et al. 2019; Morris et al. 2018). Thus, the maintenance of genetic diversity is critical to allow 

species to adapt to the changing climate (Fordham et al. 2014; Waldvogel et al. 2020). The 

degree to which SGV is maintained within species or a population varies significantly 

across taxa and is influenced by a complex of demographic, ecological and environmental 

factors. For example, populations occurring at the edge of a species range often have lower 

genetic diversity and connectivity than their more central counterparts (Aitken et al. 2008; 

Eckert et al. 2008). Conversely, less-connected edge populations exposed or responding to 

contrasting environments can accrue or maintain unique components of SGV (Antunes et 
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al. 2006; Eckert et al. 2008; Hampe & Petit 2005). Relatedly, spatial variation in local 

adaptation across populations may influence the ability of species to respond to climate 

change. In marginal populations, persistence is driven by the balance of the steepness of 

the selective environment and the effectiveness of selection relative to genetic drift 

(Polechova & Barton 2015). These components may contrast with populations occurring at 

the core of the distribution, where larger carrying capacities and SGV allow populations to 

persist closer to their selective optimum (Bridle et al. 2010). Thus, the interaction of neutral 

(demographic) and adaptive (ecological) traits, and their spatial variability, are critically 

important in understanding how species ranges may shift under climate change (Angert et 

al. 2008; Hoffmann & Sgro 2011). 

 

Understanding factors underlying species responses to historical climatic fluctuations 

provides an empirical framework for determining how species may respond to current and 

future environmental changes (Fordham et al. 2014; Prates et al. 2016). Phylogeographic 

studies often seek to do this through a combination of population genetic, phylogenetic and 

environmental analyses to synthesise a multifaceted overview of species histories 

(Fenderson et al. 2020; Fordham et al. 2014). Recent analytical advancements in statistical 

approaches to inferring phylogeographic history, particularly through coalescent theory 

(Cutter 2013; Hickerson et al. 2010; Xue & Hickerson 2015), have substantially improved 

the power and resolution for detecting past changes in key demographic parameters 

(Beheregaray 2008; Garrick et al. 2019). Extending phylogeographic analyses from taxon-

specific studies to assessments of how species assemblages have responded to past 

climatic changes provides an approach to estimating the ubiquity of species responses 

(Potter et al. 2018). Often, this framework takes a comparative approach to assess how 

particular ecological traits spread over disparate and divergent taxa may confer similar 
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responses to climate change (Papadopoulou & Knowles 2016; Riddle 2016; Sullivan et al. 

2019). Similar species responses (concordance) across disparate taxa often indicate that 

shared ecological traits underlie the response (Paz et al. 2015; Rincon-Sandoval et al. 

2019), or demonstrates the ubiquity in impact of the particular environmental change in 

question (Avise et al. 2016; Barrow et al. 2018). Contrastingly, idiosyncratic responses 

(discordance) are often attributed to either variation in species-specific traits (Massatti & 

Knowles 2014; Zamudio et al. 2016), which more strongly influence how each species has 

been impacted by the environmental change, or considered a nuisance aspect owing to 

stochasticity over time (Papadopoulou & Knowles 2016).  

 

The simplified ‘concordance vs discordance’ paradigm has been criticised, particularly for 

its overemphasis on the assessment of concordance (Papadopoulou & Knowles 2016). 

Demographic characteristics such as population size, connectivity and genetic diversity are 

often spatially variable (Vucetich & Waite 2003), and the factors that underlie this variation 

might not be the same across species. By extension, intraspecific variation in demography 

may lead to spatial variation in the degree of concordance, even across ecologically similar 

species (Figure 3.1). For example, the interactive role of demographic aspects and adaptive 

potential may lead to intraspecific variation at local scales, even if species-wide patterns are 

concordant across taxa or vice versa (DeChaine & Martin 2005; Papadopoulou & Knowles 

2016; Roe et al. 2011). These patterns may be reflected within shifts in species ranges over 

time, where intraspecific variation in demographic or ecological traits at range margins may 

drive interspecific discordance in species responses to environmental change. 
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Figure 3.1: Diagrammatic representation of concordance and discordance paradigm across two co-distributed 

species. Top row: phylogenetic relationships and branch lengths of populations per species. Middle row: each 

circle indicates a single population, with the size of the circle denoting population size and arrows indicating 

connectivity amongst populations. Bottom row: species ranges, with arrows indicating an expansion in range. 

Left column: full concordance between species across all three measures. Middle column: full discordance 

across all three measures. Right column: localised concordance in the highlighted lineage/populations, but 

discordance in the other lineage, leading to discordance in species ranges. 

 

Biogeographic regions that experienced large variation in the degree of aridity and sea level 

changes are particularly useful for studying and predicting species responses to climate 

change (Courchamp et al. 2014; Davis et al. 2013; Menon et al. 2010). In this regard, the 

southeast Australian temperate zone provides a model region to test how species have 

responded to major environmental changes owing to a combination of aridification and 

eustatic changes. Continental Australia has experienced significant environmental changes 

since the late Miocene, which heralded the onset of major aridification (Byrne et al. 2008). 

During the Pliocene, a brief humid period temporarily shifted the landscape back to wetter 
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conditions, and allowed the formation of large waterbodies such as the paleo-megalake 

Bungunnia (McLaren & Wallace 2010). However, the progression into the Pleistocene saw 

a return of aridification; while glacial periods in this region were not directly associated with 

the formation of glaciers, major changes in precipitation and temperature shifted ecosystem 

types to more arid conditions (Duckett et al. 2013). Concordantly, glacial maxima also drove 

eustatic changes, expanding much of the continental shelf as sea levels dropped (Schultz 

et al. 2008). The complex environmental history, and the role of aridification and eustatic 

changes on the evolution of temperate species, has been demonstrated by a number of 

phylogeographic studies (e.g. Ansari et al. 2019; Chapple et al. 2011; Neal et al. 2019).  

 

Freshwater-dependent species are important indicators of historical environmental changes 

given their reliance on suitable habitat and often limited capacity for dispersal (Davis et al. 

2018; Hughes et al. 2009). Within temperate southeast Australia, the often co-distributed 

diminutive percichthyids, southern (Nannoperca australis) and Yarra (Nannoperca obscura) 

pygmy perches provide an ideal comparative study system. Both species possess highly 

similar morphology, reproductive biology, salinity tolerance and habitat preferences, and 

also display similar patterns of metapopulation structure and dynamics (Attard et al. 2016a; 

Brauer et al. 2016; Brauer et al. 2013; Cole et al. 2016; Hammer et al. 2013; Wedderburn et 

al. 2012). While both species are relatively old (e.g. their lineages are thought to have 

coalesced around 13 million years ago; Buckley et al. 2018), there is some evidence of 

historical introgression (estimated at ~1 Mya) across them in a few localities (Hammer et al. 

2010; Unmack et al. 2013). Within these populations, complete replacement of the 

mitogenome of N. obscura with the mitogenome of N. australis (Prosdocimi et al. 2012; 

Unmack et al. 2011) may reflect their close ecological relationship.  
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Both species have low dispersal capacity, and show little to no connectivity across 

catchments (Brauer et al. 2013; Cole et al. 2016; Wedderburn et al. 2012). Both species 

show strong population structure, with two evolutionary significant units (ESUs) separating 

MDB populations and coastal populations in N. australis (Unmack et al. 2013), and two 

clades each containing two ESUs in N. obscura: one of Eastern and Merri lineages, and 

another containing MDB and Central lineages (Hammer et al. 2010). Given their isolated 

populations, it is expected that their long-term persistence across environmental gradients 

depends on spatial variation of locally adaptive traits. This hypothesis is consistent with 

studies of N. australis that show that patterns of adaptation in traits related to reproductive 

fitness (Morrongiello et al. 2010; Morrongiello et al. 2012), in levels of adaptive genetic 

diversity (Brauer et al. 2016) and in variance of gene expression (Brauer et al. 2017) are 

strongly associated with patterns of hydroclimatic gradients at both local and regional 

scales. 

 

Despite their close relationship and ecological similarities, the two species demonstrate 

marked differences in conservation status, genetic diversity and total distribution range. 

While both species are of conservation concern (N. australis as Near Threatened and N. 

obscura as Endangered) within the IUCN Red List (Beheregaray et al. in press) and in state 

conservation legislation (Table 1.1), some lineages of N. obscura are considered at higher 

risk due to their narrow range and extremely low genetic diversity (Attard et al. 2016a; 

Brauer et al. 2013). These factors are implicated in the local extirpation of N. obscura within 

the MDB in the last five years, following failed reintroductions across the area after a large-

scale water shortage and drought impacted the region (Beheregaray et al. in press). The 

relatively low genetic diversity of N. obscura has not been associated with a particularly 

severe past bottleneck (Attard et al. 2016a), complicating determining factors underlying 
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this disparity. Additionally, it remains unclear whether the historical absence of N. obscura 

in some regions where N. australis is found is the result of historical local extinctions or a 

failure to initially colonise the habitat.  

 

Here, we applied a comparative phylogeographic framework to explore the relative roles of 

ecological and demographic traits on evolutionary history. We used genomic (ddRAD-seq) 

datasets to estimate genetic diversity, phylogenetic relationships and demographic history 

of these two freshwater fishes, in conjunction with SDMs. Then, we statistically evaluated 

local-scale concordance across co-occurring populations to assess whether the two 

species shared demographic responses to environmental changes over the Plio-

Pleistocene. We predicted that phylogenetic patterns, demographic histories and 

distribution changes would be concordant across the two species if ecological factors 

played a relatively strong role in determining species responses to past climatic changes, 

with current differences between species owing to more recent factors. Contrastingly, 

discordant evolutionary histories would indicate that genetic diversity and demography 

played a relatively larger role on disparate species responses and underpinned their 

contemporary differences in conservation status. Our framework also includes 

differentiation of local-scale (intraspecific, population-level) and wide-scale (species-level) 

responses to assess the role of intraspecific patterns in driving lineage responses. 

 

Materials & Methods 
Sample Collection and Library Preparation 
The distribution of both species spans the southwest Victoria biogeographic province and 

the lower reaches of the MDB (Wedderburn et al. 2012). Nannoperca australis is more 

widely distributed and is also found across eastern Victorian drainages, northern Tasmania 
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and the upper reaches of the southern MDB (Unmack et al. 2013). The selection of 

individuals for this work was based on previous comprehensive population genetic studies 

(e.g. 578 individuals and 45 localities for N. australis; Cole et al. 2016); 541 individuals and 

27 localities for N. obscura; Brauer et al. 2016), as well as on information from 

phylogeographic and landscape genomic studies of both species (Brauer et al. 2013; 

Unmack et al. 2013). The final sample contains all known genetically distinct populations 

and conservation management units of both species (as well as recently extirpated 

populations), including populations covering their full co-distributed range but excluding 

those where past hybridisation may confound patterns of species-specific demographic 

histories (Table 3.1; Unmack et al. 2013). This equals to seven populations of N. obscura 

and nine populations of N. australis occurring across all major drainages of the region 

(Figure 3.2). An additional 10 and 15 N. obscura and N. australis (respectively) from Lake 

Alexandrina within the lower MDB were also included for more targeted demographic 

reconstruction of these populations. For phylogenetic analyses, an additional 5 samples of 

a sister species (Nannoperca vittata) were included as outgroup (Figure 1.4). Specimens 

were collected using electrofishing, dip-, fyke- or seine-netting. Either the caudal fin or the 

entire specimen was stored at −80°C at the South Australian Museum, or in 99% ethanol at 

Flinders University. 
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Figure 3.2: Contemporary distribution and sampling map for N. australis and N. obscura. Nannoperca 

australis sampling sites are indicated in blue, and N. obscura sites indicated in red. The distribution of N. 

australis is indicated with light green shading and dashed borders, with the distribution of N. obscura (and 

subsequently the region of co-occurrence) in darker green. The solid black line indicates the boundary of 

major drainage basins, and the dark blue line demonstrates the approximate shoreline during glacial maxima. 

Bottom left inset depicts study region and major drainage basins in Australia. Top right inset depicts the full 

extent of species distributions across southeast Australia. 

 

DNA was extracted from muscle tissue or fin clips using a modified salting-out method 

(Cole et al. 2016) or a Qiagen DNeasy kit (Qiagen Inc., Valencia, CA, USA). Genomic DNA 

was checked for quality using a spectrophotometer (NanoDrop, Thermo Scientific), integrity 

using 2% agarose gels, and quantity using a fluorometer (Qubit, Life Technologies). The 

ddRAD genomic libraries were prepared in-house at the Molecular Ecology Lab of Flinders 

University following (Brauer et al. 2016), including modifications described therein. The 
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majority of the samples (56/98) were paired-end sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq 2000 at 

Genome Quebec (Montreal, Canada). The remaining 38 samples were single-end 

sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq 2500 at the South Australia Health and Medical Research 

Institute (SAHMRI). 

 

Table 3.1: Locality data for samples used in this study. Abbreviations described in the table were those used 

for further analyses, while n refers to the number of individuals sequenced per population. Nannoperca vittata 

samples were only included as an outgroup in the phylogenetic analysis. 

Species Population Abbreviation Field code Latitude Longitude N 

N
. a

us
tra

lis
 

Angas, Middle Ck. 
Junction NauANG F-FISH84 -35.25 138.887 5 

Lake Alexandrina NauALE SPPBrA* -35.395 139.008 4 

Glenelg Rvr., Glenisla NauGRG F-FISH78: PU0014-SPP -37.1369 142.262 5 

Meriri Rvr., Grassmere NauMRG F-FISH78: PU00-22SPP -38.2638 142.5151 5 

Curdies Rvr., Curdie NauCRC F-FISH78: PU00-24SPP -38.5189 142.836 4 

Gellibrand Rvr. floodplain NauGRF F-FISH97: PU02-92SPP -38.6919 143.1675 5 

Barongarook Ck., Colac NauBAR SPP08-13 -38.36 143.6404 4 

Mundy Gully NauMG F-FISHY8: PU08-11SPP -37.9523 143.3794 4 

Gnarkeet Ck., Hamilton NauGCH F-FISHY2: PU00-27SPP -37.9706 143.4674 4 

N
. o

bs
cu

ra
 

Cleland, Hamilton Island NobCHI YPPBr* -35.537 138.905 5 

Mt. Emu Ck. NobMEC PU02-112YPP -38.325 142.759 5 

Mosquito Ck., Langkoop NobMCL PU00-16YPP -37.0938 140.9841 4 

Shaw Rvr. NobSR PU02-113YPP -38.1699 142.0902 2 

Merri Rvr., Grassmere NobMRG PU02-111YPP -38.275 142.542 4 

Gnarkeet Ck., Lismore NobGCL PU00-27YPP -37.9102 143.4469 5 

Deep Ck., Lancefield NobDee F-FISH97: PU02-106YPP -37.259 144.713 2 

N. vittata Chesapeake Rvr. Outgroup F-FISHx2: V22, V64, V83, V85, 
V185 -34.8362 116.333 5 

Total  16    72 (77) 

 

Sequence Filtering, Alignment and SNP Calling 
Sequences were demultiplexed using the ‘process_radtags’ module of Stacks 1.29 

(Catchen et al. 2013), allowing up to 2 mismatches in barcodes. Barcodes were removed 

and sequences trimmed to 80 bp to remove low-quality bases from the end of the reads. 

Cut reads were aligned using PyRAD 3.0.6 (Eaton 2014), and further cleaned by removing 
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reads with >5 bp with a Phred score < 20. Loci were retained if they occurred in at least 

~80% of samples (22 in N. obscura; 30 in N. australis) within the phylogenetic datasets. 

 

Given the power of unlinked SNPs to reconstruct demographic histories (Brito & Edwards 

2009), particularly within simulation-based frameworks where full genomic sequences are 

often intractable (Excoffier et al. 2013), we subsampled our ddRADseq data for some 

population-specific analyses (e.g. some measures of genetic diversity and coalescent-

based demographic histories). Loci were re-aligned and SNPs called separately for each 

population (excluding those with n < 3 due to low sample size) using PyRAD. This was 

done as most SNPs called within each species were monomorphic within individual 

populations and would have significant effects on downstream analyses (Stadler et al. 

2009). Only loci present in all individuals were kept to prevent missing data from biasing the 

SFS, used in all demographic analyses (Shafer et al. 2017). 

 

Contemporary Genetic Diversity 
Summaries of population-level genetic diversity parameters (allelic richness and gene 

diversity) were compared across populations within species, and between species, using 

the R package hierfstat (Goudet 2005). Given uneven sample sizes across populations, 

rarefaction was used (n = 4) to estimate mean values per locus per population. Due to the 

larger sample sizes available for Lake Alexandrina populations, genetic diversity 

parameters were also calculated using n = 15 rarefaction and loci aligned separately within 

each Lake Alexandrina population. For these populations, we also calculated effective 

population size (Ne) using NeEstimator (Do et al. 2014) and a lower allele frequency 

threshold of 0.02. Additionally, nucleotide diversity (π) within each population was 

estimated using dnaSP 6.1 (Rozas et al. 2017). Differences in population means of genetic 
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diversity parameters between the two species were statistically evaluated using t-tests 

(either a two-tailed t-test if data were distributed normally or Wilcox test if not) using R. 

 

Phylogenetic and Historical Migration Analyses 
The ML phylogenies of each species were estimated using RAxML 8.2.11 (Stamatakis 

2014) with the concatenated ddRAD alignments to estimate evolutionary relationships. 

Phylogenies were estimated under the GTR-GAMMA model of evolution and 1,000 RELL 

bootstraps for each species. Additionally, we estimated gene trees for each RAD locus 

using IQ-TREE2 (Minh et al. 2020b) to account for heterogeneity across the genome and 

the potential impact of incomplete lineage sorting. Gene and site concordance factors (Minh 

et al. 2020a) were estimated by comparing individual gene trees to the concatenated 

RAxML tree. 

 

As historical migration may impact on the shape and bifurcating nature of a phylogenetic 

tree (Edwards et al. 2016), and to infer historical population connectivity, we used the allele 

frequency-based covariance estimator TreeMix (Pickrell & Pritchard 2012). For this 

analysis, we iteratively increased the number of migrations from 0 – n for each species 

(nine in N. australis; seven in N. obscura) and evaluated the fit of each tree by comparing 

the standard error of the covariance matrix (W) and the overall likelihood of the tree. We 

further assessed the fit of the tree estimated under each number of migrations allowed by 

calculating the percentage of variance explained per model (Github = wlz0726/treemix). 

The best supported number of migrations was determined by the asymptote of the 

likelihood, where additional migrations did not substantially increase model likelihood. 
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Comparative Demographic Inference 
Long-term demographic histories for each population of the two species were estimated 

using stairway plots and the SFS. One-dimensional SFS were calculated for each 

independent population alignment using an in-house script. Stairway plots were estimated 

assuming a mutation rate of 10-8 mutations per site per generation, and a generation time of 

one year for both species (Attard et al. 2016a; Humphries 1995). Although both species 

reproduce annually, most individuals do not live beyond one to two years in the wild 

(Humphries 1995). We then analysed co-distributed populations of N. australis and N. 

obscura under two coalescent frameworks to statistically evaluate the degree of concordant 

demographic history. The populations of Gnarkeet Creek (NauGCH and NobGCL), Merri 

River (NauMRG and NobMRG) and Lake Alexandrina (NauALE and NobCHI) were 

selected based on their contemporary co-occurrence and to represent the geographic 

range of the overlap in species distributions (Figure 3.2). We first investigated most likely 

demographic syndrome (e.g. growth, decline, stable population size) independently for 

each population, and then performed a hierarchical comparison across all six populations. 

 

Given the reduced power of stairway plots to detect recent changes in Ne, we used 

FastSimCoal2 (Excoffier et al. 2013) to simulate model-based demographic histories over 

the last 30 Kyr. Simulations of Ne were conducted for each population under five different 

single population demographic scenarios: stable Ne over time, exponential growth, 

exponential decline, and fluctuating growth/decline (Figure 3.3). Parameters were estimated 

using 40 optimisation cycles with 500,000 simulations per demographic scenario and the fit 

of the models estimated using AIC and Akaike weights. Confidence intervals for the 

parameters specified in the best supported demographic model per population were 

estimated by simulating 100 SFS and re-simulating point estimates using 500,000 iterations 

per SFS. 
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Figure 3.3: Diagrammatic representations of demographic syndromes tested per population selected for 

codemographic analysis, using FastSimCoal2. Model numbers correspond to the same numbers in Results 

and Appendices. The width of each diagram corresponds to Ne over time, changing from current Ne (at the 

bottom of the figure) back in time (moving upwards). RATE and R2 parameters indicate rates used to 

calculate exponential growth or decay of Ne over time, with formula for Ne at given points indicated above 

each model. Red parameters indicate timing of the end of growth or decay rates, depending on the model. 

Priors for all parameters are defined in Appendix 18. 

 

Additionally, we ran co-demographic model-based simulations using the aggregate SFS 

(aSFS) and the R package Multi-DICE (Xue & Hickerson 2017) to determine if demographic 

histories were congruent across co-distributed populations. Multi-DICE implements a 

hierarchical approximate Bayesian computation (hABC) approach to simulate demographic 

histories based on the aSFS, including hyperparameters to determine congruence of 

demographic parameters whilst allowing species-specific parameters to vary. The aSFS is 

an extension of other variants of the SFS which combines multiple SFS from separate 

populations, sorting them within each frequency bin in descending order across all taxa 

(and thus not preserving the original order of each SFS). Since the aSFS requires equal 
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sample sizes across the combined taxa (Xue & Hickerson 2015), individual SFS for all 

populations were down-projected to the smallest population sample size (n = 8 haploid 

samples) using the easySFS Python pipeline (github: isaacovercast/easySFS.git) and DaDi 

(Gutenkunst et al. 2010). A single model of exponential growth followed by exponential 

decline was applied to all populations using broad uniform priors (Figure 3.4), based on 

results from individual coalescent simulations (see Results). Broad priors for contemporary 

Ne (10K – 100K) and rate of population size changes (ε1 = 5 – 20 and ε2 = 0.1 – 1 for 

exponential decline and growth, respectively) were set to capture the array of results from 

individual FastSimCoal2 models. The timing of the change in population size patterns (from 

exponential growth to decline) was set (τ) using a broad prior of 10 – 100 Kya to account for 

difficulties in detecting the timing of events. Population contractions were considered 

asynchronous if they occurred more than 1,000 years apart (β = 1,000). We first tested the 

proportion of co-contracting taxa (ξ = 0.167 – 1), and then fixed this hyperparameter to 

better explore the remaining parameters. A “leave-one-out” approach using 50 pseudo-

observed datasets was used to generate a confusion matrix, with the most likely proportion 

of co-contracting taxa determined using the top 1,500 simulations and Bayes Factors. 

Parameters were estimated using 1.5 million coalescent simulations and posterior 

distributions estimated using the top 100 simulations and the abc R package (Csilléry et al. 

2012). We further tested whether demographic syndromes were broadly consistent across 

populations by comparing the posterior distributions for Ne and bottleneck strength (ε).  
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Figure 3.4: Diagrammatic representations of codemographic models within Multi-DICE. A) Example of 

parameters within a single taxon of the demographic model, containing two population size changes over 

time. A single broad prior distribution is set for parameters across all taxa, but posteriors may vary freely 

across taxa within the model. Arrows for τ parameters indicate direction backwards in time (i.e. τ1 is more 

recent in the past compared to τ2). B) An example of a fully synchronous model, when the hyperparameter ξ 

(the proportion of taxa belonging to a single synchronous event) is one. All populations share the timing of the 

population size change event, within the range of buffer β. C) An example of a fully asynchronous model, 

when ξ = 1/6 taxa per event. All populations have different timings of events, with each event >β generations 

from one another. The hyperparameter allows intermediate variations of ξ, which are not demonstrated here. 

We used a set of models to first determine the most likely value of ξ, before fixing this hyperparameter to 

better explore the remaining parameters. All other parameters and priors were kept constant between the two 

steps. 

 

Contemporary and Paleoclimatic Environmental Modelling 
SDMs were estimated using an ensemble modelling approach within the R package 

biomod2 (Thuiller et al. 2009). We estimated SDMs for both species across eleven time 
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slices ranging from contemporary conditions to the Pliocene using the PaleoClim database 

(Brown et al. 2018). This database contains 19 bioclimatic variables obtained from 

WorldClim (Hijmans et al. 2005) and the HadCM3 circulation model (Gordon et al. 2000) to 

reconstruct historical climatic conditions. A total of 6,021 N. australis and 852 N. obscura 

occurrences were collated from a combination of sampled sites within this and past studies 

(Brauer et al. 2013; Buckley et al. 2018; Unmack et al. 2013), as well as from the Atlas of 

Living Australia (http://www.ala.org.au). We removed geographic outliers based on known 

species distributions (P. Unmack, pers. comm.) and occurrences with low geographic 

resolution (>30km) and filtered this dataset to a single occurrence per environmental raster 

cell reduce to impact of spatial autocorrelation (Elith et al. 2011), resulting in final datasets 

of 1,021 and 163 observations for N. australis and N. obscura, respectively. 

 

Highly correlated environmental variables (r < |0.8|) were removed from the dataset based 

on a Pearson’s correlation test in SDMToolbox (Brown et al. 2017), resulting in eight 

bioclimatic layers (Appendix 19). These were annual mean temperature (Bio1), mean 

diurnal range (Bio2), isothermality (Bio3), temperature seasonality (Bio6), mean 

temperature of the wettest quarter (Bio8), mean temperature of the driest quarter (Bio9), 

annual precipitation (Bio12) and precipitation seasonality (Bio15). For the three oldest (Late 

Pleistocene-Pliocene) time periods, Bio2, Bio3 and Bio6 were unavailable and thus not 

included within the projections. SDMs were estimated using the MaxEnt model (Phillips et 

al. 2017), random forest (RF) and a generalised linear model (GLM), and an ensemble 

model generated per time period using the weighted mean of all models. All models were 

evaluated using both the area under the receiver operating curve (ROC) and the true skill 

statistic (TSS). This combination of models and evaluation methods was chosen to avoid 

implicit biases associated with any single method alone (Barbet-Massin et al. 2012). We 
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quantitatively assessed the relative stability of species distributions over time by estimating 

the mean and standard deviation of suitability across all time periods within each species. 

Differences in distributional ranges between species across time were estimated by 

converting ensemble and individual model SDMs to binary presence-absence maps using a 

minimum presence threshold based on the minimum suitability of the top 90% of putative 

occurrences under current conditions (Appendix 20) and calculating the number of putative 

presence cells. 

 

Results 
Bioinformatics 
The combined sequencing runs returned a total of 86.14M reads for N. obscura (average of 

2.27M per sample) and a total of 120.14M reads for N. australis (average of 2.18M per 

sample). We obtained 21,051 ddRAD loci containing 53,334 filtered SNPs for N. obscura 

and 19,428 ddRAD loci containing 69,264 filtered SNPs for N. australis, with low missing 

data in both alignments (Appendix 21). Genetic diversity differed remarkably between the 

two species, with allelic richness, gene diversity, nucleotide diversity and number of SNPs 

per population alignment being significantly higher (p ≤ 0.01) in N. australis (Table 3.2). 
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Table 3.2: Population genetic summaries of N. australis and N. obscura. Populations with n ≤ 3 were 

excluded due to low sample size. Where applicable, values are reported as means of means across all loci ± 

standard deviation under rarefaction (n = 4 samples) using the species-wide alignment SNPs. For Lake 

Alexandrina populations (NauALE and NobCHI), gene diversities were also calculated for individual 

population alignments and rarefaction of n = 15 samples to take advantage of larger sample sizes (reported 

second). Totals are reported as species-level averages across the alignment(s), excluding SNPs which refers 

to the total number of SNPs in the species-wide alignment.  

Alignment Species-wide Individual populations 

Species Population N AR Hs Ne Π SNPs 
N. australis NauANG 5 1.138 (± 0.339) 0.029 (± 0.106) 1.59 x 10-4 2,446 

NauALE 5 
20 

1.354 (± 0.480) 0.062 (± 0.165) 
0.179 (± 0.142) 71.3 [35.9 – 520.9] 1.23 x 10-3 1,198 

NauGRG 5 1.123 (± 0.313) 0.035 (± 0.108) 8.84 x 10-5 5,282 

NauMRG 5 1.116 (± 0.312) 0.037 (± 0.119) 1.62 x 10-4 3,835 

NauGRF 5 1.092 (± 0.285) 0.027 (± 0.106) 7.84 x 10-5 2,969 

NauBAR 4 1.240 (± 0.428) 0.061 (± 0.145) 2.02 x 10-4 5,084 

NauMG 4 1.216 (± 0.413) 0.056 (± 0.138) 1.57 x 10-4 5,357 

NauGCH 4 1.181 (± 0.387) 0.047 (± 0.136) 1.88 x 10-4 4,272 

Total 56 1.241 0.0439 2.83 x 10-4 17,389 

N. obscura NobCHI 5 
15 

1.151 (± 0.347) 0.038 (± 0.117) 
0.136 (± 0.108) 14.9 [4.6 – 652.2] 1.69 x 10-4 721 

NobMEC 5 1.030 (± 0.166 0.011 (± 0.069) 2.11 x 10-5 1,002 

NobMCL 4 1.100 (± 0.290) 0.026 (± 0.094) 4.18 x 10-5 1,633 

NobMRG 4 1.058 (± 0.234) 0.020 (± 0.093) 3.23 x 10-5 1,454 

NobGCL 5 1.070 (± 0.250) 0.019 (± 0.088) 2.49 x 10-5 1,350 

Total 33 1.168 0.0237 5.78 x 10-5 15,715 

T-test T = 2.38 
(p < 0.04) 

T = 2.93 
(p = 0.01) 

W = 56 
(p = 0.01) 

T = 4.63 
(p < 0.01) 

N = total number of samples per population. AR = rarefied allelic richness. Hs = rarefied gene diversity. Ne = effective population 
size, with 95% confidence intervals estimated by jack-knifing in square brackets.  π = nucleotide diversity. Populations means 

across species were compared using either an unpaired two-samples t-test (T) or Wilcoxon rank test (W).  

Phylogenetic Analysis 
Phylogenetic analysis of both datasets returned a highly supported phylogenetic tree for 

each species. Site concordance factors broadly supported these patterns, although gene 

concordance factors were low across both trees (Appendix 22) – this is not unexpected 

when gene trees are estimated from short and relatively uninformative individual loci (Minh 

et al. 2020a). For southern pygmy perch, the topology of this phylogenetic tree mirrored the 

geographic range of the samples, with a clear division between the MDB lineage and the 
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coastal lineage within the tree (Figure 3.5A). Within the coastal clade, populations diverged 

in a longitudinal manner, with eastern-most populations as the most recently diverged. In 

contrast, the phylogenetic tree for N. obscura did not demonstrate the same precise 

patterns, with populations not diverging in an exactly longitudinal manner. However, this 

was driven by a single outlier population and may instead be an artefact of short ancestral 

branches within the tree. 

 

Migrations inferred by TreeMix indicated a greater number of events within N. australis 

(four) than N. obscura (one event; Figure 3.5B; Appendix 23). Within N. australis, 

migrations were inferred both across populations of the coastal lineage as well as into the 

MDB. The strongest migrations were between eastern coastal populations, and from the 

ancestor of the westernmost coastal population into the ancestor of the MDB lineages. For 

N. obscura, the single migration inferred suggested historical gene flow from the 

easternmost population to a more central population. Trees and migration edges for both 

species were well supported by covariance matrices, with low pairwise residuals (Appendix 

24) and standard errors of < 1 for any given population for both species (Appendix 25). 
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Figure 3.5: Phylogenetic histories and migration patterns in N. australis and N. obscura. A: ML phylogenetic 

trees estimated with RAxML based on ddRAD loci. All populations were reciprocally monophyletic, so clades 

were collapsed down to the population level for simplicity (full trees are shown in Appendices 26 and 27). Both 

trees were rooted using N. vittata as the outgroup, which was dropped for visualisation. Node values show 

bootstrap support from 1,000 RELL bootstraps. Branch colours indicate the drainage basin of origin for each 

population or clade. B: Best supported ancestral migration patterns inferred using TreeMix based on SNP 

datasets. All displayed migrations were statistically significant (p < 0.05). Arrows denote the direction of 

inferred migrations, with the colour indicating their relative weights. 
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Comparative Demography 
Stairway plots demonstrated broadly similar demographic histories across the two species, 

with most populations relatively stable or declining slightly over the last 1 Mya (Figure 

3.6A). Populations within both species demonstrated variable demographic histories, 

although populations of N. australis appeared generally more stable over time. Both Lake 

Alexandrina populations (NobCHI and NauALE) showed significant historical increases in 

Ne >200 Kya, and long-term stable population sizes following this expansion. 

 

Most populations chosen for comparative analysis demonstrated fluctuating demographic 

histories (Figure 3.6B), with a period of pre-LGM growth followed by a post-LGM decline 

(Figure 3.7). However, the eastern N. obscura population (NobGCL) contrasted this pattern, 

with a model of low but constant population size more supported than other demographic 

histories (Model 3). Strong post-glacial declines were present in Lake Alexandrina 

populations of both species, with weaker declines in the more eastern population pairs. 

 

A confusion matrix suggested that the co-demographic model was more likely to infer fully 

synchronous (ξ = 1) or fully asynchronous (ξ = 0.167) co-contractions over intermediate 

proportions of taxa (Appendix 28). Despite this, Bayes Factors supported a fully 

synchronous model over more asynchronous models, and so ξ was fixed to 1 to better 

explore other parameters (Figure 3.6C). Contemporary population sizes were inferred to be 

relatively small across all populations with relatively weak post-glacial bottleneck strength 

(Figure 3.6D; Appendix 30). These bottlenecks were similar in magnitude across 

populations, as indicated by low values of the dispersion index (Figure 3.6E). However, 

Multi-DICE did not recover the same timing of the bottleneck, possibly due to relatively low 

resolution within the aSFS (Figure 3.6F). Overall, these results support a widespread 

concordant bottleneck across the six co-distributed populations.     
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Figure 3.6: Demographic histories of N. australis and N. obscura populations. A: Stairway plot 

reconstructions of demographic history. Top row = N. obscura populations; bottom two rows = N. australis 

populations. Individual populations are arranged longitudinally (from westernmost to easternmost) within each 

species. Both axes are presented in log10 scale. B: Most likely individual demographic histories for co-

occurring populations over the Pleistocene, simulated using FastSimCoal2. Dark blue lines indicate mean Ne 

over time, calculated based on the means of current Ne, rates of change and timing of switching rates. 

Shaded areas indicate 95% confidence intervals, similarly based on the 97.5% and 2.5% probability estimates 

for the combination of parameters. C: Bayes Factor matrix of the proportion of populations showing 

synchronised bottlenecks (ξ) within a co-demographic model using Multi-DICE. Each cell indicates the Bayes 

Factor comparing the model in the column with the model in the row, with brighter colours indicating greater 

support for the column. D: Posterior distribution of mean bottleneck strength (ε) across all six populations. E: 

Posterior distribution of dispersion index of bottleneck strength (Var(ε)/Mean(ε)) across all six populations. F: 

Posterior distribution of the timing of the bottleneck event, in generations (equal to years). 
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Figure 3.7: Akaike weights for demographic syndrome models using FastSimCoal2. Individual demographic 

models relate to the descriptions and numbering in Figure 3.3. 

 

Species Distribution Modelling 
Comparing the SDMs of the two species indicated much greater maximum distribution and 

variation in distributional range in N. australis than in N. obscura. Nannoperca obscura 

demonstrated long-term isolation to a relatively small region of southwest Victoria, whilst N. 

australis demonstrated a significant range expansion event throughout the early 

Pleistocene with a more recent contraction in the Holocene (Figure 3.8).  Despite these 

differences, both species maintained a shared climatic refugium in southwest Victoria, 

highlighted by a region of high mean suitability in both species (Figure 3.9B). 
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Figure 3.8: Ensemble SDMs projected from current conditions to the mid-Pliocene for both N. australis and N. 

obscura. SDMs are based on 1,021 and 163 occurrences, respectively, and 10 environmental variables (9 

bioclimatic variables + elevation). 

 

Additionally, the broader distribution of N. australis over time was further exemplified by the 

total presence area estimations. Nannoperca australis demonstrated significantly larger 

distributions throughout the Pleistocene compared to the relatively stable range of N. 

obscura, with the former spanning a range approximately twice as large as the latter during 

the mid-Pleistocene (Figure 3.9A). These patterns were similarly reflected within the 

standard deviations across timeslices per species, with N. australis showing much higher 

variation over a larger area (Figure 3.9C). While there was significant variation in estimated 

area across the different methods, ensemble models approximately captured the mean of 
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all models. Comparisons across the different methods indicated that RandomForest was 

more conservative in estimating area (Figure 3.9A). 

 

 

Figure 3.9: Comparisons of summaries of distributional changes over eleven time periods spanning the Plio-

Pleistocene. Top row = N. australis; bottom row = N. obscura. A: Distribution extent per species. Area 

estimates were based on 90% minimum training presence threshold calculated separately for each individual 

model and the ensemble (n = 28 models total) under current conditions to convert each model to a binary 

presence-absence raster. From this, the total number of inferred presence cells were counted. Individual 

models are indicated by points, with SDM method indicated by colour. The 95% confidence interval of all 27 

individual models is shown by the pale blue ribbon. The ensemble model is represented by a solid black line. 

B: Average (mean) cell suitability across all time periods. C: Variation (standard deviation) in cell suitability 

across all time periods. Overall, these results demonstrate the consistently more widespread distribution of N. 

australis compared to N. obscura, with large variation owing to a range expansion throughout the early 

Pleistocene. 
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Discussion 
Our results demonstrate how spatial variation in demographic history may drive species-

wide discordant responses to past climatic changes, even when local-scale impacts are 

concordant and species’ ecological traits are similar. Specifically, we show that in a region 

that acted as a shared climatic refugium for two co-distributed and ecologically similar 

freshwater fishes, populations experienced concordant post-glacial bottlenecks. 

Contrastingly, species distributions varied dramatically over history, with a significant 

expansion in the range of N. australis during glacial maxima but a stable distribution in N. 

obscura. Towards the edges of this refugium demographic histories decreased in 

concordance, suggesting that habitat fringe effects prevented one species (N. obscura) 

from expanding its distribution under more favourable climatic conditions. Together, our 

findings demonstrate the importance of intraspecific, population-level characteristics such 

as standing genetic diversity in driving species-wide responses to climate change.  

 

Phylogeographic History of Southeast Australia 

The temperate zone of southeast Australia has undergone significant environmental 

change since the Pliocene, owing to a combination of continent-wide aridification 

(Hawlitschek et al. 2012), eustatic changes (Chapple et al. 2011) and major hydrological 

rearrangements (Waters et al. 2019). These various aspects likely had significant impacts 

on the persistence and connectivity of freshwater lineages across the region (Chapter 2). 

This was supported by the high level of phylogenetic structure within N. australis, and 

inferred migration pathways correspond well to those previously suggested through ancient 

hydrological conduits (Waters et al. 2019). 
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Although phylogenetic patterns in N. obscura did not directly match the longitudinal gradient 

of populations (namely, NobMEC fit within a clade of more western samples), previous 

phylogenetic analyses using allozymes and mitochondrial DNA showed a similar pattern 

(Hammer et al. 2010). This disjunction was previously attributed to potential historical 

connections from Mount Emu Creek into more western populations (Brauer et al. 2013), 

although short branch lengths and low genetic diversity across the species may also 

indicate incomplete lineage sorting as a factor (Degnan & Rosenberg 2009; Liu et al. 2015). 

Indeed, the difference in lineage sorting between the two species may be intrinsically linked 

to their differences in overall genetic diversity. Greater genetic diversity in N. australis 

provides more variation to differentiate lineages, leading to longer branches and easier 

lineage sorting compared to the short internal branches of N. obscura. For both species, we 

denote two major clades: one of MDB populations and another of coastal populations in N. 

australis, as previously suggested (Unmack et al. 2013), and two clades each containing 

two previously identified ESUs in N. obscura (Hammer et al. 2010). 

 

Within the SDMs, a region of southwest Victoria was highlighted as a climatic refugium for 

both species throughout the Plio-Pleistocene. This region was consistently identified as 

suitable habitat for both species across all time slices, highlighted by the high mean and low 

variation in suitability. Previous palaeontological work has suggested that much of 

southeast Australia was likely wetter and colder during glacial maxima, resembling 

rainforest habitat (Williams et al. 2018). High water availability, lower temperature and 

dense overgrowth all provide suitable habitat for pygmy perch species (Woodward & 

Malone 2002), supporting the identity of this stable refugium. Co-occurring populations 

within this shared refugium demonstrated highly congruent demographic histories at both 

more ancient (>1 Myr) and more recent (since the LGM) temporal scales. This concordance 
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is expected when ecological traits, habitat preferences and environmental stability are 

shared across the species in question (Zamudio et al. 2016). Although individual 

populations within each species demonstrated spatially variable demographic histories, 

comparisons across the two species showed similar patterns of Ne over time for most 

directly co-occurring populations. 

 

Local Concordance but Widespread Discordance 

While many studies inferring concordant responses to glacial climatic shifts report 

congruent scenarios of glacial bottlenecks (Provan & Bennett 2008), both pygmy perch 

species demonstrated temporally synchronous expansions during the LGM with post-glacial 

contractions across central populations. This is not unexpected given the higher degree of 

population connectivity and suitable habitat inferred under glacial conditions (Williams et al. 

2018), which would have facilitated the growth and spread of populations across southwest 

Victoria. This is further supported by the importance of wetland and floodplain habitats for 

pygmy perch recruitment (Woodward & Malone 2002), a habitat type which would have 

been more abundant under these conditions. However, the degree of observed 

concordance reduced for pairwise populations that occurred closer to the edge of this 

shared refugium (Gnarkeet Creek), suggesting the species had discordant demographic 

responses at the fringe of the range. Similarly, phylogenetic patterns at the species-wide 

level varied between the two species, with clearer geographic sorting and historical 

migration across N. australis lineages compared to N. obscura.  

 

Spatial variation in demographic history, and its concordance across taxa, may result from 

a number of different mechanisms (Aitken et al. 2008; Papadopoulou & Knowles 2016). 

Particularly for narrowly distributed species, edge-of-range effects acting on populations 
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occurring close to the ecological tolerance threshold of the species may result in highly 

divergent patterns of demographic history and genetic diversity compared to more central 

populations (Aitken et al. 2008; Bridle & Vines 2007; Eckert et al. 2008; Razgour et al. 

2013). Similarly, populations occupying the edge of the distribution of a species often have 

reduced fitness and gene flow due to lower densities and asymmetrical gene flow (Aitken et 

al. 2008). By extension, the ecological range of species may be a strong factor driving 

discordance when particular locations are at the periphery of the distribution of one species, 

but not another. 

Given the broad similarity in ecological traits between the two species and their co-

occurring nature (Woodward & Malone 2002), it is unlikely that discordance in species-wide 

responses to past climatic changes is solely a result of different ecologies. However, it is 

important to note that there is some variation in microhabitat preference between the two 

species, with N. obscura limited to larger, lowland channels and floodplains whereas N. 

australis is also found in streams and dense swamps (Woodward & Malone 2002). These 

patterns suggest greater habitat specialisation in N. obscura, which might drive lower SGV 

(or result from it) and impede range expansions. Thus, we cannot completely rule out some 

role of ecology and its interactions with genetic diversity in driving discordant species 

responses. The lower genetic diversity in N. obscura could not be directly attributed to 

notable and widespread genetic bottlenecks, suggesting instead that the species suffered 

from a consistent pattern of being genetically depauperate. The reduced adaptive capacity 

and long-term SGV of N. obscura relative to N. australis is supported by an order of 

magnitude lower Ne over the last 5,000 generations in the former in a shared environment 

(Attard et al. 2016a). Combined, these factors suggest that long-term SGV may be a key 
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factor driving the temporally and spatially widespread discordance in response to 

Pleistocene climate changes. 

 

A number of studies have suggested that adaptive responses, particularly in scenarios of 

range expansion (Prentis et al. 2008; Szűcs et al. 2017), are more frequently driven by soft 

sweeps of SGV than de novo novel mutations (Hermisson & Pennings 2005; Lai et al. 

2019; Morris et al. 2018). While many studies focus on rapid adaptation from SGV in terms 

of invasive species colonising new habitats (Chen et al. 2018; Prentis et al. 2008), similar 

dynamics can be expected to play a role in range expansions of native taxa (Williams et al. 

2019). In regards to range shifts across the Pleistocene, higher SGV may have predisposed 

N. australis to capitalise on the broadly wetter environment of glacial periods and 

subsequently expand. Similarly, the higher degree of historical connectivity present across 

now-isolated river drainages (Unmack et al. 2013) likely facilitated interpopulation gene 

flow, which may have further bolstered SGV and adaptive potential (Aitken et al. 2008; 

Bridle & Vines 2007; De Carvalho et al. 2010). The presence of interpopulation gene flow in 

N. australis may have also facilitated range expansion if locally adaptive alleles were 

transferred into edge populations (Krehenwinkel & Tautz 2013; Prentis et al. 2008). 

Contrastingly, a lack of long-term SGV within N. obscura may have prevented them from 

expanding under these conditions, leading to the species-wide discordance in responses to 

past climatic change. The spatial variation in concordance, with discordance occurring at 

the edge of the N. obscura pre-glacial refugium, supports this conclusion. 

 

Implications of Demographic History for Conservation Management 

Discordant species-wide responses to past climatic change may play an important role in 

contemporary genetic diversity and, by extension, current conservation efforts. Observed 
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genetic diversity in current populations can be thought of as the combination of 

contemporary and historical processes (Barrow et al. 2018), a factor which can strongly 

impact the resilience of species and populations long-term (Eizaguirre & Baltazar-Soares 

2014; Frankham 2009). More specifically, historical bottlenecks can simultaneously drive 

contemporary inbreeding depression and low genetic diversity (Bouzat 2010; Dobrynin et 

al. 2015; Frankham 2009). Additionally, the parallels between historical range expansion 

scenarios and current reintroductions to conserve species demonstrates how historical 

processes may inform current practices (Szűcs et al. 2017). For example, the lack of 

adaptive capacity to drive range expansion in N. obscura may also contribute to the limited 

success of reintroduction programs for the species and their local extirpation from isolated 

edge populations within the MDB (Beheregaray et al. in press). Inferring aspects which 

might have historically prevented range expansion in endangered species can help to 

determine the success of future reintroductions, particularly in terms of adaptation from 

SGV (Szűcs et al. 2017).  

Predicting Species Responses to Contemporary Climate Change 

Understanding how, and which species, may be able to adapt under contemporary climate 

change remains a critical aspect of evolutionary biology (Healy et al. 2018; Krehenwinkel & 

Tautz 2013). Determining historical responses to past climatic changes, and the factors that 

drove those responses, may allow for prediction of traits important for particular aspects of 

climatic response (Healy et al. 2018). Typically, this framework has focused on 

understanding how ecological traits such thermal tolerance (Deutsch et al. 2008; Somero 

2010), seasonality (Bradshaw & Holzapfel 2006) or dispersal ability (Travis et al. 2013) may 

underpin individual species responses to climatic change (Williams et al. 2008). However, 

demographic parameters such as population sizes, distribution area and population 
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structure are also critical components for species susceptibility to contemporary climate 

change (Pearson et al. 2014). Here, we demonstrate that intraspecific SGV may also be a 

critical component of whether species can respond to climatic changes, particularly in fringe 

populations at the edge of the distribution. This corroborates studies indicating that adaptive 

potential is largely driven by SGV prior to the origination of major selective pressure (Lai et 

al. 2019) and suggests that broad ecology alone may not be a strong predictor of species’ 

ability to respond. Thus, understanding how the demographic history of individual 

population may predispose, or hinder, adaptive potential in species is an important 

component in future conservation management of threatened species. For species with low 

SGV, pro-active measures such as assisted gene flow and maintenance of effective 

population size may assist in their long-term conservation (Pavlova et al. 2017). 

 

Conclusions 
Long-term SGV drove discordance in the response of closely related and ecologically 

similar freshwater fishes to historical climate change, by facilitating range expansion and 

spread of one species but not the other. However, in the centre of a shared habitat 

refugium, demographic histories were concordant, suggesting that spatial variation in the 

degree of concordance is linked to the interaction of SGV and distribution edge effects. 

Together, this demonstrates the importance of the maintenance SGV for adaptive potential 

in response to climatic changes and the role of non-ecological traits in driving patterns of 

concordance or discordance.  
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Abstract 
Anthropogenic climate change is likely to drive regional climate disruption and instability 

across the globe. This issue is likely to be exacerbated within biodiversity hotspots, both 

due to the greater potential for species loss but also to the possibility that endemic lineages 

might not have the evolutionary potential to respond to rapid climate change. Here, we 

assessed the role of climatic stability on the accumulation and persistence of lineages in a 

freshwater fish group (genus Nannoperca) endemic to the SWWA biodiversity hotspot. 

Using a combination of genomic and environmental approaches, we investigated population 

divergence, phylogenetic relationships, species delimitation and ecological niche modelling 

in SWWA pygmy perches. We identified divergent lineages, including at least two cryptic 

species, that showed long-term patterns of isolation and persistence. We also developed a 

novel approach that estimates functional enrichment of diagnostic loci between putative 

species. This approach pointed to reproductive isolation between putative species 

potentially linked to genes associated with chromosomal segregation, cytokinetic functions 

and metabolic processes. Together, these findings suggest a revision of taxonomic and 

conservation status within N. vittata is required to adequately maintain unique evolutionary 

lineages into the future. Our results demonstrated strong divergence within the group and 

highly stable modelled distributions, highlighting the role of climatic stability in allowing the 

persistence of isolated lineages in the SWWA. This biodiversity hotspot is under 

compounding threat from recent and ongoing climate change, and habitat modification, 

which may further threaten previously undetected cryptic diversity across the region. 

 

Introduction 
Global biodiversity is increasingly threatened by anthropogenic climate change, with 

contemporary rates of extinction substantially higher than much of geological history (Le 

Roux et al. 2019). As new climatic regimes exceed the ecological tolerances of species, 
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organisms must shift their ranges to track suitable climate (Bridle & Vines 2007), adapt to 

rapidly changing selective environments (Healy et al. 2018), or risk extinction (Pearson et 

al. 2014). However, predicting species responses to climate change is challenging due to 

the complex nature of adaptive resilience (Waldvogel et al. 2020) and to spatial variation in 

climate change impacts (Pimm 2009). 

 

The impacts of anthropogenic climate change are expected to be particularly exacerbated 

within regions that experienced long-term climatic stability due to a number of convergent 

factors (Harrison & Noss 2017). Firstly, species that have not been exposed to major 

climatic changes over their evolutionary histories are less likely to have evolved traits 

allowing adaptive responses to contemporary climate (Jansson 2003; Sandoval-Castillo et 

al. 2020). For example, species occupying regions with low temporal climatic variation show 

lower dispersal ability (Sandel et al. 2011), greater ecological specialisation (Dynesius & 

Jansson 2000) and lower thermal tolerance (Addo-Bediako et al. 2000) than species from 

more historically variable regions. This reflects the inverse outcome of the ‘climate 

variability hypothesis’, which states that populations and species that evolved in more 

climatically variable environments will possess greater adaptive potential to changing 

environments (Gutiérrez-Pesquera et al. 2016; Sandoval-Castillo et al. 2020). Under the 

strain of contemporary climate change, species in historically stable environments might 

thus not be pre-disposed to adapt to shifting climatic regimes. Secondly, variation in long-

term climatic stability is often suggested to be a primary mechanism driving the spatial 

heterogeneity of biodiversity (Harrison & Noss 2017; Sandel et al. 2011). This pattern is 

particularly apparent in the high diversity of equatorial regions [the “latitudinal gradient”: 

(Mittelbach et al. 2007; Rabosky et al. 2018)] and in hotspots of biodiversity (Habel et al. 

2019) since both show relatively stable climatic histories. Over geological timescales, 
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regional climatic stability is predicted to promote the persistence and speciation of endemic 

lineages, driving higher cumulative diversity (Fjeldsaå et al. 1997; Sundaram et al. 2019). 

However, several alternative (but not exclusive) biogeographic mechanisms, relating to 

increased rates of speciation or decreased rates of extinction (Cardillo & Pratt 2013; Moritz 

et al. 2000), may also drive regional diversification (Cook et al. 2015; Rabosky et al. 2018). 

Lower extinction rates could be facilitated by biogeographic characteristics such as ancient 

environments or spatial area (Jansson 2003; Mittelbach et al. 2007), whereas increased 

speciation rates could result from allopatric speciation of narrow range endemic lineages 

(Barraclough et al. 2000; Goldberg et al. 2005). Thus, determining the relative role of 

climatic stability on biodiversity is important to determine extinction risk under climate 

change. 

 

The combination of conservation concerns within highly biodiverse regions is epitomised 

within global ‘biodiversity hotspots’. These regions are delineated by high species diversity 

and endemism (>1,500 endemic species), and the degree of habitat loss (>70% of primary 

vegetation; (Myers et al. 2000). A total of 36 global biodiversity hotspots have been 

proposed that contain more than half of all endemic plant and terrestrial vertebrate species 

diversity, but comprise only 2.5% of Earth’s land surface (Habel et al. 2019). Together, 

these aspects make biodiversity hotspots regions of high conservation concern.  

 

The disproportionate risk of extinction in biodiversity hotspots is also exacerbated by  the 

amount of potentially undiscovered biodiversity globally (Joppa et al. 2011). This hidden 

diversity includes not only undescribed, morphologically-divergent lineages, but also cryptic 

species (Scheffers et al. 2012). Cryptic species represent unique lineages which are 

genetically divergent without associated phenotypic or ecological differentiation 
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(Beheregaray & Caccone 2007; Struck et al. 2018). Although the biogeographic 

mechanisms driving divergence and subsequent speciation are complex in nature (Edwards 

et al. 2005; Funk et al. 2006), the formation of reproductively-isolated cryptic species may 

be associated with both neutral and selective factors (Ravinet et al. 2018; Rundle et al. 

2000). For example, population divergences in allopatry may lead to reinforcement in 

secondary contact if selection acts against maladaptive hybrids, resulting in reproductive 

isolation (Hoskin et al. 2005; Nosil & Crespi 2006; Rundle & Schluter 1998). The long-term 

maintenance of anciently isolated lineages may be important for the persistence of cryptic 

species and the accumulation of biodiversity (Bickford et al. 2007). Accurately delimiting 

species remains a critical component of conservation management at the taxon-specific 

(through revision of species classifications and associated legislation) and the regional 

(through identifying hotspots of cryptic diversity) scales. 

 

Traditional approaches to species delimitation have relied on either few DNA markers, and 

primarily on mitochondrial DNA (Hickerson et al. 2010; Hurst & Jiggins 2005), or on 

simplistic measures of genetic differentiation (Lefébure et al. 2006). However, the pervasive 

nature of evolutionary heterogeneity across the genome (Cutter 2013; Edwards et al. 2016), 

owing to processes such as incomplete lineage sorting (Degnan & Rosenberg 2009), 

heterogeneous introgression (Wallis et al. 2017) and variable temporal resolution (Wang 

2010) may impact the effectiveness of few genetic markers in delimiting species. The 

development of next-generation sequencing and new analytical approaches have greatly 

improved the ability to explore the relationship between the historical environment, cryptic 

species and diversification (Beheregaray 2008; Carstens et al. 2013; McCormack et al. 

2013). Genome-wide sequences can be used to better capture the underlying demographic 

and evolutionary processes driving divergence and subsequent speciation (Dupuis et al. 
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2012; Fontaneto et al. 2015; Fujita et al. 2012). Timely, the improvement of complex 

modelling approaches such as the multi-species coalescent (Cutter 2013; Yang & Rannala 

2014) allows for a more robust and empirical framework to delineating species (Coates et 

al. 2018), and inferring intrinsic aspects of reproductive isolation (Nosil et al. 2017). These 

approaches predominantly capitalise on genome-wide data to infer neutral signals of 

divergence and speciation, which might be later corroborated with adaptive (Stanton et al. 

2019) or ecological (Edwards & Knowles 2014; Rissler & Apodaca 2007) information. 

However, genomic sequences maintain signals of selection (Via 2009), which could be 

theoretically explored within the same species delimitation framework (Seehausen et al. 

2014). For example, functional enrichment of putative loci under selection provides an 

avenue for investigating traits underlying adaptive divergence between lineages (Brauer et 

al. 2016) and could be extended to species comparisons (Funk et al. 2016; Nosil et al. 

2008; Wang et al. 2018). These combined developments allow for thorough investigation of 

the process of speciation and its relationship to the historical environment, an important 

component in understanding biodiversity hotspots. 

 

The first, of only two, biodiversity hotspots to be declared for Australia was the temperate 

southwest, commonly referred to as the Southwest Western Australia hotspot or the 

Southwest Australia Floristic Region (Hopper & Gioia 2004; Myers et al. 2000). This region 

features high floristic diversity and endemism, with >8,000 species of plants recorded and 

>4,000 endemic species (Gioia & Hopper 2017). While species diversity appears lower for 

animal groups (~500 vertebrate species), relatively high rates of endemism (~23%) suggest 

that this pattern extends to non-plant taxa as well (Rix et al. 2015). The region’s 

classification as a biodiversity hotspot is also driven by extensive habitat loss and 

deforestation, with ~70% of native land vegetation cleared primarily for agricultural 
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purposes (Habel et al. 2019; Monks et al. 2019). Despite the breadth of biodiversity, the 

SWWA features a simplistic landscape with limited topographic variation (Funnekotter et al. 

2019; Wheeler & Byrne 2006), no major river drainage divides, stable geology (Hopper & 

Gioia 2004) and little climatic variation since the Pliocene (Spooner et al. 2011). Within the 

region, biogeographic subdivisions have been delineated primarily based on rainfall, 

including the High Rainfall Province (HRP; >600mm annual rainfall) and the Transitional 

Rainfall Province (TRP; 300 – 600mm annual rainfall; Hopper & Gioia 2004; Rix et al. 

2015).  

 

Several biogeographic mechanisms have been proposed to explain the high biodiversity of 

the SWWA, originating from the Mesozoic through to the Pleistocene (detailed in Rix et al. 

2015). These include clades of ancient Gondwanan lineages that diverged throughout the 

Mesozoic until the late Eocene ~100 Mya (Gouws & Stewart 2007; Hopper et al. 2009); 

vicariantly-isolated mesic lineages that diverged from eastern Australian lineages with the 

formation of the Nullarbor Plain during the Miocene (14 – 16 Mya; Buckley et al. 2018; Crisp 

& Cook 2007; Rix & Harvey 2012); as well as in situ diversification (Gouws & Stewart 2007; 

Hopper & Gioia 2004). Despite the apparent lack of topographic or environmental barriers 

(Cowling & Lombard 2002; Hickerson et al. 2010), SWWA studies have demonstrated both 

interspecific (speciation) and intraspecific (phylogeographic structure) diversification 

primarily associated with late Miocene – early Pliocene aridification and contraction of 

mesic refugia (Byrne et al. 2011; Rix et al. 2015; Rix & Harvey 2012). Intraspecific 

phylogeographic structure has been described in several plants (Dalmaris et al. 2015; Millar 

et al. 2017; Nistelberger et al. 2014), narrow range terrestrial invertebrates (Cooper et al. 

2011; Dadour & Johnson 1983; Harms 2018), and freshwater fauna (Edwards et al. 2008; 

Gouws & Stewart 2007; Gouws et al. 2006; Klunzinger et al. 2020; Unmack et al. 2012), 
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suggesting that traits such as limited dispersal and ecological specialisation may play a role 

in driving phylogeographic patterns. Spatial patterns of speciation in some lineages reflect 

intraspecific phylogeographic structure in others, implying similar underlying biogeographic 

mechanisms interacting differently with species traits in driving the patterns and degree of 

divergence (Rix et al. 2015). Understanding how these factors may drive diversification 

within the region is key to predicting how biodiversity may respond, or not, to anthropogenic 

climate change. If climatic stability played a major role in the persistence of lineages in the 

SWWA, then contemporary climate change may disproportionately threaten the region as 

individual isolated lineages struggle to adapt to novel and changing environments. 

However, if past environmental changes such as aridification drove divergence across the 

region, then further fragmentation might be expected under contemporary climate change 

as aridity and temperature intensifies within the region (Chapter 2). Predicting how species 

will respond to ongoing climate change requires an understanding of the environmental 

history of the region and how this interacts with their ecological traits. 

 

Freshwater taxa are ideal models for investigating the role of climatic history on 

diversification given their limited dispersal capacity (Davis et al. 2018; Inoue et al. 2014; 

Thomaz et al. 2017) and reliance on constrained habitats, making them effective indicators 

of historical environmental change (Burridge et al. 2007; Murphy & Austin 2004). 

Freshwater species show a high propensity for cryptic diversity (Avise 2000; Gouws et al. 

2006; Murphy & Austin 2004), enabling thorough investigations of the interaction of Earth 

history and diversification (e.g. Chapter 2; Beheregaray et al. 2002; Schultz et al. 2008; 

Waters et al. 2020). Within SWWA, the western (Nannoperca vittata) and little (Nannoperca 

pygmaea) pygmy perches demonstrate these traits, given their ancient origins (Buckley et 

al. 2018), limited dispersal capacity (Beatty et al. 2011), and role as ecological specialists 
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(Allen et al. 2020). These two small freshwater fishes are found in sympatry in some parts 

of their ranges. Nannoperca vittata is significantly more widespread and occurs throughout 

the HRP, whereas N. pygmaea occurs in only a handful of southern rivers of the HRP (Allen 

et al. 2020). Although no studies have assessed adaptation in response to climatic changes 

in either species, landscape genomic and ecological transcriptomic studies on a related 

pygmy perch species (Nannoperca australis) have demonstrated adaptive divergence 

associated to hydroclimatic variation (Brauer et al. 2016; Brauer et al. 2017). While both 

species show some similar ecological characteristics such as body plan and reproductive 

strategy, the two show marked differences in total body size, morphology, growth rate, 

salinity tolerance and reproductive timing (Allen et al. 2020). These factors, in conjunction 

with strong genetic differentiation in allozymes (Morgan et al. 2013), mitochondrial genes 

(Unmack et al. 2011) and genome-wide markers (Buckley et al. 2018), and with the lack of 

observed hybridisation with N. vittata (Allen et al. 2020), corroborates the identity of the 

recently described N. pygmaea as a distinct species. This is reflected by their strong 

evolutionary distinctiveness, with studies suggesting that the divergence between the two 

species occurred during the Pliocene ~4 million years ago (Figure 1.4; Unmack et al. 2011). 

In addition, cryptic species have been suggested within N. vittata based on ancient 

divergence times and coalescent modelling using mitochondrial DNA and two nuclear 

genes (Unmack et al. 2011), and genome-wide data (Buckley et al. 2018). Within this 

genomic study, N. vittata was proposed to consist of up to three distinct cryptic species, 

with a minimum of two based on the paraphyletic nature of the lineage with N. pygmaea 

(Figure 1.4). However, these studies were either lacking in genetic resolution (Unmack et 

al. 2011) or geographic sampling (Buckley et al. 2018), and as such a more thorough 

investigation of phylogeographic patterns across the region is required to refine hypotheses 

of species delineations. 
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Nannoperca pygmaea is currently listed as Endangered within the IUCN Red List (Allen et 

al. 2020; Beatty & Morgan 2019), as well as state (WA Biodiversity Conservation Act) and 

national (Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act) legislation, whilst N. 

vittata remains unprotected within Australian legislation (Table 1.1). However, the 

identification of cryptic species within N. vittata may significantly reduce population size and 

range of each species and therefore should drive a re-evaluation of this listing. Additionally, 

freshwater fishes within the SWWA are currently impacted by secondary salinization of 

rivers (Beatty et al. 2011) and land clearing leading to habitat alteration (Andrich & Imberger 

2013). These threats are exacerbated by reduced rainfall and increased temperatures 

reported over the last few decades (Smith & Power 2014), which are predicted to worsen 

under anthropogenic climate change (Christensen et al. 2007; Pittock et al. 2008). Thus, 

freshwater taxa within the SWWA appear to be ubiquitously threatened and currently 

unlisted species may be more susceptible to extinction than their current conservation 

status suggests.  

 

Here, we investigate the role of long-term climatic stability in the SWWA biodiversity hotspot 

on the diversification and accumulation of lineages in a group of freshwater fishes. We used 

high-throughput genomic (ddRAD-seq) data to characterise divergence across the lineage 

based on genetic differentiation, phylogenetic patterns and species delimitation. We 

expanded upon these methods by developing a novel approach that uses functional 

enrichment of fixed differences to investigate the potential role of selection on divergence 

and maintenance of species. Additionally, we used environmental data and modelling 

analyses to reconstruct species and lineage distributions since the Pliocene. We 

hypothesised that long-term climatic stability across the biodiversity hotspot would lead to 
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both the maintenance of divergent and isolated genetic lineages, including cryptic species, 

and long-term stable species distributions. Alternatively, if localized biogeographic events 

resulted in the diversification of pygmy perches in the SWWA, we expect that divergence 

events would coincide with ancient environmental changes and fluctuating lineage and 

species distributions over time. These divergence events may be shared across multiple 

independent lineages, including other co-distributed taxa, if vicariant forces drive 

diversification. To the best of our knowledge, this study represents one of the first regional 

investigations of phylogeography and species delimitation within the SWWA using genome-

wide data (see also Binks et al. 2019), and the first such study for an animal taxon. 

 

Methods 
Sample Collection and Library Preparation 
Sampling sites were selected to capture the full distribution of the lineages spanning the 

HRP, as well as a potentially relict population found in the northernmost extreme of the 

distribution in the TRP (Figure 4.1; Buckley et al. 2018; Unmack et al. 2011). This 

phylogeographic-driven sampling design effectively covers all the described taxonomic 

diversity of Nannoperca in the SWWA, including all previously suggested cryptic species 

(Buckley et al. 2018). A total of 25 N. vittata from six sites and eight N. pygmaea from two 

sites were sampled (Table 4.1). An additional four Yarra pygmy perch (N. obscura) were 

included as outgroup for phylogenetic analyses (Buckley et al. 2018). Specimens were 

collected using electrofishing, dip-, fyke- or seine-netting. Either the caudal fin or the entire 

specimen was stored at −80°C at the South Australian Museum, or in 99% ethanol at the 

Molecular Ecology Lab at Flinders University. 
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Figure 4.1: Map of sampling sites used within this study, and including major rivers and water bodies across 

the SWWA. Localities for N. vittata are indicated by diamonds and localities for N. pygmaea are indicated with 

stars. This includes one site of N. vittata (NviHay) and one site of N. pygmaea (NpyMR) which occur within the 

same river, and hence overlap on the map. Locality colours indicate putative species (see Results). 

Colouration of the map indicates elevation above sea-level. Solid black lines indicate major drainage basin 

boundaries and the dashed black lines indicate biogeographic province boundaries. Solid red line indicates 

the maximum landmass extent exposed during the LGM. TRP = Transitional Rainfall Province. HRP = High 

Rainfall Province. 
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DNA was extracted from muscle tissue or fin clips using a combination of a modified 

salting-out method (Sunnucks & Hales 1996) and a Qiagen DNeasy kit (Qiagen Inc., 

Valencia, CA, USA). Genomic DNA was checked for quality using a spectrophotometer 

(NanoDrop, Thermo Scientific), integrity using 2% agarose gels, and quantity using a 

fluorometer (Qubit, Life Technologies). The ddRAD genomic libraries were prepared in 

house following (Brauer et al. 2016). Of the 33 samples, eight were paired-end sequenced 

on an Illumina HiSeq 2000 at Genome Quebec (Montreal, Canada) as part of a previous 

phylogenomic study (Buckley et al. 2018). The remaining 25 samples were single-end 

sequenced on a single lane of Illumina HiSeq 2500 at the South Australia Health and 

Medical Research Institute in Adelaide.  
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Table 4.1: Locality data for N. vittata and N. pygmaea samples. Abbreviations described in the table refer to 

those used in further analyses and the sampling map, with n denoting the number of individuals sequenced 

per population. Nannoperca obscura samples were only included as an outgroup for phylogenetic analyses. 

Species Population Abbreviation Field code Latitude Longitude N 

N
. v

itt
at

a 

Arrowsmith 
Rvr. NviAR 

F-FISHY6: 

DM146,147 
-29.626506 115.174854 4 

Preston Rvr. NviPre 
F-E292: 

MA08-72NV 
-33.3027 115.8176 4 

Angove Rvr. NviAng 
F-FISHY4: 

EV-1:5 
-34.917 118.15 3 

Hay Rvr. NviHay 
F-FISHY6: 

PU09-37NV 
-34.834 117.406 4 

Canebrake 
Pool, Margaret 

Rvr. 
NviCBP 

F-FISHY6: 

PU09-58NV 
-33.880372 115.282701 2 

Doggerup Ck. NviDC 
F-FISHY6: 

PU09-49NV 
-34.741106 116.038006 4 

Chesapeake 
Brook NviChes 

F-FISHx2: 

V** 
-34.833 116.333 4 

N
. 

py
gm

ae
a Mitchell Rvr. NpyMR 

F-FISHY6: 

ESP0900* 
-34.836211 117.412321 4 

Kent NpyKent 
F-FISHx2B: 

SB14 – SB23 
-34.6857 117.10272 4 

N. obscura 
Merri Rvr., 
Grassmere NobMRG PU02-111YPP -38.275 142.542 4 

Total   10   37 

 

Filtering and Alignment 
Sequences were demultiplexed using the ‘process_radtags’ module of Stacks 1.29 

(Catchen et al. 2013), allowing up to 2 mismatches in the 6 bp barcodes. Barcodes were 

removed and sequences trimmed to 80 bp to remove low-quality bases from the end of the 

reads. Cut reads (forward only for paired-end) were aligned using PyRAD 3.0.6 (Eaton 

2014), and further cleaned by removing reads with >5 bp with a Phred score < 20. Loci 

were retained if they occurred in at least ~80% of samples (30) within the dataset, resulting 
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in a final alignment of 19,426 ddRAD loci containing 81,251 SNPs. For SNP-based 

analyses (i.e. principal coordinates analysis (PCoA), species delimitation, historical 

migration and fixed differences), a single SNP per ddRAD locus was subsampled (18,177 

SNPs) to reduce the impact of linkage disequilibrium (details in Brauer et al. 2016). 

Population Divergence and Population Clustering 
We first assessed population divergence by estimating pairwise uncorrected genetic 

distances (p-distances) between individuals using PAUP* 4 (Swofford 2002) based on the 

full sequences of all characterised ddRAD loci (i.e. 19,426 loci, see Results). Mean p-

distances were calculated between all pairwise populations (i.e. sampled sites). Population 

clustering was also assessed using a PCoA of potentially unlinked biallelic SNPs (i.e. 

18,177 SNPs, see Results) in dartR (Gruber et al. 2018), with individuals assigned to 

populations based on sampling locality. We also used dartR to determine the number of 

fixed differences between pairwise population comparisons, as well as hierarchically across 

the ML phylogenetic tree (see Results) by iteratively collapsing lineages. The SNPs were 

considered fixed differences at a threshold of 0.05 (i.e. >95% frequency in one population 

and <5% in the other) to account for sequencing errors or ‘near fixation’ (Gruber et al. 2018; 

Johnson & Slatkin 2007). 

Phylogenetic Analysis 

A ML phylogeny of the lineage was estimated using RAxML 8.2.11 (Stamatakis 2014) and 

the concatenated sequence alignment to determine evolutionary relationships and to guide 

species delimitation analyses. The ML phylogeny was estimated under the GTR+Γ model of 

evolution and 1,000 resampling estimated log-likelihood bootstraps (Kishino et al. 1990). A 

ML phylogeny with the alignment partitioned by ddRAD locus was also estimated, as well 

as estimating individual gene trees per locus, using IQ-TREE2 (Minh et al. 2020b). This 
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was done to account for the potential impact of genome-wide heterogeneity in evolutionary 

rates (Liu et al. 2015). Concordance between gene trees and the partitioned phylogeny was 

estimated using site and gene concordance factors (Minh et al. 2020a), with a summary 

species tree estimated using ASTRAL-III (Zhang et al. 2018) and assuming each population 

as an individual ‘species’ (Rabiee et al. 2019). 

 

Species Delimitation and Divergence Time Estimates 
The species tree and delimitation were estimated using SNAPP 1.5.0 (Bryant et al. 2012) 

within BEAST 2.6.1 (Bouckaert et al. 2019). We iteratively tested nine different scenarios of 

species composition, ranging from two to nine species (i.e. each population as a separate 

species) based on phylogenetic patterns (see Figure 4.2D). Given that SNAPP can resolve 

species identities with only a few thousand SNPs (Leaché et al. 2014), and to reduce 

computational time, we subsampled the alignment down to the two individuals with the 

lowest missing data per population and 5,000 randomly selected SNPs. We used broad 

priors with gamma distributions for speciation rate (λ = G(3 ,2.5)) and population sizes (θ = 

G(2.85, 955.27)) based on sequence divergence for all scenarios to cover possible 

parameter ranges. Mutation rate priors were left at their default settings (u + v = 1). Two 

separate chains were run per model to assess convergence of parameter estimates. 

Models were run for at least 10 million generations and/or until ESS > 200 was reliably 

achieved. Model traces were visualised using Tracer v1.5 (Rambaut & Drummond 2009) 

with the first two million generations discarded as burn-in. Species composition likelihoods 

were estimated using an AIC through Markov chain Monte Carlo analysis (AICM; Raftery et 

al. 2006). Although other methods such as reverse-jump MCMC via path-sampling or 

stepping-stone analysis are more widely used (Grummer et al. 2013), given the large size 
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of the dataset and number of models tested we opted to use AICM based on its reasonable 

performance and reduced computational demand (Baele et al. 2012). 

 

Divergence times across the clade were inferred by using an extension of SNAPP 

described in Stange et al. 2018. We calibrated the oldest divergence in the tree using a 

normal distribution with mean of 9.27 Ma and standard deviation of 0.51 (95% CI = mean ± 

1 Ma) based on previously obtained divergence estimates for all pygmy perches (Figure 

1.4). We applied broader ranges around calibration nodes than previously suggested to 

accommodate potential variation in calibration age not captured by the methods in that 

study. The topology of the tree was fixed using the ML tree and the model run for one 

million generations. Confidence intervals of divergence times were inferred using 

TreeAnnotator v2.6 (Drummond & Rambaut 2019) and 95% posterior probabilities. 

 
Historical Admixture and Introgression 
We tested whether lineages found across the clade, especially for species inferred from the 

delimitation analyses, were historically genetically isolated or not using two different allele 

frequency-based approaches. First, we determined historical connectivity across 

populations based on the 18,177 SNP dataset using TreeMix (Pickrell & Pritchard 2012). 

The number of migrations within the model were iteratively increased from none to nine, 

with the fit of each model estimated by comparing the resultant covariance matrices and the 

overall tree likelihood. Additionally, we calculated the percentage of variation explained per 

migration model (Github = wlz0726/treemix), with the best supported number of migrations 

determined by the asymptote of likelihood. We also determined whether substantial 

introgression occurred between putative species (see Results) suggested by species 

delimitation approaches using an ABBA-BABA test (Martin et al. 2014) in D-Suite (Malinsky 

2019). Introgression was determined assuming a pattern of divergence following the 
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phylogenetic tree (i.e. N. vittata [A] and N. pygmaea as sister lineages), and summarised 

based on Patterson’s D (Patterson et al. 2012) and the fraction of introgressed alleles (f4-

ratio). 

 

Functional Divergence of Cryptic Species 
Given the lack of relevant physiological or ecological datasets to independently assess 

species identities inferred from species delineation methods, we developed a novel 

approach that uses functional enrichment of fixed differences. Under genetic drift alone, it is 

expected that fixed differences would be randomly distributed throughout the genome 

(Johansson et al. 2010). However, if selection played a role in the accumulation of fixed 

differences, whether as part of the speciation process or as a consequence of it, then fixed 

differences should be overrepresented in genes underlying important divergent traits. This 

was done by carrying out annotation of the ddRAD loci that contained SNPs fixed for 

alternate alleles between each of the three identified putative species and all other 

populations combined (i.e. one allele fixed within all populations of the putative species and 

the alternate allele fixed in all populations of both other putative species). While fixed 

differences may not represent true ecological characteristics, the SNPs used here were 

diagnostic for putative species and may underlie physiological traits associated with 

speciation and divergence. We identified and aligned 1,466, 968 and 3,847 ddRAD loci 

containing differentially fixed SNPs between N. pygmaea, Nvi[A], and Nvi[B] and all other 

populations (Appendix 31), respectively, to a newly assembled southern pygmy perch 

(Nannoperca australis) genome (N50 size = 10,039 bp and total scaffold length = 

573,250,588 bp; Beheregaray et al., unpublished data). Additionally, the full set of 19,600 

ddRAD loci were also aligned to the N. australis genome as a reference for enrichment 

analyses. The 80 bp sequence of each ddRAD locus was mapped to the genome and 300 
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bp from both flanking regions were extracted. The resultant 680 bp were annotated using 

the Osteichthyes protein database in UniProt (UniProt Consortium) and blastx v 2.2.28, with 

a minimum alignment of 100 amino acids (300 bp), similarity > 70% and an e-value 

threshold of 10-6. Where multiple alignments were possible, the alignment with the best e-

value was selected in order to retain a single alignment per ddRAD locus. The annotation 

and gene ontology (GO) terms were extracted from the UniProt database using a custom 

script (Appendix 32). Enrichment of functions within N. pygmaea, N. vittata [A], and N. 

vittata [B] was assessed using a GO term analysis in the topGO R package (Alexa & 

Rahnenfuhrer 2020). Significant enrichment of GO terms (p < 0.01) was determined using 

the full ddRAD seq dataset as the background gene set and a minimum node size of five in 

Fisher’s exact tests (e.g. Alexa & Rahnenfuhrer 2010; Sandoval-Castillo et al. 2018). 

 

Species and Lineage Distribution modelling 
SDMs were estimated using an ensemble modelling approach within biomod2 (Thuiller et 

al. 2009). SDMs were estimated across eleven time periods ranging from contemporary 

conditions to the Pliocene using the PaleoClim database (Brown et al. 2018). These time 

periods included the Late Holocene (4.2 – 0.3 Kya), Mid Holocene (8.326 – 4.2 Kya), Early 

Holocene (11.7 – 8.326 Kya), Younger Dryas Stadial (12.9 – 11.7 Kya), Bølling-Allerød 

(14.7 – 12.9 Kya), Heinrich Stadial 1 (17.0 – 14.7 Kya), Last Interglacial (~130 Kya), MIS19 

(~787 Kya), mid Pliocene warm period (3.205 Mya), and M2 (~3.3 Mya) phases. 

Occurrence records for all lineages were obtained from a combination of sampled sites 

within this and past studies (Buckley et al. 2018; Unmack et al. 2011), as well as from the 

Atlas of Living Australia (http://www.ala.org.au). We further filtered the occurrence data to 

reduce the impact of spatial autocorrelation (Elith et al. 2011) by removing occurrences 

outside the known distribution of species (P. Unmack, pers. comm.;  Allen et al. 2020) and 
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sampling a single occurrence per environmental raster cell. This resulted in a final dataset 

of 114 observations used within the SDMs. 

 

Highly correlated climatic variables (r < |0.8|) were pruned from the dataset based on a 

Pearson’s correlation test within SDMToolbox (Brown et al. 2017), resulting in eight climatic 

layers used across the models (Appendix 33). The final input variables were annual mean 

temperature (bio1), isothermality (bio3), mean temperature of the wettest quarter (bio8), 

mean temperature of the driest quarter (bio9), mean temperature of coldest quarter (bio11), 

annual precipitation (bio12), precipitation of the driest month (bio14), precipitation 

seasonality (bio15) and sea-level corrected elevation. For the three oldest time periods 

(Late Pleistocene-Pliocene), bio3 was unavailable and thus not included within the 

projections. We generated three replicates of 1,000 pseudoabsences randomly from the 

background >30km from occurrences to reduce the likelihood of generating false absences 

within habitable areas. Each dataset was replicated three times, with 80% of sites 

independently and randomly subset to train the model (n = nine datasets).  

 

The SDMs were estimated using five separate models: classification tree analysis (CTA), a 

generalised boosting model (GBM), multiple adaptive regression splines (MARS), maximum 

entropy (MaxEnt) and random forest (RF) (n = 45 models total). These approaches cover a 

range of different statistical approaches (Buisson et al. 2010; Hao et al. 2019), and model 

averaging in an ensemble framework is expected to reduce bias associated with any single 

method (Chapter 3; Barbet-Massin et al. 2012; Marmion et al. 2009). Each model was 

evaluated using both the ROC and the TSS. Individual methods were checked for 

consistency by generating ensemble models per method under contemporary conditions 

and visually comparing results. Ensemble SDMs amalgamating the results of all SDMs per 
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time period were generated, excluding models with TSS < 0.7. The mean and standard 

deviation of suitability were calculated across ensemble models to assess long-term habitat 

suitability trends. Changes in distribution extent were quantified by converting SDMs per 

time period to binary presence-absence maps using two separate approaches: using the 

minimum occurrence value of the top 90% of training presences as the presence/absence 

threshold (Appendix 20), and using a maximised TSS approach (the default within 

biomod2). The area of each binary SDM was estimated by the number of presence cells in 

the raster. 

 

Ensemble SDMs were then subdivided into individual lineage-specific distributions following 

the cost-distance approach described in Rosauer et al. 2015. Various LDMs were 

determined by assigning the seven N. vittata localities to three separate sets of LDMs (one 

with two lineages, one with three lineages, and one with four lineages) following the results 

from species delimitation and phylogenetics (see Results). Since this approach requires 

geographic (or environmental) distances between sites to accurately assign cells to 

lineages, Nannoperca pygmaea was not included as a lineage given its narrow current 

range and sympatry with N. vittata. 

 

Results 
Bioinformatics 
The combined sequencing runs returned a total of 71.44M reads, with an average of 2.16M 

reads per sample. After quality control and alignment of sequences, a dataset of 19,426 

ddRAD loci was obtained across all putative species. This alignment contained 18,177 

unlinked biallelic SNPs and an average of 4.93 (±1.76)% missing data per sample 

(Appendix 34). 
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Population Divergence 
Pairwise genetic distances and fixed differences inferred highly divergent structure across 

the clade. Pairwise population averages of genetic differences ranged from 0.03% to 1.55% 

whist the number of pairwise fixed differences ranged from 8 to 5,947 SNPs (Figure 4.2A). 

Progressively collapsing the phylogeny to compare fixed differences across the hierarchy of 

the tree resulted in high numbers of fixed differences (up to 3,261 SNPs for the deepest 

node; Appendix 35). A PCoA demonstrated three major and highly divergent clusters, with 

the two primary axes explaining a combined total of 77.6% of the variation (Figure 4.2B). 

Each of the three clusters represented the populations of N. pygmaea, N. vittata [A] and N. 

vittata [B]. Similar clusters could be observed within the pairwise p-distances (>0.5% 

between clusters) and by the number of fixed differences (>2000 between clusters).  
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Figure 4.2: Population divergence and clustering. A: Heatmap of pairwise population summaries of 

divergence. Numbers within cells indicate pairwise uncorrelated genetic distances (p-distance; %) based on 

19,600 ddRAD loci, whilst colours indicate the number of fixed differences within the 18,177 unlinked SNPs, 

accounting for false positives based on sample sizes. B: PCoA of 18,177 unlinked SNPs. Each point 

represents the centroid per population with colours indicating assignment to a cluster (i.e. a putative species: 

circles = N. pygmaea, squares = N. vittata [A] and triangles = N. vittata [B]). C: ML tree estimated using 

19,426 concatenated ddRAD loci and RAxML. Node colours indicate bootstrap support estimated using 1,000 

RELL bootstraps. D: Allocation of samples to species delimitation scenarios in SNAPP. Each column 

represents a single model, with each row corresponding to the aligned sample in the phylogenetic tree. Cell 

colours indicate allocation to species, with cells of the same colour indicating one species. Blank rows indicate 

samples that were not used in species delimitation. 
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Phylogenetic Analysis 
Partitioning the alignment by ddRAD loci did not affect the topology or branch lengths of the 

tree, and site concordance factors supported this tree (Appendix 36A – 36C). The summary 

species tree likewise showed strong support for the separation of lineages, with posterior 

probabilities of one for almost all nodes (Appendix 36D). Thus, interpretations of the 

phylogenetic patterns here are based on the concatenation tree. The highly divergent 

nature of lineages across the group was supported by the ML phylogeny, with all 

population-level and above nodes supported by 100% bootstrap values (Figure 4.2C).The 

phylogeny demonstrated three particularly divergent lineages: one containing N. pygmaea 

populations, a sister lineage of two N. vittata populations and another paraphyletic N. vittata 

lineage containing the remaining five populations. Despite their co-occurrence, the 

sympatric populations of N. vittata and N. pygmaea (NviHay and NpyMR) were not closely 

associated within the phylogenetic tree. Instead, the sister N. vittata lineage (denoted as N. 

vittata [A]) to N. pygmaea contained populations from the central southern portion of the 

distribution. 

 
Species Delimitation and Divergence Time 
Species delimitation models increased in likelihood with an increasing number of species, 

with the highest likelihood and lowest AICM for a delimitation scenario considering all 

populations as separate species (Figure 4.2D; S10). However, there was a noticeable 

plateau in AICM values after S5, with greater numbers of species conferring relatively small 

increases in model likelihood beyond this point (Appendix 37). Divergence time estimates 

suggested that most lineages diverged from one another between 1 and 5 Mya, with most 

populations diverging more recently, within the last 300 Kya (Figure 4.3). For all nodes, 

there was minimal overlap in 95% confidence intervals.  
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Figure 4.3: Chronogram of divergence time estimates across the clade using SNAPP. Error bars show 95% 

posterior probabilities out of 1M simulations. The phylogeny was calibrated at the most basal divergence in 

the tree based on a previous estimation of divergence time using a biogeographic calibration point (Figure 

1.4). 

 
Gene Flow and Introgression 
No signal of historical population connectivity was inferred across the clade, with TreeMix 

best supporting a tree that contained no migrations over models with any (Figure 4.4A). 

This non-migratory model explained 99.99% of the variation in allele frequencies (Figure 

4.4B – C). Similarly, D-Suite results showed negligible evidence of introgression across 

putative species, with a Patterson’s D of 0.20 and f4-ratio of 0.028. 
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Figure 4.4: Historical migration results using TreeMix. Top figure shows the best supported model, with no 

modelled migrations and lineages coloured by putative species. The standard error of the covariance matrix 

(bottom left) shows that variance in allele frequencies are well captured in the tree. Considering additional 

migration did not improve the likelihood of the model (bottom right), with the zero-migration model explaining 

99.99% of the variation. 

 

Enrichment of Fixed Differences 
All four sets of ddRAD loci were aligned to the southern pygmy perch genome with 76.14 – 

82.89% success, resulting in 16,246 background aligned loci. For each putative species, 

1,172 N. pygmaea, 739 N. vittata [A] and 2,929 N. vittata [B] loci were aligned to the 
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genome. For the background dataset, 7,956 (48.97%) of aligned loci were successfully 

annotated, with slightly lower annotation rate for putative species datasets (N. pygmaea = 

463 loci, 39.51%; N. vittata [A] = 252, 34.1%; N. vittata [B] = 1,039 (35.47%; Appendix 38). 

For N. pygmaea, N. vittata [A] and N. vittata [B], GO enrichment analyses showed 

significant enrichment (p < 0.01) for two, one and three molecular functions and ten, zero 

and nine biological processes, respectively (Figure 4.5; Appendix 39). There was no 

enrichment for cellular components for any putative species. Collectively, these GO terms 

were underpinned by 96 unique enriched genes (Appendix 40). Within N. pygmaea, GO 

terms were largely associated with DNA helicase activity, development and organisation of 

cytoskeleton, kidney development and metabolic processes. Within N. vittata [B], almost 

half (5 of 12; 41.67%) of the significantly enriched GO terms were related to heart or 

circulatory functions, although these were underpinned by only 5 of 28 (17.86%) enriched 

genes. Other enriched GO terms were related to sister chromatid segregation, and amide 

and vitamin binding. Only the Protein Binding GO term was enriched within N. vittata [A], 

although this comprised 42 different genes relating to a variety of functions including 

transport proteins, transcription factors and cytoskeleton elements. 
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Figure 4.5: Pie charts of significantly enriched GO terms for fixed differences between species. The size of 

each slice indicates the number of underlying genes (also indicated by the labelled number) and colour 

denotes the ontology category (Molecular Functions in purple, Biological Processes in blue). 
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Species Distribution Modelling 
All models demonstrated high fit to the data, accurately capturing the full distribution of the 

species complex (Appendix 41A). Ensemble models built separately for each method 

demonstrated highly similar areas of suitability, suggesting that variation among methods 

was minimal (Appendix 41C). Annual precipitation (bio12) was the strongest driving variable 

across all models, with approximately double the variable importance of all others 

(Appendix 41B). The ensemble projections of the SDMs over time highlighted the 

environmental stability of SWWA since the Pliocene, with little fluctuation in distribution 

extent (Figure 4.6A). Across all time periods, the most significant portion of suitable habitat 

tended towards the coastal edges of the region, with some expansion across the 

continental shelf during lower sea levels but not inland. This long-term distribution stability 

was similarly reflected by high mean suitability (Figure 4.6B) and low standard deviation 

(Figure 4.6C) over time. Relatedly, there was a clear correlation between distribution area 

and sea level contours (Appendix 42). 

 

 
Figure 4.6: SDMs across eleven time periods, ranging from current conditions back to the Pliocene.  A: 

Ensemble SDMs and projections summarising 45 individual models. B: Mean cell suitability across all eleven 

time periods. C: Standard deviation of cell suitability across all eleven time periods. 
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The LDMs under the more conservative species delimitation scenarios (S3 & S4) inferred a 

fragmented distribution for the N. vittata [B] lineage (Appendix 43). Only under when N. 

vittata was considered four separate lineages (S5) did each LDM become a singular 

contiguous range. Regardless of delimitation, lineages formed tightly clustered distributions 

with minimal overlap. Similar to the SDMs, LDMs of cryptic species appeared stable over 

time, excluding during the mid-Pliocene (3.2 Mya) where there was more significant overlap 

and a northward shift in southern lineages (Appendix 44).  

 

Discussion 
We identified several divergent lineages across a species complex of freshwater fish 

endemic to a temperate biodiversity hotspot, including at least two cryptic species. We also 

showed that these lineages probably persisted in isolation since the late Miocene (9 – 3.5 

Mya) over a climatically stable region. Current and projected climatic conditions 

disproportionately threaten this region because its high lineage diversity appears to have 

evolved in the absence of major climatic and geological changes.  

 

Diversification and Taxonomy of Western Pygmy Perches 
Our results highlight a hierarchy of divergence across Western Australia’s Nannoperca 

clade, ranging from divergent populations and cryptic species to morphologically 

differentiated lineages. No historical migration nor introgression was detected across the 

clade, indicating that the inferred evolutionary distinctiveness is a product of long-term 

isolation. Summaries of population divergence largely identified three major clusters, 

consisting of N. pygmaea and two separate clusters of N. vittata lineages. This was 

supported with phylogenetic analysis, which highlighted the paraphyletic nature of N. vittata. 

Additionally, co-occurring populations of N. vittata and N. pygmaea (populations NviHay 
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and NpyMR) were not sister lineages within the tree, suggesting that these may instead 

represent secondary contact following allopatric divergence rather than sympatric 

speciation.  

 

Species delimitation results implied the presence of a higher number of putative species 

within the clade, with greatest support for a model considering each population a separate 

species, and an approximate plateau in likelihood at five species. Multispecies coalescent 

approaches such as SNAPP have been demonstrated to over-split lineages (Chambers & 

Hillis 2020; Jackson et al. 2017; Sukumaran & Knowles 2017), particularly when 

populations are highly structured and divergent (Derkarabetian et al. 2019). Thus, we 

instead suggest that three species are present in the clade, denoted N. pygmaea, N. vittata 

[A] and N. vittata [B]: this is the minimum number of realistic species within the clade given 

the paraphyly of N. vittata and reduces the risk of over-splitting (Coates et al. 2018). Neither 

of these N. vittata species could reliably be assigned to the N. vittata name as the holotype 

only denotes “interior of Western Australia” as its origin. 

 

A previous phylogenomic study of all pygmy perch species, including species delimitation 

using a multi-species coalescent approach, suggested that N. vittata was a complex of 

three cryptic species (Buckley et al. 2018). However, this was based on few populations 

within SWWA, all of which were included in this study. Two of these species correspond to 

the most divergent lineages within N. vittata [B] (NviCBP and NviAR), suggesting that the 

higher number of species in the previous study was attributed to a lack of intermediate 

sampling within the lineage. 
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The delineation of two divergent and cryptic species within N. vittata suggests that a 

taxonomic revision of the lineage is required. This is critical given that species are the most 

common operational unit of conservation management (Stanton et al. 2019), and 

particularly, are the focus of protective legislation (Coates et al. 2018). For example, the 

identification of the narrowly distributed N. vittata [A] lineage implies that it may be of 

greater conservation concern than the currently unlisted status of N. vittata would denote 

(Bickford et al. 2007; Buckley et al. 2018; Funk et al. 2012). Similarly, N. pygmaea is listed 

as one of the most imperilled freshwater fishes in the country, owing to its small distribution 

and high extinction risk (Lintermans et al. 2020). Given that N. vittata [A] and N. pygmaea 

occupy narrow distributions under threat from salinisation and aridification (Allen et al. 

2020), ex situ conservation efforts such as translocation and the formation of insurance 

populations may be required in the immediate future to protect them from rapid habitat loss. 

These programs will need to maximise the maintenance of genetic diversity within these 

depauperate lineages and may rely on genetic rescue (detailed below) across populations 

of putative species defined here. 

 

Mechanisms Maintaining Reproductive Isolation Across Putative Species 
In this study, we developed a novel approach to investigate the role of selection on 

diagnostic SNPs between putative species by leveraging information from a newly 

assembled pygmy perch genome. While this approach provides an additional line of 

evidence for species delimitation, and complements other assessments of species 

divergence, it has several limitations. As fixed differences can be spuriously inferred with 

low sample sizes (Gruber et al. 2018), larger sample sizes may reveal that some SNPs are 

not fixed within populations. Additionally, inferring the ecological function of annotated 

genes remains a challenge, especially in non-model taxa (Pavey et al. 2012). On a more 
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theoretical note, this approach cannot distinguish between SNPs under selection prior to 

speciation and those selected post-speciation events (as part of reinforcement, for 

example; Aeschbacher et al. 2017; Langerhans & Riesch 2013; Matute & Ortiz-Barrientos 

2014). Additionally, it is implicitly assumed that fixed difference SNPs relate to functional 

changes in the proteins of the genes they occur in, which may not necessarily be the case. 

Some extensions of the approach may help to address some of these caveats. For 

example, determining whether fixed differences convey structural changes in proteins 

(Cingolani et al. 2012) may provide greater confidence in their importance. Additionally, 

relating significantly enriched gene ontologies to pathways may make connections between 

different functions and their biological importance clearer (Jassal et al. 2020). As with other 

studies on the genomic architecture of adaptation, expanding reduced representation 

datasets (such as the ddRAD data used here) to whole genome datasets would provide 

better coverage of fixed differences that may underlie species divergence (Rice et al. 2011), 

and allow testing of other components of reproductive isolation such as ‘genomic islands of 

speciation’ (Malinsky et al. 2015; Turner et al. 2005) and chromosomal rearrangements 

(Butlin 2005; Rieseberg 2001). 

Annotation of loci containing fixed differences between putative species suggested that 

functional differences in important physiological traits may have reinforced their initial 

divergence. For example, enrichment of genes related to metabolism and kidney 

development in N. pygmaea might link to its morphological differentiation (Clarke & 

Johnston 1999; Gonzalez & Mcdonald 1992; Passow et al. 2015), particularly in terms of 

smaller body size, slower growth rate and lower salinity tolerance (Allen et al. 2020). 

Additionally, reproductive isolation between putative species might be reinforced by 
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differences in genes related to chromosome arrangement and segregation during mitosis. 

Gene functions associated with cytoskeletal elements, including chromosomal cytoskeleton 

proteins, were enriched within N. pygmaea and may also play a functional role in mitosis. 

Similarly, while N. vittata [A] only showed enrichment for protein-binding functions, a 

number of these were associated with transport (actin-based) proteins that influence 

intracellular arrangements (Lodish et al. 2000; Pantaloni et al. 2001). Hybrid inviability in 

crosses of Drosophila melanogaster and Drosophila simulans has been associated with 

failure of chromatids to correctly segregate during anaphase of mitosis, resulting from 

incompatible alleles in loss-of-function genes (Blum et al. 2017; Ferree & Prasad 2012; 

Matute et al. 2014; Thomae et al. 2013). Thus, differences in proteins responsible for 

chromatid segregation may cause hybrids of putative species to be reproductively isolated 

through similar postzygotic mechanisms, further reinforcing the observed lack of 

hybridisation between sympatric N. vittata and N. pygmaea populations (Allen et al. 2020; 

Morgan et al. 2013). This lack of hybridisation is also likely reinforced by their staggered 

breeding seasons (Allen et al. 2020), although no enriched functions appeared related. 

Additionally, various circulatory functions were significantly enriched within N. vittata [B]: 

although not directly associated with speciation, these functions have been linked to 

migratory ability (Eliason et al. 2011), food deprivation and hypoxia (Gamperl & Farrell 

2004) and cold adaptation (Tiitu 2001) in fishes. These traits may be correlated with the 

broader distribution of the species relative to N. vittata [A], although associated phenotypic 

differences could not be explored here.  

 

Furthermore, the strong genetic differentiation between putative species may further 

contribute to reproductive isolation through Bateson-Dobzhansky-Muller Incompatibilities 

(BDMIs), which result from the epistatic effect and evolutionary mismatch of alleles in hybrid 
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lineages (Lafon-Placette & Kohler 2015; Lima 2014). Given that BDMIs are driven by fixed 

differences between species interacting within hybrid individuals (Van Belleghem et al. 

2018), the divergent nature of putative species here may also drive reduced hybrid viability 

(Singhal & Moritz 2013). 

 

Maintenance of Highly Divergent Lineages Through Climatic Stability 
The highly divergent and ancient nature of lineages within the clade was likely facilitated by 

the long-term climatic stability of the region, with divergence events spanning the Miocene 

and Pliocene. Although major environmental changes associated with aridification during 

the Pliocene impacted the biota of the SWWA (Hopper & Gioia 2004), temperature and 

rainfall remained relatively constant throughout the glacial cycles of the Pleistocene, 

especially within the HRP (Rix et al. 2015). The stable species distribution reflected these 

relatively constant climatic conditions since the Pliocene (Spooner et al. 2011), with a 

coastward expansion across exposed landmass when sea levels were lower during glacial 

maxima. Similar patterns of a coastward expansion, but limited variation in inland regions, 

have been shown for several coastal plant species in the SWWA (Nevill et al. 2014; 

Nistelberger et al. 2014), suggesting that distribution extent was consistently limited by 

aridity and temperature in inland habitats (Brouwers et al. 2012). These spatial patterns 

reflect the intensity of aridification further inland compared to the relatively benign HRP (Rix 

et al. 2015), and likely placed significant limitations on inland range expansions of N. vittata 

due to intense selective pressure. This hypothesis is consistent with a meta-analysis of 

estimated selection gradients that showed that regional variation in precipitation is a key 

factor driving patterns of selection around the globe (Siepielski et al. 2017).  
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While causation of divergences within the lineage was not inferred here, the historical 

demographic isolation of lineages, the low genetic diversity and low dispersal capacity for 

pygmy perches (Brauer et al. 2016; Buckley et al. 2018; Unmack et al. 2011) together 

suggest that their persistence must owe, in part, to perpetual stable habitat. Overall, these 

results add to a growing body of evidence that broad-scale and long-term climatic stability 

in the SWWA has driven the accumulation of regional biodiversity (e.g. Binks et al. 2019; 

Cardillo & Pratt 2013; Cooper et al. 2011; Funnekotter et al. 2019; Galaiduk et al. 2017; 

Gouws & Stewart 2007; Harms 2018; Laity et al. 2015; Millar et al. 2017; Nevill et al. 2014; 

Nistelberger et al. 2014; Rix et al. 2015; Sundaram et al. 2019). These endemic species 

encompass an array of lineages ranging from Gondwanan relicts originating as early as the 

Cretaceous (Giribet et al. 2012; Murienne et al. 2014; Schultz et al. 2009) to late Miocene – 

early Pliocene diversification events (Hopper et al. 2009; Unmack et al. 2012), reflecting 

both ancient (‘paleo-endemic’) and recent (‘neo-endemic’) lineages (Rix et al. 2015; 

Sundaram et al. 2019). These concerted patterns thus demonstrate how biodiversity in 

SWWA has persisted and accumulated over millions of years due to the region’s climatic 

stability. 

 

Phylogeographic Structure Within the SWWA 
Intraspecific phylogeographic structure was also detected in the most widespread putative 

species (N. vittata [B]), with three highly divergent lineages possibly representing 

evolutionarily-significant units (ESU; Moritz 1994). This is based on their relatively ancient 

divergence (>1 Myr) and long-term demographic and spatial isolation. Within this 

delineation, the Margaret River population (NviCBP) represented a unique ESU: this is 

corroborated by observations of genetic divergence across other aquatic taxa in the region, 

with a unique ESU of West Australian freshwater mussel (Westralunio carteri; Klunzinger et 
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al. 2020) and a morphologically distinct species of freshwater crayfish (the hairy marron, 

Cherax tenuimanus; Vercoe et al. 2009) endemic to Margaret River. The remaining two 

ESUs captured disjunct pairs of populations at opposing extremes of the species 

distribution (in the north and the southeast). 

 

Traditionally, the role of ESUs as independent conservation units has led to their separate 

and isolated management (Funk et al. 2012; Weeks et al. 2016). This approach often 

assumes that admixture across ESUs will disrupt locally adaptive genetic variation through 

outbreeding depression (Weeks et al. 2016). However, a growing number of studies have 

advocated for the role of inter-population genetic mixing – referred to as ‘genetic rescue’ 

(Ralls et al. 2018) or ‘assisted gene flow’ (Pavlova et al. 2017) – given the elevated 

extinction risk in small and isolated populations (Frankham 2015). A number of these 

studies argue that the risk of outbreeding depression, especially relative to the risk of 

inbreeding depression and population declines, has been somewhat exaggerated (Chan et 

al. 2019; Frankham 2015; Pavlova et al. 2017). As such, proposals of genetic rescue have 

extended to between subspecies or ESUs where necessary (Love Stowell et al. 2017; 

Weeks et al. 2016; for examples see Beheregaray et al. in press, Harrisson et al. 2016 and 

Johnson et al. 2010). Although these examples demonstrate weaker genetic divergence 

than between ESUs of N. vittata [B], it is important to note that predicting the relative 

probability of inbreeding and outbreeding depression during genetic rescue remains 

challenging (Robinson et al. 2020), and may interfere with effective conservation 

management (Pavlova et al. 2017; Weeks et al. 2016). Thus, although these ESUs 

currently represent independent conservation units, there may be a need to re-assess the 

potential for genetic rescue as the fates of individual ESUs become clearer. 
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Implications for Conservation of Biodiversity Hotspots 
Freshwater biodiversity is considered one of the most threatened groups globally (Collen et 

al. 2014; Lintermans et al. 2020). Within the SWWA, freshwater species are currently 

threatened by several convergent issues, including ongoing aridification since the mid-last 

century (Smith & Power 2014), habitat clearing primarily for agricultural development 

(Andrich & Imberger 2013), secondary salinization of rivers (Allen et al. 2020) and invasive 

species (Beatty & Morgan 2013). These threats will likely be exacerbated by anthropogenic 

climate change and their own interactive effects (Dinnage et al. 2020): projections of 

climate change alterations alone predict 40 - 50% loss of habitat and 10 – 44% loss of 

endemic plants (294 – 1,293 species) in the SWWA (Habel et al. 2019). However, these 

projections worsen to 56 – 65% habitat loss when considering the effect of increased 

agronomic pressure from population growth, demonstrating how climate change and land 

clearing pressures interact. Additionally, spatial heterogeneity in the effects of climate 

change may affect some lineages more than others (Hansen et al. 2019; Ashcroft et al. 

2009), such as due to a northern contraction of suitable mesic habitat (Klausmeyer & Shaw 

2009). Relatedly, a reduction in fitness associated with heterogeneous climate change has 

already been observed in some SWWA plant species (Brouwers et al. 2012; Dalmaris et al. 

2015; Monks et al. 2019). Conservation programs must therefore consider both the spatial 

heterogeneity of these impacts, and how they may interact in increasing extinction risk, 

especially for freshwater fauna. 

 

Disruption of climatic regimes across the globe, in conjunction with broadly increased 

temperatures (Jeremias et al. 2018), aridity (Davis et al. 2013; Falkenmark 2013) and sea 
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levels (Rotzoll & Fletcher 2012) is already impacting species persistence globally. These 

effects will be exacerbated within regions of low historical climate variability due to both low 

species resilience and high species diversity, with compounding effects for coastal 

temperate ecosystems (Chapter 2). Species that evolved in benign climates are not 

expected to have the same adaptive resilience as those in more variable environments 

(Gutiérrez-Pesquera et al. 2016), a hypothesis supported by reduced dispersal capacity 

(Sandel et al. 2011), adaptive plasticity (Sandoval-Castillo et al. 2020) and thermal 

tolerance (Dynesius & Jansson 2000). Additionally, the high biodiversity of historically 

stable regions may mean they become hotspots of extinction as swathes of taxa struggle to 

respond to the selective challenges of anthropogenic climate change (Brooks et al. 2002; 

Waldvogel et al. 2020). Given that biodiversity hotspots may also have an excess of 

undiscovered and cryptic biodiversity (Joppa et al. 2011), current estimates of extinction 

rates may be underestimated (Le Roux et al. 2019; Scheffers et al. 2012). Together, these 

components highlight why biodiversity hotspots are regions of high conservation concern 

and should be priorities in conservation management to maximise preservation of at-risk 

species. Two of the three putative species delineated here have small ranges, a pattern 

shared by other narrow-range endemics in biodiversity hotspots (Goldberg et al. 2005). 

Maintenance of critical habitats such as wetlands and ephemeral streams through 

environmental watering may help protect these species (Allen et al. 2020), while 

translocations and captive breeding programs targeting those most at risk of extinction (e.g. 

Attard et al. 2016a; Thiele et al. 2020) may prevent further loss of biodiversity within this 

hotspot. 
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Conclusions 
Long-term climatic stability has driven the accumulation of divergent and isolated lineages 

of freshwater fishes in SWWA, providing a mechanism for its status as a biodiversity 

hotspot. This included the divergence of likely reproductively-isolated cryptic species and a 

morphologically divergent species, which show evidence of selective reinforcement through 

differences in intracellular and physiological traits. Given that regional climates are being 

disrupted globally by climate change, and that species that evolved in historically stable 

regions may lack the adaptive mechanisms to respond, biodiversity hotspots like SWWA 

may be exceptionally threatened. These findings only further solidify the conservation need 

for these regions, with preservation of threatened habitat such as rivers and refugial pools 

crucial for the persistence of a suite of endemic species. For those species most at risk, 

adaptive conservation management strategies such as the formation of insurance 

populations and captive breeding programs may become necessary to protect lineages with 

lower adaptive resilience to rapidly changing environments.   
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Chapter 5: Future Directions and Conclusions 
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General Conclusions 
Environmental change associated with both past and future climatic changes are thought to 

be spatially variable (Ackerly et al. 2010; Ashcroft et al. 2009) and expected to have 

complex influences on the evolution and persistence of species globally (Aitken et al. 2008; 

Hoffmann & Sgro 2011). The potential effects of changing environments might be 

exacerbated for freshwater lineages, where weak dispersal ability, habitat loss by 

aridification and inundation by sea level rise coincide to increase extinction risk (Blöschl et 

al. 2019; Middelkoop et al. 2001; Nijssen et al. 2001; Pinceel et al. 2013). This thesis aimed 

to determine how historical environmental changes have impacted the evolution, 

distribution, and diversity of a group of freshwater fishes by comparing phylogeographic 

histories across two disparate temperate regions. The thesis entails the most spatially 

extensive and analytically thorough investigations of phylogeographic histories in the study 

lineages to date. 

 

On one hand, spatial heterogeneity in major environmental changes since the Miocene had 

substantial impacts on intraspecific variation in evolutionary history within southeast 

Australia. On the other hand, in southwest Australia environmental stability is thought to 

have facilitated the accumulation of divergent lineages and diversification with a hotspot. 

Although biogeographic changes across southeast Australia were extensive, ecologically-

similar species demonstrated discordant evolutionary responses despite local-scale 

concordance in demographic history. Together, these findings highlight how environmental 

and demographic variability complexify evolutionary responses and may influence the 

ability to predict species responses to climate change. Here, I briefly summarise again the 

major findings of each data chapter and highlight their contributions to our understanding of 

regional biogeographic history, species responses to climate change and conservation 
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management. I expand upon the common themes of the thesis to briefly discuss how the 

various factors covered in the different data chapters – such as environmental history, 

genetic variation, and ecological traits – interact to contribute to species responses to 

environmental change. Lastly, I outline future developments which might expand upon the 

work within this thesis. 

 

Chapter 2: The roles of aridification and sea level changes in the diversification and 

persistence of freshwater fish lineages. 

Determining the resilience of species to contemporary climate change is complicated by 

spatial heterogeneity in environmental factors and how these might impact on intraspecific 

responses across their ranges (Razgour et al. 2019). Relatedly, understanding the relative 

role of different environmental changes across regions is critical to more accurately predict 

species’ responses (Zamudio et al. 2016). Chapter two of this thesis evaluated the relative 

role of environmental changes, especially aridification and sea level change, on the 

evolution and diversification of Nannoperca australis across both inland and coastal basins. 

Genome-wide data was used to investigate evolutionary history using a combination of 

phylogenetic and coalescent methods, in conjunction with SDMs. A hierarchy of divergence 

was evident across the clade, spanning species divergences in the Miocene to Holocene 

fragmentation. For inland populations, these divergences were primarily associated with 

ancient aridification events leading to the contraction or demise of connective waterbodies, 

whereas coastal populations were more affected by changes in habitat extent and structure 

with fluctuating sea levels. This included the divergence of a cryptic species (Nannoperca 

‘flindersi’), which was likely reinforced by isolated refugia during glacial periods despite 

potential connectivity and interglacial gene flow. For some regions, these two effects were 

interactive, where the reduction of waterbodies and coastal inundation both contributed to 
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historical population structure. This highlights the spatially heterogeneous nature of 

environmental change across species distributions and how applying large-scale 

predictions of species responses to climate change may not accommodate all locally 

relevant factors (Pittock et al. 2008; Razgour et al. 2019). Future management scenarios 

should consider this spatial variation in prediction of responses to climate change, 

particularly in how aridification or eustatic changes may act heterogeneously across 

species distributions. 

 

Chapter 3: Variation in intraspecific demographic history drives localised 

concordance but species-wide discordance in responses to Plio-Pleistocene climatic 

change. 

Understanding how species traits may facilitate resilience to contemporary climate change 

remains a critical factor in detecting and protecting species at risk of extinction (Waldvogel 

et al. 2020). Adaptive potential in response to climatic changes likely relies on both 

ecological (Somero 2010; Travis et al. 2013) and demographic (including genetic) traits 

(Pearson et al. 2014; Williams et al. 2008), although intraspecific and spatial variation in 

demographic traits may significantly impact how even ecologically similar species respond 

(Bridle et al. 2010; Hoffmann & Sgro 2011; Vucetich & Waite 2003). Chapter three 

examined concordance in species responses to Plio-Pleistocene climatic changes in 

Nannoperca obscura and N. australis. Genomic data was used to investigate evolutionary 

histories of the two species, primarily focusing on demographic histories, across their 

shared range. This included a comparative test to determine whether demographic changes 

in co-distributed populations were statistically concordant, and environmental modelling to 

examine species-wide distribution changes. Co-distributed populations largely showed 

concordant demographic changes, with a signal of glacial expansion and post-glacial 
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bottleneck across most populations. However, an expansion in range was only observed in 

N. australis, and the degree of concordance was reduced near the edge of their long-term 

shared refugium. Together, these results point to a history of low SGV in N. obscura, which 

might not have pre-disposed them to expand during more favourable conditions unlike N. 

australis. Indeed, this difference in genetic variation may underscore vastly different 

successes in reintroduction programs for the two species (Beheregaray et al. in press). This 

disparity highlights the importance of SGV in species responses to climatic change (Szűcs 

et al. 2017; Williams et al. 2019), even when ecological traits alone should not suggest such 

discordance. For genetically depauperate species such as N. obscura, increasing genetic 

diversity through adaptive introgression (genetic rescue) might provide a strong avenue to 

improve their adaptive potential, especially under climate change (Love Stowell et al. 2017; 

Pavlova et al. 2017; Robinson et al. 2020).  

 

Chapter 4: Long-term climatic stability drives accumulation of divergent lineages in a 

temperate biodiversity hotspot. 

Long-term climatic stability is often inferred as a primary mechanism for the accumulation of 

biodiversity within hotspots and in tropical regions (Harrison & Noss 2017; Mittelbach et al. 

2007), including the SWWA hotspot (Hopper & Gioia 2004). However, alternative 

hypotheses have been proposed, and the relative role of stability on the process of 

diversification is debatable (Cook et al. 2015). In chapter four, the role of historical climatic 

stability on the accumulation of divergent lineages – including cryptic species – in 

Nannoperca vittata and N. pygmaea was investigated within this biodiversity hotspot. Stable 

climatic profiles since the Pliocene drove a stable species distribution over time and allowed 

for the persistence of divergent and anciently isolated lineages. The formation of cryptic 

species within this group was supported by fixation in genes potentially related to 
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reinforcement, promoting reproductive isolation through intracellular mechanisms 

associated with chromosome segregation. These findings support the identity of SWWA as 

a biodiversity hotspot driven by millions of years of relatively stable climate (Binks et al. 

2019; Cardillo & Pratt 2013; Cook et al. 2015), and highlight the compounding risk of 

climate change due to high species diversity and low adaptive resilience (Brooks et al. 

2002; Gutiérrez-Pesquera et al. 2016; Habel et al. 2019). Within the pygmy perches, the 

denotation of cryptic species and historically isolated lineages requires re-evaluation of 

taxonomy and conservation management and suggests that extinction risk might be 

underestimated even for more widespread ‘species’. 

 

Biogeographic Comparison 
The two temperate zones investigated here demonstrated contrasting temporal 

environmental variation, which likely drove the disparate evolutionary histories in 

ecologically similar species. In the southwest, long-term climatic stability spanning from the 

Pliocene maintained anciently isolated and highly divergent lineages, whilst environmental 

variability in the southeast lead to variable patterns of divergence including fluctuating 

population connectivity and spatial variation in the timing and extent of divergence. 

Additionally, there appeared to be significant differences in the degree of historical 

interpopulation connectivity between the two regions, with southwest species demonstrating 

less connectivity. While this variation may seem contradictory to expectations, it is 

important to note that environmental changes may also facilitate reconnection and gene 

flow between previously isolated lineages through secondary contact (Cros et al. 2020; 

Garrick et al. 2019; Provan & Bennett 2008). For poorly dispersing freshwater organisms, 

range expansions and gene flow are often facilitated by tectonic shifts driving river capture 

(Waters et al. 2020) or the presence of large water bodies (Miura et al. 2019), both of which 
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have been historically lacking in southwest Australia (Edwards et al. 2008; Hopper & Gioia 

2004). These rearrangements occurred throughout southeast Australia from the Miocene 

onwards (McLaren et al. 2012; Waters et al. 2019) and were important drivers of 

connectivity for pygmy perches, underlying the disparate patterns between the temperate 

zones. Similarly contrasting phylogeographic patterns between southeast and southwest 

Australian lineages of widespread clades have been noted in other taxa, through variable 

divergence times (Cook et al. 2015; Rix & Harvey 2012; Schultz et al. 2009) or degree of 

phylogeographic structure (Byrne 2008; Unmack et al. 2012). The link between historical 

environmental variation and variable patterns of divergence has been widely demonstrated 

(Barrow et al. 2018; Bell et al. 2017; Waters et al. 2020), with the timing and nature of 

divergence dependant on the interaction of Earth history and species traits (Bell et al. 2017; 

Papadopoulou & Knowles 2016; Paz et al. 2015; Zamudio et al. 2016). These findings add 

to an extensive body of literature that demonstrates contrasting phylogeographic patterns 

between biogeographic regions with variable or static histories (e.g. Bell et al. 2017; 

Carnaval et al. 2014; Moussalli et al. 2009; Smith et al. 2017). 

Despite their contrasting environments, some aspects of biogeographic history were shared 

between the two temperate regions. Chiefly, the presence of relatively stable climatic 

refugia – even within the more historically variable southeast – were key to the 

maintenance and persistence of lineages. Within southeast Australia, isolated refugia 

enabled the persistence of Nannoperca ‘flindersi’ as a divergent cryptic species despite 

post-divergence gene flow. Similarly, the shared climatic refugium in coastal Victoria used 

by both N. obscura and N. australis appeared to be critical for their persistence, particularly 

for the former which showed likely reduced adaptive capacity owing to low SGV. The role of 

climatic refugia in the long-term persistence of species is a well-documented phenomenon 
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(Gavin et al. 2014; Hewitt 2000; Provan & Bennett 2008; Shafer et al. 2010; Sommer & 

Zachos 2009) and provides a historical reference for determining future species 

persistence. For example, future projections of climate change, in conjunction with known 

history of past refugia, might help indicate where – if any – climatic refugia will exist to 

buffer the selective stress of contemporary climate change (Gavin et al. 2014; Keppel et al. 

2012). However, historical refugia are often associated with protecting species from 

extreme cold climates, contrasting with a contemporarily warming world (Keppel et al. 

2012). Additionally, the ubiquity of climatic refugia has been debated, with species-specific 

traits playing a key role in determining the location, extent, and presence of past refugia 

(Keppel et al. 2012; Stewart et al. 2010). These aspects place severe challenges on 

identifying future climatic refugia and highlight the requirement for proactive conservation 

measures to preserve at-risk species. 

 

Discordance Across Species 
Although contrasting environmental histories in the temperate zones likely drove contrasting 

phylogeographic patterns, species responses within a bioregion were not fully concordant. 

The discordance in N. australis and N. obscura responses to past climatic change were 

likely linked to differences in SGV, an important factor underlying adaptive potential to 

environmental change (Fordham et al. 2014; Waldvogel et al. 2020; Willi & Hoffmann 

2009). Even when environmental barriers are shared between species, interactions 

between species-specific traits and environmental variation may drive interspecific 

discordance (Bell et al. 2017; Papadopoulou & Knowles 2016; Paz et al. 2015). Thus, 

caution should be exercised when applying assumptions of phylogeographic patterns to 

other co-distributed taxa, even when they appear to be ecologically similar and are 

hypothesised to be concordant. 
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Idiosyncratic species responses to environmental changes across the globe appear to be 

linked to two clear sources of variation: environmental (both temporally and spatially) and 

individual species traits, including ecological or physiological aspects as well as 

demographic characteristics such as genetic diversity. The various chapters of this thesis 

have contributed to the understanding of how phylogeographic patterns may be influenced 

by both environmental and demographic variability, especially in freshwater species with 

poor dispersal capacity.  

Future Directions and Concluding Remarks 
The results from this thesis highlight the complex interaction of extrinsic and intrinsic factors 

in adaptation to climatic changes and provide some of the most thorough investigations of 

phylogeography using genomics in Australian freshwater fishes. For N. obscura and N. 

vittata, the relevant chapters within this thesis represent their first genomic phylogeographic 

studies, and the most comprehensive such study for N. australis. This work thus paves the 

way for further investigations of how environmental variation and history have influenced 

evolutionary patterns and adaptive potential in the study species. Additionally, this thesis 

contributes to the ongoing conservation efforts for these species, by providing baseline 

historical patterns upon which actions such as genetic rescue, translocation or the 

delineation of conservation units may be based. 

Despite the applications of this thesis, it by no means provides an exhaustive overview of 

all relevant factors underlying evolutionary history in pygmy perches. As such, expanding 

the work presented here may provide greater insight into the role of evolutionary and 

environmental history in the persistence of threatened lineages, especially for pygmy 
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perches. The comparative analyses for N. australis and N. obscura could be further 

extended to investigate differences in adaptive potential. For example, candidate loci 

associated with adaptation to hydroclimatic variation based on genotype-environment 

associations (Brauer et al. 2016) and differential expression (Brauer et al. 2017) have been 

identified in N. australis. These same loci could be analysed within N. obscura to test if 

variation in these ecologically important adaptive genes is low in the species. Another 

similar approach may involve assessing the potential for adaptive introgression across 

ESUs within N. obscura, a process which is currently underway. This could include a spatial 

assessment of genomic vulnerability (Bay et al. 2018), whereby the least vulnerable 

populations can be considered as a source for genetic rescue (Razgour et al. 2019; 

Robinson et al. 2020).  

 

A genetic rescue program for the MDB lineage of N. obscura – now extinct in the wild – is in 

its early stages. Remnant populations of the MDB lineage, obtained from three separate 

dams, have been kept within the MELFU for approximately ten years. In 2019, Urrbrae and 

Investigator Colleges (both within South Australia) established their own in situ captive 

breeding programs using a subset of individuals from the MELFU, resulting in a handful of 

the first putative crosses between MDB and coastal N. obscura lineages (Brauer & 

Beheregaray, unpublished data). The low number of hybrids within these two college 

programs was attributed to the collection of fish late in the breeding season, and it is 

expected that further generations in the following year will improve the number of hybrids. 

The detected hybrids show increased genetic diversity (heterozygosity) compared to the 

parental lineages, suggesting that genetic rescue is possible. 
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Complementary to these breeding programs, a separate experiment was established within 

the MELFU in 2018. This involved the creation of several separate breeding groups, 

including tanks of pure coastal fish, pure MDB fish, and reciprocal combinations of the two 

(i.e. MDB males with coastal females, and vice versa). Like the college arrangements, 

these tanks were set up late into the N. obscura breeding season and did not produce 

offspring in 2018/2019. However, the following season was highly successful, with 

hundreds of offspring generated in late 2019/early 2020. Genomic sequencing and 

parentage analysis will be done in 2021 to determine the level of hybridisation between the 

two lineages and assess the potential for genetic rescue in the MDB lineage. The findings 

of this thesis contribute to this ongoing program by providing a historical framework for 

future crosses and demonstrating how historically low genetic diversity likely played a 

strong role in their reduced distribution and conservation success. 

 

Although the N. australis draft genome provided a reference for the alignment and 

annotation of ddRAD loci, improvements to the quality of the genome are already underway 

at the MELFU using extended PacBio reads. These are expected to reduce the number of 

scaffolds comprising the genome, leading to improve alignment and annotation. 

Additionally, this improved genome will provide the framework for building a linkage map, 

which could then be used to determine genomic islands of speciation (Malinsky et al. 2015; 

Turner et al. 2005), for example.  

 

As mentioned within Chapter 4, the functional enrichment of fixed differences approach 

itself could be extended to delve deeper into the functional role of these diagnostic traits. 

Corroborating these findings with physiological, ecological, or experimental evidence may 

provide stronger inferences of reproductive isolation and species delineation through 
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integrative taxonomy (Dayrat 2005). The applicability of this enrichment approach to infer 

the role of selection in cryptic species can be validated using a suite of different case 

studies, ranging from weakly differentiated cryptic species to morphologically-defined or 

putatively reproductively isolated species. Given that this method is based on fixed 

differences, it is likely conservative regarding detecting species boundaries, and these 

further studies may help to determine how sensitive the approach is to species divergence. 

Several applicable datasets already existed within the MELFU (such as golden perch, 

Pavlova et al. 2017; rainbowfishes, Sandoval-Castillo et al. 2020; and river blackfishes, 

Unmack et al. 2017), and additional datasets may be sourced from the literature. 

The combined results from the three data chapters of this thesis contribute to our 

understanding of how spatiotemporal environmental variation and species traits interact to 

influence species responses to environmental change. Complexity in species responses 

owing to both regional environmental heterogeneity and intrinsic species characteristics 

may complicate predictions of species vulnerability to anthropogenic climate change. 

Historically stable bioregions are especially at risk under future climate change by the 

compounding impact of high species diversity and reduced adaptive capacity, although 

historically variable regions are not unthreatened. Particularly, aridification and eustatic 

changes will likely place compounding impacts on freshwater lineages through population 

isolation and habitat loss, both of which are expected to worsen under anthropogenic 

climate change. Thus, considering heterogeneity in environmental shifts associated with 

broader climatic change is critically important to identify lineages at higher risk of extinction 

and inform appropriate conservation management measures. 
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Appendix 1: Full manuscript of Buckley et al. (2018) “Phylogenomic history of enigmatic 

pygmy perches: implications for biogeography, taxonomy and conservation.” Royal Society 

Open Science. 5:172125. Reproduced with permission for open access articles by Royal 

Society.
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Appendix 2: Biogeographic hypothesis testing framework for coalescent modelling in 

FastSimCoal2. 

Model  
Biogeographic 

mechanism Reference(s) 
Fixed/constrained 

parameters 
No. 

parameters 

1 

A 

Range expansion and 
vicariant separation due to 
early cycles of marine 
inundation in E Gippsland 

Chapple et al. 2005 

Norgate et al. 2009 

Coleman et al. 2010 N/A 

4 

B 

Range expansion and 
vicariant separation due to 
early cycles of marine 
inundation in E Gippsland 
with post-isolation migration 

Chapple et al. 2005 

Norgate et al. 2009 

Coleman et al. 2010 M1-M2 = 10-10 – 10-5 

6 

C 

Dispersal into Eastern 
Victoria after withdrawal of 
Eastern Gippsland inundation N/A Bottleneck 

6 

D 

Post-inundation dispersal 
with post-isolation migration 
between species N/A 

Bottleneck 

M1-M2 = 10-10 – 10-5 
8 

2 

A 

Vicariant separation of 
NauWP due to tectonics, 
marine inundation or 
volcanism 

Dickinson et al. 2002 

Gallagher et al. 2001 

Holdgate et al. 2003 

Lesti et al. 2008 
TWP = 4.5 – 2, 6 – 2, or 
<5.3 Mya, respectively. 

7 

B 

Vicariant separation of 
NauWP with post-isolation 
migration N/A M1-M6 = 10-10 – 10-5 

13 

C 
NauWP is 50% hybrid lineage 
of N. aus and N. ‘fli’ N/A 

CoalNauWP→Fli = 0.5; 
CoalNauWP→Aus = 0.5 7 

D 

NauWP is hybrid lineage of 
N. aus and N. ‘fli’ with 
variable contributions of gene 
flow between species N/A 

CoalNauWP→Fli = 1-10 - 
0.5 CoalNauWP→Aus = 1-

10 - 0.5 

9 

E 

NauWP is hybrid lineage of 
N. aus and N. ‘fli’ with 
variable contributions of gene 
flow between species with 
additional post-isolation 
migration N/A 

CoalNauWP→Fli = 1-10 - 
0.5 CoalNauWP→Aus = 1-

10 - 0.5 

M1-M6 = 10-10 – 10-5 

15 

3 
A 

Dispersal through the lower 
reaches of the MDB (via Lake 
Bungunnia) McLaren et al. 2012 

TCOAST = 700 Kya, 1.2 
Mya, 3 Mya. 

25 
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B 

Dispersal through the middle 
reaches of the MDB (across 
the GDR) Unmack et al. 2001 

25 

C 

Dispersal through upper 
reaches of the MDB (across 
the GDR) Unmack et al. 2001 

25 

D 

Two separate migration 
events into the MDB (via 
Lower and Mid) N/A 

24 

E 

Vicariance following the 
patterns of the phylogenetic 
tree (i.e. MID most basal) N/A 

25 

4 

A 

Sea-level rise sequentially 
disconnecting river systems 
along coast 

Williams et al. 2018 

TBASE < 25,000 years 
ago 

Ts = 100 – 5 ,000 
years apart 

19 

B 

Sea-level rise sequentially 
disconnecting river systems 
along coast, removing 
migration 

Williams et al. 2018 

TBASE < 25 Kya 

Ts = 100 – 5,000 years 
apart 

M1 – M12 = 10-10 – 10-5 

29 

C 

Reduction of Lake 
Corangamite isolating 
eastern populations along the 
coast White, 2000 

TBAR = 1,000 years ago 

M1 – M12 = 10-10 – 10-5 

18 

D 

Reduction of Lake 
Corangamite isolating 
eastern populations along the 
coast, removing migration White, 2000 TBAR = 1,000 years ago 

26 

E 

Both sea-level rise and 
reduction in Lake 
Corangamite contributing to 
disconnection of river 
systems along coast, 
removing migration White, 2000 

TBAR = 1,000 years ago 

TBASE < 25,000 years 
ago 

Ts = 100 – 5 ,000 
years apart 

31 

5 

A 

Divergence between MID and 
the rest of the MDB 
populations prior to European 
settlement Cole et al. 2016 TDIV > 200 years ago 

4 

B 

Divergence between MID and 
the rest of the MDB 
populations after European 
settlement Brauer et al. 2016 TDIV < 200 years ago 

4 

C 
Divergence between MID and 
the rest of the MDB 
populations prior to European 

Cole et al. 2016 TDIV > 200 years ago 
6 
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settlement with post-isolation 
gene flow 

D 

Divergence between Upper 
and the Lower MDB 
populations prior to European 
settlement Cole et al. 2016 TDIV > 200 years ago 

4 

E 

Divergence between Upper 
and the Lower MDB 
populations after European 
settlement Brauer et al. 2016 TDIV < 200 years ago 

4 

6 

A 

Divergence of populations of 
N. ‘flindersi’ across the Bass
Strait due to vicariance from
early cycles of marine
inundation Coleman et al. 2010 

TTAS = 1.5 – 2 Mya 

TVIC = 2 – 2.5 Mya 

6 

B 

Divergence of populations of 
N. ‘flindersi’ across the Bass
Strait due to variance from
early cycles of marine
inundation with gene flow
post-isolation Coleman et al. 2010 

M1 – M6 = 10-10 – 10-5

TTAS = 1.5 – 2 Mya 

TVIC = 2 – 2.5 Mya 

10 

C 

Divergence of populations of 
N. ‘flindersi’ across the Bass
Strait due to isolated
dispersal events with
associated bottleneck

N/A 

TTAS = 1.5 – 2 Mya 

TVIC = 2 – 2.5 Mya 

RSRLO = -10-4 – 0 

RART = -10-4 – 0

RFI = -10-4 – 0 

7 

D 

Divergence of populations of 
N. ‘flindersi’ across the Bass
Strait due to isolated
dispersal events with
associated bottleneck and
gene flow post-isolation

N/A 

M1 – M6 = 10-10 – 10-5 

TTAS = 1.5 – 2 Mya 

TVIC = 2 – 2.5 Mya 

RSRLO = -10-4 – 0

RART = -10-4 – 0

RFI = -10-4 – 0 

11 
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Appendix 3: Coalescent models testing alternate hypotheses for the divergence of N. 

australis and N. ‘flindersi’. Black text indicates population size parameters, red arrows 

indicate timing parameters, and blue arrows indicate migration parameters. NAUS and NFLI 

consist of all N. australis and N. ‘flindersi’ populations combined, respectively. 

 
 

Appendix 4: Coalescent models testing alternate hypotheses for the divergence of the 

Wilson’s Promontory population of N. australis. Black text indicates population size 

parameters, red arrows indicate timing parameters, and blue arrows indicate migration 

parameters. NAUS consists of all N. australis populations excluding NauWP, and NFLI 

consists of all N. ‘flindersi’ populations combined. 
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Appendix 5: Coalescent models testing alternate hypotheses for the divergence of the 

MDB and coastal Victoria clades. Black text indicates population size parameters, red 

arrows indicate timing parameters, and blue arrows indicate migration parameters. 

NCOAST consists of all coastal Victoria populations combined. 
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Appendix 6: Coalescent models testing alternate hypotheses for the divergence of 

populations within the coastal Victoria clade. Black text indicates population size 

parameters, red arrows indicate timing parameters, and blue arrows indicate migration 

parameters. 
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Appendix 7: Coalescent models testing alternate hypotheses for divergence within the 

MDB clade. Black text indicates population size parameters, red arrows indicate timing 

parameters, and blue arrows indicate migration parameters. NMID consists of the NauGAP, 

NauALB and NauSPR populations combined, with NRESTMDB consisting of all other MDB 

populations. NLOWERMDB consists of the NauALE and NauANG populations combined, 

with NUPPERMDB consisting of all other MDB populations. 

Appendix 8: Coalescent models testing alternate hypotheses for the divergence of N. 

‘flindersi’ populations. Black text indicates population size parameters, red arrows indicate 

timing parameters, and blue arrows indicate migration parameters. Enlarged populations 

indicate exponential growth post-divergence. 
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Appendix 9: Pearson’s pairwise correlation for all 19 bioclimatic variables obtained from 

WorldClim v1.4. Selected uncorrelated variables (|R| < 0.8) are highlighted in bold, with 

correlation values between these variables highlighted in green. 

Variable Bio1 Bio2 Bio3 Bio4 Bio5 Bio6 Bio7 Bio8 Bio9 Bio10 Bio11 Bio12 Bio13 Bio14 Bio15 Bio16 Bio17 Bio18 Bio19 

Bio1 

Bio2 0.63 

Bio3 -0.06 -0.16 

Bio4 0.56 0.86 -0.63 

Bio5 0.90 0.88 -0.25 0.83 

Bio6 0.63 -0.12 0.40 -0.26 0.88 

Bio7 0.59 0.95 -0.45 0.97 0.88 -0.23 

Bio8 0.68 0.47 -0.27 0.55 0.62 0.21 0.52 

Bio9 0.31 0.18 0.22 0.02 0.29 0.41 0.09 -0.35 

Bio10 0.96 0.77 -0.27 0.78 0.98 0.39 0.79 0.70 0.25 

Bio11 0.89 0.29 0.27 0.13 0.63 0.90 0.18 0.50 0.38 0.73 

Bio12 -0.83 -0.68 -0.09 -0.50 -0.80 -0.46 -0.58 -0.50 -0.34 -0.81 -0.72 

Bio13 -0.81 -0.72 -0.02 -0.57 -0.82 -0.36 -0.65 -0.52 -0.30 -0.81 -0.66 0.98 

Bio14 -0.79 -0.50 -0.26 -0.28 -0.69 -0.64 -0.38 -0.35 -0.44 -0.70 -0.79 0.91 0.83 

Bio15 -0.81 -0.40 0.51 -0.56 -0.29 0.47 -0.52 -0.34 0.22 -0.26 0.21 0.10 0.27 -0.25 

Bio16 -0.81 -0.73 -0.01 -0.58 -0.82 -0.35 -0.65 -0.54 -0.28 -0.82 -0.66 0.98 1.00 0.83 0.27 

Bio17 -0.78 -0.52 -0.26 -0.70 -0.70 -0.62 -0.39 -0.35 -0.42 -0.70 -0.78 0.94 0.86 0.99 -0.21 0.86 

Bio18 -0.72 -0.46 -0.29 -0.22 -0.63 -0.64 -0.32 -0.21 -0.54 -0.63 -0.75 0.88 0.80 0.97 -0.24 0.80 0.97 

Bio19 -0.80 -0.73 0.04 -0.61 -0.82 -0.30 -0.68 -0.61 -0.20 -0.82 -0.62 0.96 0.99 0.78 0.32 0.99 0.81 0.73 
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Appendix 10: The ML phylogeny of all 114 N. australis and N. ‘flindersi’ samples based on 

7,780 concatenated RADseq loci. Node labels indicate bootstrap support from 1,000 RELL 

bootstraps, with asterisks denoting nodes with 100% support.  Species, clades and 

populations are denoted by square brackets. 
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Appendix 11: The ML phylogeny of N. australis and N. ‘flindersi’ collapsed down to 

populations based on 7,780 partitioned ddRADseq loci. Node labels indicate bootstrap 

support from 1,000 RELL bootstraps (reported first), with asterisks denoting nodes with 

100% support, as well as site concordance factors between individual ddRAD loci gene 

trees and the tree (reported second). Concordance factors were calculated using 100 

random quartets per branch. 
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Appendix 12: Evaluation of StreamTree model fit across the entire set of population 

comparisons (top) and for comparisons involving each specific population (bottom). Density 

plots represent the probability distribution of mismatch (ratio) between observed (true) 

genetic distance and distance modelled by StreamTree, with the red line indicating perfect 

fit of the model (StreamTree value = observed genetic distance). The full dataset (left) is 

compared with the model with divergent outliers removed (right).   
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Appendix 13: Visual representation of the reduced StreamTree model (excluding 4 outlier 

populations) of genetic divergence across the MDB. A: Dendritic riverine network of the 

MDB, with streams colour-coded according to the reduced StreamTree model that 

determines the contribution (as a penalty) of each segment in driving genetic divergence 

(measured as mean uncorrected genetic distance per population (p) x 102) across the 

basin. Segments coloured in yellow confer little penalty (i.e. genetic divergence between 

populations at either end of the segment is low) whereas red segments confer higher 

genetic differentiation. B: Visual comparison of StreamTree models using the full (n = 13 

populations) and reduced (n = 9) populations for stream segments that were considered 

under both models. Yellow segments demonstrate streams with similar associated 

penalties across both models whereas red segments showed more variable penalties 

between the two models. 
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Appendix 14: Comparison of ancestral range estimation model likelihoods across six 

biogeographic models and two time stratification scenarios, and including a constraint on 

maximum range size. The most supported models are highlighted in green. 

  

Constraint Model Log 
likelihood 

Dispersal 
(d) 

Extincton 
(e) 

Founder 
event (J) AIC Relative 

AIC 

MDB 
excluded 
prior to 5 

Mya 

DEC -17.6 0.030 1.0 x 10-12 0 39.19 0.0004 

DEC+J -16.61 1.0 x 10-12 1.0 x 10-12 0.013 39.23 0.0004 

DIVALIKE -10.08 0.015 1.0 x 10-12 0 24.16 0.73 

DIVALIKE+J -10.08 0.015 1.0 x 10-12 1.0 x 10-5 26.16 0.27 

BAYAREALIKE -30.29 0.036 0.21 0 64.57 1.2 x 10-9 

BAYAREALIKE+J -20.08 1.0 x 10-12 1.0 x 10-12 0.029 46.16 1.2 x 10-5 

MDB 
excluded 
prior to 5 

Mya + max 
range = 2 

areas 

DEC -23.07 0.059 1.0 x 10-12 0 50.14 0.0028 

DEC+J -19.1 1.0 x 10-12 1.0 x 10-12 0.026 44.21 0.054 

DIVALIKE -17.58 0.059 1.0 x 10-12 0 39.15 0.67* 

DIVALIKE+J -17.55 0.039 1.0 x 10-12 0.008 41.1 0.25 

BAYAREALIKE -32.1 0.093 0.13 0 68.2 3.30 x 10-7 

BAYAREALIKE+J -20.08 1.0 x 10-12 1.0 x 10-12 0.029 46.16 0.02 

MDB 
excluded 
prior to 2 

Mya 

DEC -30.35 0.050 0.062 0 64.69 0.042 

DEC+J -30.35 0.050 0.062 1.0 x 10-5 66.69 0.016 

DIVALIKE -27.55 0.040 0.041 0 59.1 0.69* 

DIVALIKE+J -27.55 0.040 0.041 1.0 x 10-5 61.1 0.25 

BAYAREALIKE -38.91 0.063 0.23 0 81.82 8.0 x 10-6 

BAYAREALIKE+J -36.64 0.037 0.080 0.023 79.28 2.9 x 10-5 
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Appendix 15: Coalescent model likelihoods based on biogeographic hypotheses using 

FastSimCoal2. Individual model specifications and their underlying hypotheses are detailed 

in Table S2 and Figure S5. Model likelihoods (∆Likelihood) are reported as the difference 

between the maximum estimated likelihood and the observed likelihood of the SFS under 

each model. For each set of models, comparative likelihoods were calculated using AIC as 

[(2 x number of parameters) – (2 x log likelihood of the model)]. The difference between the 

AIC of each model and the lowest AIC of the model set (∆AIC) was also used to evaluate 

comparative likelihoods. Models were also compared using Akaike Weights to better 

characterise the fit of a model within a set. N/A denotes models which could not be 

estimated even under broad priors due to non-coalescence of demes. The best model of 

each set is highlighted in green. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Model No. parameters ∆Likelihood AIC ∆AIC Akaike Weight 
1A 4 939.081 38816.7869 1915.140203 0 
1B 6 522.345 36901.6467 0 1 
1C 6 6368.01 63821.92887 26920.28218 0 
1D 8 719.992 37815.84477 914.1980717 3.0508 x 10-199 
2A 7 22822.537 228207.3438 91919.23483 0 
2B 13 2859.923 136288.1089 0 1 
2C 8 25908.698 244537.9509 108249.842 0 
2D 10 22404.886 228406.3004 92118.19146 0 
2E 16 3777.704 142636.9572 6348.848263 0 
3A 25 30794.197 914430.059 0 1 
3B 25 58640.469 1042666.881 128236.8216 0 
3C 25 58671.987 1042812.026 128381.9674 0 
3D 25 104816.136 1284161.485 369731.4258 0 
3E 25 36531.741 940852.4256 26422.36657 0 
4A 19 4427.185 234356.2201 3570.03817 0 
4B 27 4456.823 234508.7081 3722.526204 0 
4C 18 4298.586 233761.9998 2975.817889 0 
4D 26 4218.219 233407.8961 2621.714177 0 
4E 26 3648.921 230786.1819 0 1 
5A 4 520.131 14400.71798 221.3401875 8.6415 x 10-49 
5B 4 531.54 14453.25837 273.8805742 3.36968 x 10-60 
5C 6 471.199 14179.3778 0 1 
5D 4 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
5E 4 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
6A 7 3463.211 36803.27241 10847.18472 0 
6B 13 1101.337 25938.44068 0 1 
6C 10 3561.24 37260.71264 11304.62494 0 
6D 16 1129.353 26073.45913 117.3714358 4.79862 x 10-30 
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Appendix 16: One-dimensional site-frequency spectra for stairway plot analysis. SNPs 

were called independently for each population and hence are variable in number across the 

populations. 
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Appendix 17: Relative density plots of environmental variables within the SDM and each 

LDM individually. Variables Bio3 and Twi are plotted separately due to variance in 

maximum density. Environmental data across all variables were sampled from points using 

ArcMap based on 2,528 SDM occurrences, 61 N. australis LDM occurrences and 11 N. 

‘flindersi’ LDM occurrences. 
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Appendix 18: Initial prior ranges for individual population demographic models estimated 

within FastSimCoal2. All priors were set using uniform distributions, with the same 

conditions across all six populations for the same model. The relationship of parameters to 

the model, and broad overviews of the models themselves, are demonstrated in Figure 3.2. 

Parameter Model 
1 2 3 4 5 

NCURR 103 - 104 103 - 104 103 - 104 103 - 104 103 - 104 
RATE -10-4 – 0 0 – 10-4 NA -10-4 – 0 0 – 10-4 

T1 18,000 – 21,000 18,000 – 21,000 NA 18,000 – 21,000 18,000 – 21,000 
R2 NA NA NA 0 – 10-4 -10-4 – 0
D2 NA NA NA 1,000 – 20,000 1,000 – 20,000 
T2 NA NA NA = T1 + D2 = T1 + D2 
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Appendix 19: Pearson’s pairwise correlation for all 19 bioclimatic variables obtained from 

WorldClim v1.4. Selected uncorrelated variables (|R| < 0.8) are highlighted in bold, with 

correlation values between these variables highlighted in green. 

Variable Bio1 Bio2 Bio3 Bio4 Bio5 Bio6 Bio7 Bio8 Bio9 Bio10 Bio11 Bio12 Bio13 Bio14 Bio15 Bio16 Bio17 Bio18 Bio19 

Bio1                    

Bio2 0.72                   

Bio3 0.08 0.06                  

Bio4 0.60 0.83 -0.47                 

Bio5 0.93 0.89 -0.05 0.82                

Bio6 0.48 -0.16 0.41 -0.36 0.17               

Bio7 0.69 0.94 -0.24 0.96 0.89 -0.28              

Bio8 0.62 0.46 0.04 0.40 0.59 0.30 0.44             

Bio9 0.51 0.35 0.10 0.23 0.46 0.30 0.31 -0.19            

Bio10 0.95 0.83 -0.10 0.79 0.98 0.25 0.84 0.60 0.47           

Bio11 0.88 0.43 0.37 0.18 0.69 0.79 0.30 0.52 0.52 0.73          

Bio12 -0.80 -0.75 -0.15 -0.57 -0.82 -0.24 -0.69 -0.51 -0.42 -0.80 -0.66         

Bio13 -0.78 -0.77 -0.10 -0.61 -0.82 -0.18 -0.72 -0.51 -0.41 -0.80 -0.61 0.98        

Bio14 -0.76 -0.63 -0.31 -0.37 -0.71 -0.39 -0.51 -0.38 -0.50 -0.70 -0.73 0.91 0.84       

Bio15 -0.22 -0.35 0.36 -0.54 -0.35 0.27 -0.47 -0.36 0.09 -0.34 0.05 0.21 0.35 -0.14      

Bio16 -0.79 -0.77 -0.09 -0.63 -0.83 -0.18 -0.73 -0.54 -0.38 -0.81 -0.61 0.98 1.00 0.84 0.36     

Bio17 -0.77 -0.67 -0.26 -0.43 -0.74 -0.34 -0.57 -0.40 -0.49 -0.73 -0.71 0.94 0.88 0.99 -0.09 0.87    

Bio18 -0.71 -0.60 -0.28 -0.35 -0.67 -0.35 -0.49 -0.23 -0.62 -0.66 -0.69 0.87 0.81 0.95 -0.14 0.79 0.95   

Bio19 -0.75 -0.76 -0.07 -0.62 -0.81 -0.15 -0.72 -0.61 -0.27 -0.78 -0.57 0.96 0.98 0.79 0.41 0.99 0.83 0.71  
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Appendix 20: Custom R script to calculate 90% minimum training presence thresholds for 

converting SDMs to binary presence-absence maps. A threshold is calculated for the 

ensemble model, and a separate threshold for each separate model (i.e. 27 thresholds in 

Chapter 3; 45 thresholds in Chapter 4). 

#!/usr/bin/env Rscript 

library(biomod2) 

library(raster) 

#Used to loop over all time periods 

species <- "Nannoperca.obscura" 

projlist <- as.list(c("current","LateHolo","MidHolo","EarlyHolo","YDS","BA","HS1","LastInterglacial","MIS19","MidPlio","M2Plio")) 

occs <- read.csv("SubsampledYarras.csv") #load occurrence data to base training 

#Function for binary conversion of current SDM: adapted from https://babichmorrowc.github.io/post/2019-04-12-sdm-threshold/, accessed 
10/10/2019 

sdm_threshold <- function(sdm, occs, type = "mtp", binary = FALSE){ 

  occPredVals <- raster::extract(sdm, occs) 

  if(type == "mtp"){ 

    thresh <- min(na.omit(occPredVals)) 

  } else if(type == "p10"){ 

    if(length(occPredVals) < 10){ 

      p10 <- floor(length(occPredVals) * 0.9) 

    } else { 

      p10 <- ceiling(length(occPredVals) * 0.9) 

    } 

    thresh <- rev(sort(occPredVals))[p10] 

  } 

  sdm_thresh <- sdm 

  sdm_thresh[sdm_thresh < thresh] <- NA 

  if(binary){ 

    sdm_thresh[sdm_thresh >= thresh] <- 1 

  } 

  return(sdm_thresh) 

} 

#script for binary conversion of projections as a function 
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#Function to loop the threshold calculation for all models 

sdm_projthresh <- function(sdm, binary = FALSE){ 

  sdm_thresh <- sdm 

  #thresh <- dfthresh(sdm[[i]]) 

  sdm_thresh[sdm_thresh < thresh] <- NA 

  if(binary){ 

    sdm_thresh[sdm_thresh >= thresh] <- 1 

  } 

  return(sdm_thresh) 

} 

 

#actual scripts start here 

#--------------------ENSEMBLE MODEL THRESHOLD------------------------------- 

#1: define threshold for p10 based on current SDM and occs in ensemble model 

species = "YPP" 

outname <- paste(species, "Current", "MeanEM.asc", sep="") 

r <- raster(outname) 

occPredVals <- raster::extract(r, occs[,2:3]) #get suitability at all occurrence sites 

if(length(occPredVals) < 10){ 

  p10 <- floor(length(occPredVals) * 0.9) 

} else { 

  p10 <- ceiling(length(occPredVals) * 0.9) 

} 

thresh <- rev(sort(occPredVals))[p10] #calculate suitability threshold above which at least 90% of training sites occur 

print(thresh) 

 

#2: loop over all ensemble projections using the previously determined threshold 

for (proj in projlist) { 

  outname <- paste(species, proj, "MeanEM.asc", sep="") 

  r <- raster(outname) 

  bin<-sdm_projthresh(r, binary = TRUE) #convert projections to binary using 10% training threshold 

  counts <- freq(bin, digits = 0, value=1, useNA="no", merge=FALSE, progress='') #count number of presence cells 

  print(counts) 

  countname <- paste(species, proj, "EMcounts_2.csv", sep="") 

  write.csv(counts, countname) #export results to a csv 

} 

 

#--------------------------INDIVIDUAL MODELS THRESHOLDS--------------------- 
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#Process to estimate binary counts per time period for each individual model 

#1: Estimate binary thresholds for each model separately and concatenate to a data frame 

dfthresh = NULL 

outname <- paste(species, "/proj_current", "/",species, ".current.projection.out", sep="") 

assign('out', get(load(outname))) 

pred<-get_predictions(out)  #get predictions from file 

for (i in 1:length(pred)) { 

  sdm<-pred[[i]] 

  occPredVals <- raster::extract(sdm, occs[,2:3]) #get suitability at all occurrence sites 

  occPredValsTrim <- occPredVals[occPredVals != 0] #remove some values that were zeroes - possible error in some cells 

  if(length(occPredValsTrim) < 10){ 

    p10 <- floor(length(occPredValsTrim) * 0.9) 

  } else { 

    p10 <- ceiling(length(occPredValsTrim) * 0.9) 

  } 

  thresh <- rev(sort(occPredValsTrim))[p10] #calculate suitability threshold above which at least 90% of training sites occur 

  name <- names(sdm) 

  dfthresh = rbind(dfthresh, data.frame(name, thresh, length(occPredValsTrim))) 

} 

rownames(dfthresh) <- dfthresh[,1] 

dfthresh[,1] <- NULL #to set model names as row names and remove extra column 

 

#2:Estimate binary counts across all models and timeslices, using the appropriate threshold per model 

for (proj in projlist) { 

  outname <- paste(species, "/proj_", proj, "/",species, ".", proj, ".projection.out", sep="") 

  assign('out', get(load(outname))) 

  pred<-get_predictions(out)  #get predictions from file 

  for (i in 1:length(pred)) { 

      sdm<-pred[[i]] 

      rastname<-names(sdm) 

      rastthresh <- dfthresh[rastname, thresh] #relate each model to a thresh value from the previous step 

      bin<-sdm_projthresh(sdm, binary = TRUE)  #convert projections to binary using 10% training threshold 

      counts <- freq(bin, digits = 0, value=1, useNA="no", merge=FALSE, progress='') #count number of presence cells 

      print(counts) 

      countres <- rbind(data.frame(rastname, counts)) 

      rownames(countres) <- countres[,1] 

      countres[,1] <- NULL 

      countname <- paste(species, proj, "indiv_counts.csv", sep="_") 
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      write.table(countres, countname, append = TRUE, sep=",", col.names = FALSE) #export results to a csv 

  } 

} 
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Appendix 21: Density plot of missing data per sample in the species-wide alignments. 

Colours denote species (N. australis in red, N. obscura in blue). 
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Appendix 22: Gene and site concordance factors between gene trees estimated with 

individual RAD loci and the concatenated phylogeny for N. australis (left) and N. obscura 

(right). Population-level divergences and above are labelled with concordance factors, with 

gene concordance factors reported first and site concordance factors reported second. Both 

factors are scaled out of 100. 
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Appendix 23: Log likelihoods (top) and percentage of variation explained (bottom) of 

population mixtures and splits modelled with varying numbers of migration edges in 

TreeMix. Dashed red line indicates the asymptote of the variation explained. 
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Appendix 24: Residual matrices for A) N. australis and B) N. obscura under the best 

supported TreeMix models. 
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Appendix 25: Standard errors of the covariance matrices for A) N. australis and B) N. 

obscura under the best supported TreeMix models. 
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Appendix 26: Full ML phylogenetic tree for N. australis estimated using RAxML and based 

on 19,428 concatenated ddRAD loci. The tree was rooted using N. vittata as the outgroup. 

Node values show bootstrap support under 1,000 RELL bootstraps. Branch colours indicate 

the basin of origin for each clade (MDB = Murray-Darling Basin, SWV = southwest Victoria). 
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Appendix 27: Full ML phylogenetic tree for N. obscura estimated using RAxML and based 

on 12,705 concatenated ddRAD loci. The tree was rooted using N. vittata as the outgroup. 

Node values show bootstrap support under 1,000 RELL bootstraps. Branch colours indicate 

the basin of origin for each clade (MDB = Murray-Darling Basin, SWV = southwest Victoria).  
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Appendix 28: Confusion matrix of ξ hyperparameter within the co-demographic Multi-DICE 

model, estimated using 50 pseudo-observed datasets and the top 1,500 simulations (out of 

1.5M simulations total). Colours range from dark grey (ξ = 0.17) to light grey (ξ = 1) for each 

possible value of ξ.  
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Appendix 29: Prediction errors of variables in co-demographic models within Multi-DICE. 

Tolerance = threshold for the proportion of the top number of simulations used in calculating 

errors, with the corresponding number of simulations. τ = timing of population size change 

(bottleneck). ε1 = magnitude of exponential population size change (post-bottleneck). Ne = 

current effective population size. Mean(ε1) = average of ε1 across all six populations. Ω(ε) 

= dispersion index of ε1 (Var(ε1)/Mean(ε1)). Taxon-specific parameters (ε and Ne) are 

reported as the min – max range across all six populations. 

 Parameter 
Tolerance No. sims τ ε1 Ne Mean(ε1) Ω(ε1) 
0.0067%  100 0.618 0.86 – 1.159 0.864 – 1.06 0.829 0.957 
0.1% 1,500 0.622 0.901 – 1.214 0.851 – 1.043 0.798 0.969 
0.5% 7,500 0.614 0.917 – 1.224 0.861 – 1.044 0.788 0.993 
1% 15,000 0.611 0.925 – 1.237 0.863 – 1.047 0.789 1.000 

 

Appendix 30: Posterior distributions of parameters from co-demographic models in Multi-

DICE. Posterior probabilities were calculated using the top 0.0067% (n = 100) simulations 

out of 1.5M total simulations. τ = timing of population size change (bottleneck). ε1 = 

magnitude of exponential population decline. Ne = current effective population size. 

Mean(ε) = average of ε across all six populations. Ω(ε) = dispersion index of ε 

(Var(ε)/Mean(ε)). Taxon-specific parameters (ε1 and Ne) are reported as the min – max 

range across all six populations. 

   Parameter 

τ ε1 Ne Mean(ε1) Ω(ε1) 

Min 73,751 5.009 – 5.061 10,026 – 10,542 5.673 0.019 

2.5% 77,073.5 5.083 – 5.218 10,155 – 11,554 6.393 0.152 

Mean 91,452.34 8.438 – 8.734 22,212 – 24,887 8.618 1.41 

97.5% 99,851.5 16.012 – 18.843 58,988 – 72,268 11.390 2.991 

Max 99,971 17.606 – 19.996 82,156 – 99,863 12.575 3.338 
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Appendix 31: Custom R script to detect fixed differences, adapted from the gl.fixed.diff() 

function of the dartR package. 

#!/usr/bin/env Rscript 

library(devtools) 

library(dartR) 

library(melfuR) 

library(dplyr) 

library(RADami) 

WPPv <- read.structure(file = "WPP1_5vqualNviB.str", n.ind = 33, n.loc = 17145, onerowperind = FALSE, col.lab = 1, row.marknames = 
1, col.pop = 2) #read Structure file 

locnam <- read.table("WPP1_5vq.lmiss") #read loci names based on a VCF 

locinames <- locnam[-1, 1] 

WPPgl <- gi2gl(WPPv) 

locNames(WPPgl) <- locinames 

ftable <- gl.percent.freq(gl = WPPgl, v = 2) #calculate allele frequencies in the putative species + all other species 

p1 <- ftable[ftable$popn == 1, ] #get allele frequencies of putative species 

p2 <- ftable[ftable$popn == 2, ] #get allele frequency of other combined species 

rownames(p2) <- p2$locus 

rownames(p1) <- p1$locus 

both = NULL 

both <- cbind(p2$locus, p1$frequency, p2$frequency, p1$nmissing, p2$nmissing) #collate frequencies and missing data counts 

both = as.data.frame(both) 

colnames(both) = c("locus", "p1freq","p2freq","p1nmiss","p2nmiss") 

#Select loci with fixed differences 

wMD <- filter(both, (p1freq==0 & p2freq==100) | (p1freq==100 & p2freq==0)) 

write.csv(x = wMD, file = “species_gpf_loci.csv”) 

##the column of loci numbers (“locus”) is then used to subsample the ddRAD loci from the “.loci” output of PyRAD using pyrad_filter.py 
(https://github.com/pimbongaerts/radseq/blob/master/pyrad_filter.py)  

##this returns a subsampled “.loci” object with all samples for the given loci with fixed differences 

##a consensus sequence per locus is then obtained using the following command in the RADami R package 

Cons <- consensus.pyRAD(pyIn = “fixed_diff_loci.loci”, from = NA, to = NA, fastaNames = T, writeFile = “cons_loci”) 

##this returns a FASTA file with the consensus sequence per locus containing fixed differences to be annotated

https://github.com/pimbongaerts/radseq/blob/master/pyrad_filter.py
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Appendix 32: Custom perl script to annotate ddRAD loci containing fixed differences and 

extract GO terms from the UniProt database. 

#!/usr/bin/perl 

while (@ARGV){ 

$_=shift @ARGV; 

if ($_=~ /^-pdb$/){$pdb=shift @ARGV;} 

elsif ($_=~ /^-ndb$/){$ndb=shift @ARGV;} 

elsif ($_=~ /^-qry$/){$qry=shift @ARGV;} 

elsif ($_=~ /^-nc$/){$nc=shift @ARGV;} 

elsif ($_=~ /^-of$/){$out=shift @ARGV;} 

} 

 

if (not defined ($pdb && $qry && $out)){print "\nThis script annotate a fasta file to a protein local database (UniProt) or nucleotide 
database (Genbank) and then create a table with results and GO terms.\n\nUsage:\nAnnGO.pl\n\t-pdb <path to protein database>\n\t-qry 
<path to fasta file of loci to be annotated>\n\t-of <path folder to save all outputs>\n\t-nc <number cores to run in parallel>\n\nFor 
example:\n\nAGOUP.pl -pdb /pygmy/uniprot.fasta -qry /pygmy/PPcandiloci.fasta -of /pygmy/blastout/ -nc 10 \n\n"; exit;} 

if (not defined ($nc)) {$nc= 10;} 

unless (-d $out){`mkdir $out`;}  

our $prefo = $qry; 

$prefo =~ s/\.fasta//; 

@prefc = split /\//, $prefo; 

$pref = $prefc[-1]; 

our $qbase="$out/$pref"; 

##blast to protein database 

`cat $qry | parallel -j $nc -k --block 3k --recstart '>' --pipe 'blastx -db $pdb -query - -evalue 1e-3 -outfmt 6' >> $qbase\.prot`; 

`awk '{if (\$3>=70 && \$11<0.001)print }' $qbase\.prot | sort -k 1,1 -k 12,12rn | awk '!seen[\$1]++' > $qbase\_P.hit`; 

`awk '{if (\$3>=70 && \$11<0.001)print }' $qbase\.prot | sort -k 1,1 -k 12,12rn | awk '!seen[\$1]++' | awk '{print \$1, \$2}' | awk '!seen[\$2]++' 
> $qbase\_PU.hit`; 

 

##blast to nucleotide database 

`cat $qry | parallel -j $nc -k --block 3k --recstart '>' --pipe 'blastn -db $ndb -query - -evalue 1e-3 -outfmt 6' >> $qbase\.gen`; 

`awk '{if (\$3>=70 && \$11<0.001)print }' $qbase\.gen | sort -k 1,1 -k 12,12rn | awk '!seen[\$1]++' > $qbase\_G.hit`; 

`awk '{if (\$3>=70 && \$11<0.001)print }' $qbase\.gen | sort -k 1,1 -k 12,12rn | awk '!seen[\$1]++' | awk '{print \$1, \$2}' | awk '!seen[\$2]++' 
> $qbase\_GU.hit`; 

`awk 'FNR == NR { h[\$1]; next }; !(\$1 in h)' $qbase\_P.hit $qbase\_G.hit >> $qbase\_UG.hit`; 

 

 

 

##Import the information of each gene 
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our $infgene="$out/genbank_info"; 

unless (-d $infgene){`mkdir $infgene`;} 

`cat  $qbase\_PU.hit | while read i; do hit=\$(echo \$i | cut -d " " -f 2 | cut -d "|" -f 2); echo \"wget -q -O - 
http://www.uniprot.org/uniprot/\${hit}.txt\ >> $infgene/\${hit}.info"; done > $out/gbcmd`; 

`cat $out/gbcmd | parallel \"eval {}\"`; 

 

##create annotation table 

my $cmd="echo 
Locus\'\\t\'GeneAccession\'\\t\'MapPosition\'\\t\'GeneFullName\'\\t\'GeneShortName\'\\t\'GeneAltNames\'\\t\'GeneSubName\'\\t\'GeneGo\'\\t\
'CellularComponent\'\\t\'MolecularFunction\'\\t\'BiologicalProcess >> $qbase\_annotation.csv"; 

system ($cmd); 

our @hits=`cat  $qbase\_P.hit`; 

foreach $hit (@hits){ 

 my $fname= "-"; 

 my $sname= "-"; 

 my $altname="-"; 

 my $subname="-"; 

 my $GOT="GO:"; 

 my $CC="CC:"; 

 my $MF="MF:"; 

 my $BP="BP:"; 

 my @hitinf=split /\t/, $hit; 

 my @UP=split /\|/, $hitinf[1]; 

 my $UPa=$UP[1]; 

 our @geni=`cat $infgene/$UPa\.info`; 

 foreach $line (@geni){ 

  chomp $line; 

  if ($line =~ m/^DE   RecName: Full=/) { 

   $fname = $line; 

   $fname =~ s/DE   RecName: Full=//; 

   $fname =~ s/\{.*//; 

  } 

  elsif ($line =~ m/^GN   Name=/) { 

   $sname = $line; 

   $sname =~ s/GN   Name=//; 

   $sname =~ s/\{.*//; 

  } 

  elsif ($line =~ m/^DE   AltName: Full=/) { 

   $altname = $line; 
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   $altname =~ s/DE   AltName: Full=//; 

   $altname =~ s/\{.*//; 

  } 

  elsif ($line =~ m/^DE   SubName: Full=/) { 

   $subname = $line; 

   $subname =~ s/DE   SubName: Full=//; 

   $subname =~ s/\{.*//; 

  } 

  elsif ($line =~ m/^DR   GO;/) { 

   my $GOTi = $line; 

   $GOTi =~ s/DR   GO;//; 

   my @GOTin= split /;/, $GOTi; 

   #$GOTin[0]=~ s/GO\://; 

   $GOTin[0]=~ s/\s//g; 

   $GOT= $GOT.$GOTin[0].","; 

   if ($GOTin[1]=~ m/C:/){ 

   $GOTin[1]=~ s/C\://; 

   $CC=$CC.$GOTin[1].","; 

    

   } 

   if ($GOTin[1]=~ m/F:/){ 

   $GOTin[1]=~ s/F\://; 

   $MF=$MF.$GOTin[1].","; 

   } 

   if ($GOTin[1]=~ m/P:/){ 

   $GOTin[1]=~ s/P\://; 

   $BP=$GOTin[1]; 

   } 

  } 

 } 

$GOT =~ s/, $//; 

$MF =~ s/\'/\\'/g; 

$CC =~ s/\'/\\'/g; 

$BP =~ s/\'/\\'/g; 

my $cmd2="echo $hitinf[0]\'\\t\'$UP[-1]\'\\t\'$hitinf[8]-
$hitinf[9]\'\\t\'$fname\'\\t\'$sname\'\\t\'$altname\'\\t\'$subname\'\\t\'$GOT\'\\t\'$CC\'\\t\'$MF\'\\t\'$BP >> $qbase\_annotation.csv"; 

$cmd2 =~ s/\(/\\(/g; 

$cmd2 =~ s/\)/\\)/g; 
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$cmd2 =~ s/\;//g; 

my $cmd3="echo $UP[-1]\'\\t\'$GOT >> $qbase\_GO.tab"; 

print "$cmd2\n"; 

system ($cmd2); 

system ($cmd3); 

} 

##add not annotated genes table 

our @hits2=`cat  $qbase\_UG.hit`; 

foreach $hit2 (@hits2){ 

 my $fname= "-"; 

 my $sname= "-"; 

 my $altname="-"; 

 my $subname="-"; 

 my $GOT="GO:"; 

 my $CC="CC:"; 

 my $MF="MF:"; 

 my $BP="BP:"; 

 my @hitinf=split /\t/, $hit; 

 # my @UP=split /\|/, $hitinf[1]; 

 my $UPa=$hiting[1]; 

 our @geni=`cat $infgene2/$UPa\.info`; 

 foreach $line (@geni){ 

  chomp $line; 

  if ($line =~ m/^DEFINITION  /) { 

   $fname = $line; 

   $fname =~ s/DEFINITION  //; 

   $fname =~ s/\{.*//; 

  } 

  elsif ($line =~ m/\/gene=/) { 

   $sname = $line; 

   $sname =~ s/GN   Name=//; 

   $sname =~ s/\{.*//; 

  } 

  elsif ($line =~ m/^DE   AltName: Full=/) { 

   $altname = $line; 

   $altname =~ s/DE   AltName: Full=//; 

   $altname =~ s/\{.*//; 

  } 
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  elsif ($line =~ m/^DE   SubName: Full=/) { 

   $subname = $line; 

   $subname =~ s/DE   SubName: Full=//; 

   $subname =~ s/\{.*//; 

  } 

  elsif ($line =~ m/^DR   GO;/) { 

   my $GOTi = $line; 

   $GOTi =~ s/DR   GO;//; 

   my @GOTin= split /;/, $GOTi; 

   $GOTin[0]=~ s/GO\://; 

   $GOT= $GOT.$GOTin[0].","; 

   if ($GOTin[1]=~ m/C:/){ 

   $GOTin[1]=~ s/C\://; 

   $CC=$CC.$GOTin[1].","; 

    

   } 

   if ($GOTin[1]=~ m/F:/){ 

   $GOTin[1]=~ s/F\://; 

   $MF=$MF.$GOTin[1].","; 

   } 

   if ($GOTin[1]=~ m/P:/){ 

   $GOTin[1]=~ s/P\://; 

   $BP=$GOTin[1]; 

   } 

  } 

 } 

$MF =~ s/\'/\\'/g; 

$CC =~ s/\'/\\'/g; 

$BP =~ s/\'/\\'/g; 

my $cmd3="echo $hitinf[0]\'\\t\'$UP[-1]\'\\t\'$hitinf[8]-
$hitinf[9]\'\\t\'$fname\'\\t\'$sname\'\\t\'$altname\'\\t\'$subname\'\\t\'$GOT\'\\t\'$CC\'\\t\'$MF\'\\t\'$BP >> $qbase\_annotation.csv"; 

$cmd3 =~ s/\(/\\(/g; 

$cmd3 =~ s/\)/\\)/g;d 

$cmd3 =~ s/\;//g; 

print "$cmd3\n"; 

system ($cmd3); 

}  
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Appendix 33: Pearson’s pairwise correlation for all 19 bioclimatic variables obtained from 

WorldClim v1.4. Selected uncorrelated variables (|R| < 0.8) are highlighted in bold, with 

correlation values between these variables highlighted in green. 

Variable bio1 bio2 bio3 bio4 bio5 bio6 bio7 bio8 bio9 bio10 bio11 bio12 bio13 bio14 bio15 bio16 bio17 bio18 bio19 

bio1                    

bio2 0.56                   

bio3 -0.65 -0.56                  

bio4 0.74 0.84 -0.90                 

bio5 0.91 0.81 -0.82 0.94                

bio6 0.12 -0.69 0.42 -0.55 -0.30               

bio7 0.68 0.93 -0.82 0.98 0.92 -0.64              

bio8 0.65 0.05 -0.12 0.15 0.40 0.53 0.10             

bio9 0.41 0.30 -0.18 0.24 0.36 0.08 0.26 0.17            

bio10 0.95 0.71 -0.81 0.91 0.98 -0.16 0.85 0.47 0.37           

bio11 0.59 -0.18 0.10 -0.10 0.22 0.83 -0.16 0.74 0.41 0.33          

bio12 -0.43 -0.81 0.55 -0.71 -0.67 0.65 -0.80 -0.06 -0.08 -0.57 0.28         

bio13 -0.30 -0.72 0.44 -0.60 -0.54 0.66 -0.70 -0.02 0.02 -0.43 0.35 0.98        

bio14 -0.61 -0.56 0.54 -0.61 -0.67 0.16 -0.60 -0.20 -0.51 -0.67 -0.24 0.39 0.21       

bio15 0.05 -0.35 0.18 -0.26 -0.15 0.55 -0.35 0.08 0.44 -0.06 0.51 0.69 0.80 -0.31      

bio16 -0.31 -0.73 0.45 -0.61 -0.55 0.66 -0.71 -0.03 0.04 -0.44 0.35 0.98 1.00 0.22 0.80     

bio17 -0.75 -0.60 0.67 -0.73 -0.80 0.15 -0.70 -0.30 -0.47 -0.81 -0.28 0.45 0.27 0.92 -0.24 0.28    

bio18 -0.51 -0.57 0.54 -0.58 -0.62 0.26 -0.60 -0.07 -0.63 -0.59 -0.13 0.44 0.28 0.84 -0.25 0.27 0.87   

bio19 -0.33 -0.71 0.46 -0.62 -0.56 0.64 -0.71 -0.05 0.04 -0.46 0.33 0.98 0.99 0.22 0.80 1.00 0.29 0.27  
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Appendix 34: Histogram of missing data per sample (%) for N. vittata and N. pygmaea. 
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Appendix 35: The number of fixed difference SNPs hierarchically across the clade. Branch 

colours denote the number of fixed differences between the daughter lineage and all other 

lineages. 
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Appendix 36: Summary of results from IQ-TREE2 and ASTRAL phylogenetic analyses. 

The phylogenetic trees in A and B represent the ML tree estimated by IQ-TREE2 with the 

alignment partitioned per ddRAD locus, with node labels showing bootstrap support. Node 

point colours denote gene (gCF) and site (sCF) concordance factors in A and B, 

respectively. The relationship of partitioned bootstrap support, gCF and sCF is 

demonstrated in C. The species summary tree estimated by ASTRAL-III is shown in D, with 

nodes labelled according to local posterior probability that the branch is representative of 

the true species tree. For all phylogenetic plots, populations and branches are coloured 

according to putative species. 
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Appendix 37: AICM values for species delimitation scenarios using SNAPP. Colours 

denote the number of species in the given model, ranging from two (red) to nine (blue). 

Inset demonstrates the increase in AICM with increasing number of species included, with 

the greatest increase in AICM from two (S2) to three (S3) species. 
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Appendix 38: Breakdown of the number of ddRAD loci and enrichment GO terms 

containing fixed difference SNPs between putative species. “Number of loci” refers to 

ddRAD loci containing fixed differences per putative species or the total background set of 

all ddRAD loci. All loci were aligned to the assembled southern pygmy perch genome, and 

annotated using the UniProt database. MF = Molecular Function. BP = Biological 

Processes. CC = Cellular Components. 

 

 

  

Species Background  N. pygmaea N. vittata [A] N. vittata [B] 

No. loci 19,600 1,466 968 3,847 

No. loci 
aligned to 
genome 

16,246 1,172 739 2,929 

No. loci 
annotated 7,956 463 252 1,039 

No. sig. 
enriched MF 

functions 

- 
2 1 3 

No. sig. 
enriched BP 

functions 

- 
10 0 9 

No. sig. 
enriched CC 

functions 

- 
0 0 0 
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Appendix 39: Significantly enriched GO terms for ddRAD loci containing fixed difference 

between each putative species and the other lineages. Significance was tested based on a 

background dataset of 19,600 ddRAD loci and a Fisher’s exact test and a minimum node 

size of five. 

Species Ontology 
category GO ID Ontology 

term 
Sig. 

genes p 

N
. p

yg
m

ae
a 

Molecular 
Function 

GO:0004180 Carboxypeptidase 
activity 4 4.50 x 10-3 

GO:0003678 DNA helicase 
activity 5 7.10 x 10-3 

Biological 
Process 

GO:0097435 Supramolecular 
fibre organization 11 2.10 x 10-3 

GO:0044262 
Cellular 

carbohydrate 
metabolic process 

3 3.00 x 10-3 

GO:0062012 
Regulation of 

small molecule 
metabolic process 

3 3.00 x 10-3 

GO:0051301 Cell division 7 4.60 x 10-3 

GO:0007015 Actin filament 
organization 9 5.10 x 10-3 

GO:0000281 Mitotic cytokinesis 3 5.80 x 10-3 

GO:0061640 
Cytoskeleton-

dependent 
cytokinesis 

3 5.80 x 10-3 

GO:0072009 
Nephron 

epithelium 
development 

3 5.80 x 10-3 

GO:0072073 Kidney epithelium 
development 3 5.80 x 10-3 

GO:0051128 

Regulation of 
cellular 

component 
organization 

12 5.80 x 10-3 

N. vittata [A] Molecular 
Function GO:0005515 Protein binding 42 8.80 x 10-3 

N
. v

itt
at

a 
[B

] Molecular 
Function 

GO:0033218 Amide binding 6 1.00 x 10-3 
GO:0019842 Vitamin binding 7 8.40 x 10-3 

GO:0042803 
Protein 

homodimerization 
activity 

4 9.10 x 10-3 

Biological 
Process 

GO:0003015 Heart process 6 6.30 x 10-4 
GO:0060047 Heart contraction 6 6.30 x 10-4 

GO:0000819 Sister chromatid 
segregation 5 4.90 x 10-3 

GO:0003013 Circulatory 
system process 6 5.36 x 10-3 

GO:0008015 Blood circulation 6 5.36 x 10-3 

GO:0044283 
Small molecule 

biosynthetic 
process 

12 8.76 x 10-3 
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GO:0000070 
Mitotic sister 

chromatid 
segregation 

4 9.26 x 10-3 

GO:0008016 Regulation of 
heart contraction 3 9.34 x 10-3 

GO:0060359 Response to 
ammonium ion 3 9.34 x 10-3 
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Appendix 40: List of unique genes within enriched GO terms, based on ddRAD loci 

containing fixed differences. Each gene is only listed once, with all associated GO terms (if 

more than one was significantly enriched) listed next to the gene. 

Species GO terms Gene protein Gene name 

N
. p

yg
m

ae
a 

GO:0003678 A0A3B3DHB7_ORYME Chromodomain-helicase-DNA-binding 
protein 8 

GO:0003678 A0A3P9GY40_ORYLA DNA helicase 
GO:0003678 A0A3B3E1G7_ORYME General transcription factor IIF subunit 2 
GO:0003678 A0A3Q1EHB4_9TELE RuvB-like helicase 
GO:0004180 A0A1S3NAK0_SALSA Angiotensin-converting enzyme 

GO:0004180 A0A3Q4HA80_NEOBR Carboxypeptidase X, M14 family member 
2 

GO:0004180 A0A3N0YUR9_ANAGA Lysosomal Pro-X carboxypeptidase 
GO:0004180 A0A4W5MRD5_9TELE Uncharacterized protein 

GO:0044262 A0A315V7B0_GAMAF Phosphorylase b kinase regulatory 
subunit 

GO:0044262, 
GO:0062012 A0A3Q3M836_9TELE Glucagon receptor b 

GO:0051128 A0A4W5LXA7_9TELE Palmdelphin 
GO:0051128 H3BYY3_TETNG RGM_C domain-containing protein 
GO:0051128 A0A4W5QEH8_9TELE Zgc:56235 
GO:0051301 A0A3B5AK22_9TELE Cell division control protein 
GO:0051301 A0A3B3YGP9_9TELE Multifunctional fusion protein 
GO:0051301 A0A3P9I1I6_ORYLA SKA2 domain-containing protein 

GO:0051301 A0A1S3REU7_SALSA uncharacterized protein LOC106602330 
isoform X2 

GO:0051301, 
GO:0000281, 
GO:0061460 

E6ZHX6_DICLA Leucine zipper putative tumor suppressor 
2 homolog 

GO:0051301, 
GO:0061640, 
GO:0000281 

A0A1A8BDA4_9TELE Zinc finger, FYVE domain containing 26 

GO:0062012 A0A4W6CG56_LATCA Electron transfer flavoprotein subunit 
alpha 

GO:0062012 A0A3B5A5C6_9TELE Sodium channel protein 
GO:0072009, 
GO:0072073 A0A3Q3E067_HIPCM Intraflagellar transport 74 

GO:0072009, 
GO:0072073 A0A3B1JSZ2_ASTMX LIM homeobox transcription factor 1, beta 

b 
GO:0072009, 
GO:0072073, 
GO:0051128 

A0A3Q3WIN1_MOLML Crumbs cell polarity complex component 
2b 

GO:0097435 A0A3Q3MSV2_9TELE Actinin, alpha 2b 
GO:0097435 A0A3Q3AA25_KRYMA Myosin XVIIIAa 
GO:0097435, 
GO:0007015 A0A3Q3K6N9_MONAL Formin homology 2 domain containing 3a 

GO:0097435, 
GO:0007015 A0A3B3UHD3_9TELE Kaptin (actin binding protein) 

GO:0097435, 
GO:0007015, 
GO:0051128 

A0A4V6ARR2_COLLU Calpain-2 catalytic subunit 

GO:0097435, 
GO:0007015, 
GO:0051128 

A0A3Q2DJ26_CYPVA Dishevelled associated activator of 
morphogenesis 1b 
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GO:0097435, 
GO:00007015, 
GO:0051128 

A0A3Q1H312_ANATE Epidermal growth factor receptor pathway 
substrate 8a 

GO:0097435, 
GO:00007015, 
GO:0051128 

A0A3P9HJN3_ORYLA Leiomodin 3 

GO:0097435, 
GO:0007015, 
GO:0051128 

Q52WX5_DANRE Ras-like protein Rhobtb2a 

GO:0097435, 
GO:0007015, 
GO:0051128 

A0A315VUH7_GAMAF Spectrin beta chain 

GO:0097435, 
GO:0007015, 
GO:0051128 

A0A0S7HHN3_9TELE TWF2 

N
. v

itt
at

a 
[A

] 

GO:0005515 A0A3Q1F0D0_9TELE Actin binding Rho activating protein a 

GO:0005515 A0A3Q3NCX6_9TELE 
ADP-ribosylation factor guanine 

nucleotide-exchange factor 1 (brefeldin A-
inhibited) 

GO:0005515 A0A1A7ZNR0_NOTFU Ankyrin repeat and BTB (POZ) domain 
containing 2 

GO:0005515 A0A3Q1K087_ANATE Ankyrin repeat and BTB (POZ) domain 
containing 2a 

GO:0005515 A0A3Q1FNL0_9TELE Anoctamin 
GO:0005515 A0A1A8DUH4_9TELE Caldesmon 1 like 
GO:0005515 F1Q7X5_DANRE Centromere protein F 

GO:0005515 A0A2D0Q5R2_ICTPU CREB-regulated transcription coactivator 
3 isoform X3 

GO:0005515 A0A0F8CNI0_LARCR CRF domain-containing protein 
GO:0005515 A0A3Q2P1E8_FUNHE Dedicator of cytokinesis 10 

GO:0005515 A0A0F8CVH6_LARCR FERM, RhoGEF and pleckstrin domain-
containing protein 2 

GO:0005515 A0A1A8I6T8_NOTKU HtrA serine peptidase 1b 
GO:0005515 A0A3Q2CJL6_CYPVA Kinesin family member 11 
GO:0005515 A0A4W6D0J8_LATCA Kinesin motor domain-containing protein 
GO:0005515 A0A1A7XRW9_9TELE Metastasis suppressor 1-like 
GO:0005515 A0A3B3HF18_ORYLA Microtubule-associated protein 
GO:0005515 A0A3P9PB42_POERE Myosin ID 
GO:0005515 A0A0P7YUT3_SCLFO Myosin-6-like 
GO:0005515 A0A3N0YXD3_ANAGA Nesprin-2 
GO:0005515 A0A3P9NVQ8_POERE Phosphatase and actin regulator 
GO:0005515 A0A2U9CRD7_SCOMX Putative transcription activator BRG1 
GO:0005515 O57396_ONCMY RtSox23 
GO:0005515 A0A3Q2VM81_HAPBU SEC7 domain-containing protein 
GO:0005515 A0A3B3D820_ORYME Sema domain-containing protein 
GO:0005515 A0A3Q3WD23_MOLML Spectrin beta chain 
GO:0005515 A0A0S7HMN7_9TELE SPTB2 

GO:0005515 A0A1A8B561_NOTFU T-cell lymphoma invasion and metastasis 
2 

GO:0005515 A0A3Q1AH46_AMPOC TNF receptor-associated factor 
GO:0005515 A0A3P8VZV9_CYNSE Transportin 1 

GO:0005515 A0A3B3H3P4_ORYLA t-SNARE coiled-coil homology domain-
containing protein 

GO:0005515 A0A0S2MM99_SPAAU Tyrosine-protein kinase receptor 
GO:0005515 A0A0F8BN41_LARCR Uncharacterized protein 
GO:0005515 A0A3Q0RRI7_AMPCI Wu:fi04e12 

N . v   

GO:0000819 A0A3B3YN51_9TELE Structural maintenance of chromosomes 
5 
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GO:0000819, 
GO:0000070 A0A087Y092_POEFO Charged multivesicular body protein 1A 

GO:0000819, 
GO:0000070 Q1ECZ7_DANRE Hnrnpu protein 

GO:0000819, 
GO:0000070 A0A3B4EH51_PYGNA MAU2 sister chromatid cohesion factor 

GO:0000819, 
GO:0000070 A0A3B4WID6_SERLL Non-SMC condensin I complex, subunit G 

GO:0003015, 
GO:0060047, 
GO:0003013, 
GO:0008015 

M4A8E9_XIPMA Bridging integrator 1b 

GO:0003015, 
GO:0060047, 
GO:0003013, 
GO:0008015 

A0A3Q1BZ38_AMPOC Myocardial zonula adherens protein 

GO:0003015, 
GO:0060047, 
GO:0003013, 
GO:0008015, 
GO:0008016 

A0A3Q2CS10_CYPVA 1-phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate 
phosphodiesterase gamma 

GO:0003015, 
GO:0060047, 
GO:0003013, 
GO:0008015, 
GO:0044283 

A0A3Q2D6H5_CYPVA Dihydrofolate reductase 

GO:0003015, 
GO:0060047, 
GO:0003013, 
GO:0008015, 
GO:0008016 

A0A2D0SI98_ICTPU RING finger protein 207 isoform X2 

GO:0019842 A0A0F8CG71_LARCR Aromatic-L-amino-acid decarboxylase 
GO:0019842 A0A4W5MNY1_9TELE Aspartate aminotransferase 
GO:0019842 A0A1A7XAM1_9TELE Leprecan-like 2 

GO:0033218 A0A3P8UIF7_CYNSE Amyloid beta (A4) precursor protein-
binding, family A, member 2b 

GO:0033218 A0A3Q3WYM8_MOLML Signal recognition particle subunit SRP68 
GO:0033218, 
GO:0019842, 
GO:0060359 

A0A3B5MT62_9TELE Coiled-coil domain containing 57 

GO:0033218, 
GO:0019842, 
GO:0044283 

A0A1S3RIB8_SALSA Pyruvate carboxylase 

GO:0033218, 
GO:0019842, 
GO:0044283 

A0A3Q0T4B9_AMPCI Pyruvate carboxylase b 

GO:0042803 I3KKA4_ORENI Centromere protein F 
GO:0042803 A0A1A7X8I8_9TELE Uncharacterized protein 
GO:0042803 A0A3B4G9U4_9CICH V(D)J recombination-activating protein 1 
GO:0044283 A0A3Q3W7V5_MOLML Fructose-bisphosphate aldolase 

GO:0044283 A0A3B5LMY6_9TELE Hydroxysteroid (17-beta) dehydrogenase 
7 

GO:0044283 A0A3B1JJD1_ASTMX Inosine-5'-monophosphate 
dehydrogenase 

GO:0044283 I3K460_ORENI Sepiapterin reductase b 
GO:0044283 A0A4W6DNN2_LATCA Sterile alpha and TIR motif containing 1 
GO:0044283 A0A3Q3XPT5_MOLML Uridine-cytidine kinase 
GO:0044283, 
GO:0060359 A0A2R8QPK9_DANRE Acetyl-CoA carboxylase alpha 
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Appendix 41: Evaluations of SDM accuracy. A: Model fit per method (n = nine per method) 

using the ROC and the TSS. B: Estimates of variable importance across all models (n = 45 

total) for all variables used in all projections (i.e. excluding bio3). Each point represents a 

single model, coloured by method, with error bars capturing the 95% confidence interval 

across all models. C: Maps of ensemble distribution models built from averaging 

contemporary distributions for each method separately (the first five), as well as the final 

ensemble (bottom right). 
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Appendix 42: Estimates of SDM area over time, based on converting individual and 

ensemble models to binary presence-absence format. A: Distribution area over time, with 

each point representing a single model with colour denoting the method used to generate 

the distribution. Solid line indicates the area estimated for the full ensemble model using the 

‘90% minimum training presence’ as the threshold, whilst the dashed line indicates the area 

estimated based on the true skill statistic method. All individual model areas were 

estimating using the 90% minimum training presence approach. B: Correlation of binary 

area of ensemble projections and the relative sea level, with triangles indicating area 

estimated using the 90% minimum training presence threshold and squares for area 

estimating using the TSS approach. Points are coloured by the time period of the 

projection. The dashed line represents the linear line of best fit, with the shaded area 

including all localities (i.e. min and max linear correlation). 
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Appendix 43: Contemporary LDMs for N. vittata, considering two to four separate lineages 

(akin to species delimitation model labelled beside each scenario). All LDMs were 

estimated using the contemporary ensemble SDM and a cost-distance approach. 
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Appendix 44: LDMs over time of putative cryptic species within N. vittata, estimated by 

subsetting the ensemble SDMs into separate lineages in a cost-distance approach. A: N. 

vittata [A] LDMs. B: N. vittata [B] LDMs. 
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